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How a television station really works. The
first full account of what actually goes on behind and before the cameras at amajor local
television station. This is the story of besieged
professionals caught in aglittering world they
reflect, shape, and ultimately cannot control.
If there's a money machine for perpetual
profit, STAY TUNED shows that its name is
television. Those endless, easy bucks make it
impossible to keep standards high and programming, whether original or public service,
healthy. But not always. Channel 5, WCVB the
embattled Boston station, is the increasingly
celebrated exception. STAY TUNED tells two
overlapping stories. One is the tale of the people at all levels at cvs, as they call themselves,
who do the jobs that keep them on the air. The
other, more obscure but just as compelling, is
the shifting history of the station's ownership
from its beginning as anewspaper property to
its control by agroup of distinguished but inexperienced locals. Watch, with fascination its
capture by corporate giants. See how billionaire
John Kluge feints with Rupert Murdoch and
finally lands CVB in Hearst's relatively relaxed
embrace.
The central subject of the book, financial fascination aside, is the art and craft of television.
Every artist's, craftsman's, journalist's, producer's and anchor's role at CVB is peopled and
examined. There are profiles of men and women
in vital jobs. Nothing at the station, whether in
technology, rating or demographic analysis,
sales, meterology, art direction, programming,
nothing the "talent" (those locally famous livingroom intimates of ours) do escapes Lamson's
keen eye. Her method is simple—go through
the daily and weekend schedules and explain
how everything is done and who does it. No
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one compelled by TV, whether as aviewer, a
critic, an insider, or arecent arrival, can afford
to miss this engrossing and thoroughly documented account of what TV — indifferent, bad,
and triumphantly good — actually is.
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"The value of commercial television
is in its very nonelitism. With true Jeffersonian/Jacksonian democracy it reaches everyone, a powerful magnet that attracts avast
segment, in fact the majority, of our population. Given its remarkable influence, the
one thing television must never do is to play
to the lowest common denominator. Yet unfortunately the industry is prone to do just
that. Those stations that steadfastly resist
this temptation are what this book is about.
WCVB, Channel 5, is such an exemplar."
— Peggy Lamson from Stay Tuned
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tells brilliantly how TV and its news
are put together, by what characters, against what
pressures. A fascinating tale of the drama of programming and TV journalism in perhaps the best
commercial TV station in the country — Channel 5
in Boston. With networks' decline, this is the wave
of the future in broadcast news.
— Blair Clark, former General Manager,
CBS Network News
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MYSTERY

fiction sometimes say when they start abook, they don't
know exactly how it will come out. Usually they have selected
the victim since he or she must be put away early. But often
they're not sure, until they get well into the book, and find
out just who is to wield the knife, administer the poison, or
shoot the gun with the silencer, or what the villain's motive
will be.
Although this is clearly not amystery story and is in fact
not fiction at all, Istill don't know, as Istart to write, how
it is going to come out. Nor do Iknow exactly who among
many candidates will be the villain. Ido, however, know
the motive.
When Ifirst had the idea for this book, it seemed quite
straightforward. Too much print, Ifelt, had been devoted
to glossy networks with their charismatic stars. And not
enough had been written about local television, an integral
link in our lives, providing the primary source of news for
3
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over 6o percent of the American people. Why not, then,
write abook that would show the workings of agood local
television station in agood market (televisionese for "city")?
And why not my own market, Boston, the sixth strongest
in the country, and why not WCVB, Channel 5, widely
regarded as one of the best stations—if not the best station—
in America?
So Iset to work to tell the story of how television works:
the technology, the ratings, the sales, the programming, the
"talent" (as the on-air personalities are called, usually to their
disgust), the management, the sequence of owners, and finally—inevitably—the bottom line.
My goal was to write an objective book, athird-person
account that would enlighten and, Ihoped, entertain those
who cared, and possibly even interest those who didn't know
they cared.
Ihad started down this path with all the confidence Icould
muster—never very much confidence at the beginning of a
project, as any writer knows— when all of asudden, as we
shall see, the path took asharp unexpected turn and Ifound
myself in muddied waters with abrand-new book.
So now Ibegin again, in the first person, with an ending
Icannot foretell, to explore through the eyes of Channel 5,
Boston, the world of local television today.

1
Corporate America Strikes Again

THE SIX P.M. NEWS AT

Channel 5, Boston, was just about seven minutes old and
nearing the end of the first segment when the story broke.
A bombshell.
As casually as if he were reading an everyday account of
a suburban school committee meeting, Chet Curtis, coanchor with his wife, Natalie Jacobson, read the words: "Metromedia Television is for sale."
He went on: "According to reports circulating widely on
Wall Street today, Metromedia, which owns and operates
seven television stations, including this one, will sell six of
these stations to Twentieth Century—Fox. The Hollywoodbased film and production company is half owned by Australian publisher Rupert Murdoch.
"Channel 5, according to these and other reports, will not
be sold to Twentieth Century but to another group broadcaster. Unofficial sources indicate that this station will be
acquired by the Hearst Corporation....
5
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"There were no official comments from Robert Bennett,
president of Metromedia Television and Radio, nor from
John Kluge, principal owner of Metromedia, as to the reason
for the sales.
"Obviously, as soon as we have more on this story we'll
bring it to you."
Then, casually, as if they were merely reporting news
rather than making it, Chet and Natalie "teased - the stories
coming up in the next segment, and NewsCenter 5went to
commercial. The date: Thursday, May 2., 1985.
Hearing these ominous words coming out of the blue from
my TV paralyzed me. But not for long. Almost before the
commercial was over, Iwas out of the house, into my car,
and heading south to the studio in Needham, Massachusetts,
twenty minutes away.
Speeding along the turnpike, I tried to marshal my
thoughts, at least to hastily put Channel 5's history into
chronological order so that Iwould have some frame of reference for this most current event.
Twenty-three years earlier, in 1962, Channel 5 WCVB
had been Channel 5WHDH, which had for five years been
run by the Boston Herald Traveller on apermit but without
an official license from the Federal Communications Commission; it was considered by some, but by no means all, to
be ahumdrum, mediocre station.
After abitter ten-year struggle, the FCC finally took the
permit away from WHDH, primarily on the grounds of media diversification, which mandated against one company
owning a newspaper and a television station in the same
market. The license was awarded to Boston Broadcasters,
Inc. (BBI). This group of distinguished, visionary Boston citizens was committed to the cause not only of local ownership but of local participation in management. Among other
pledges, all of which were honored, BBI promised the FCC
an unprecedented fifty hours aweek of local programming.
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To help implement these and other seemingly impossible
obligations to the regulatory agency, BBI hired Robert Bennett away from Metromedia, Inc. to be the station manager.
Bennett was said to be one of the best local broadcasters in
the country.
Along with his enlightened board of directors, Bennett set
anew standard for excellent, innovative local broadcasting
that was to have a stimulating influence on the entire
industry.
Ten years later, however, dedication aside and money to
the fore, BBI decided to sell its brainchild to Metromedia
for an unprecedented sum of $22o million. They chose Metromedia, acorporation not known for its interest in local
broadcasting, because Bob Bennett, who was subsequently
to return to Metromedia, had remained close to the legendary John Kluge, president and 73 percent owner of the
company.
Accordingly WCVB-Metromedia went on the air as such
in May 1982 with noble pledges made by Kluge, Bennett,
and other corporate titans in the company, that quality
broadcasting was and would continue to be Metromedia's
primary, overriding aim, especially for this station, which
they considered the jewel in .their crown studded with stations in Boston, Houston, New York, Washington, Los Angeles, Dallas, and Chicago.
And now, in May 1985, three years later, Metromedia was
selling all seven of its stations to Rupert Murdoch for—as I
was soon to find out—$2 billion. Murdoch in turn would
spin off Boston's Channel 5to the Hearst Corporation for
$450 million, the highest price ever paid for alocal television
station.*
Furthermore it seemed atime of open season on media
*Two weeks later this figure was eclipsed, however, when the Tribune Company
acquired station KTLA-TV, Los Angeles, for $510 million.

The Newsroom
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takeovers, with ABC being acquired by Capital Cities and
buccaneer Ted Turner making astrong bid for ahostile takeover of CBS, to mention only the two most prominent ones
of that month. There would be others, all threatening the
very concept of local ownership.
Inside the station Iheaded at once for its nerve center,
the Newsroom. The building that houses WCVB was once
aCaterpiller tractor repair factory, and the part that is now
the Newsroom must have been ahuge storage space with
enough height to raise asixty-foot crane. Ceilings have since
been lowered, raised again, then relowered to provide a
second story with offices, which are reached by a spiral
staircase.
The result is aforty- by seventy-foot area, sprawling yet
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intimate, chaotic yet effective. It looks like backstage at the
Shubert Theatre, or perhaps more likely at an arena theater—The Circle in the Square—with the set (studio) raised
at one end of the room and the glassed-in control room seen
behind it.
In the large, red-carpeted, windowless room are three
large cloverleaf tables, called pods. Each has five seats; each
belongs to aseparate news program.
As Iarrive, the six o'clock news has just finished, and
overhead lights are being turned off; Chet Curtis and Natalie
Jacobson are just stepping down from the platform. The place
is jammed: every seat at every pod is taken— not an unusual
circumstance at this hour, but the hushed, strained atmosphere is noticeably different. Many of the staff have learned
of the sale either just before air time or when they first heard
the words coming from Chet's mouth.
Chet and Nataliet are surrounded and are assuming a
properly encouraging leadership role. "We got through a
sale three years ago," says Natalie. -No reason why we can't
do it again."
My entrance is greeted with variations on the theme of
-Well, you've sure got anew book now, haven't you?"
Ihead immediately for Chet—the friendliest, most approachable of men, always good for the latest word as befits
the experienced news reporter that he is. -What's it all
about?"
-I
didn't know myself until about ahalf-hour ago," he says.
Linda Polach, producer of the six o'clock news, who has been
at her post in the control room during the show, joins the
group, pronouncing herself in astate of shock, and says that
she, who has to format, time, and supervise the entire show,
tI have chosen to use the given names of the on-air personalities because that
is the way they refer to each other on air at all TV stations: "Back to you, Chet,"—
or Jack, or Tom or Liz.

Natalie Jacobson

Chet Curtis

didn't know either until she was given ahundred and fifty
words of copy and told to find aspace for it somewhere in
the first segment.
There had of course been rumblings the day before when
the Wall Street Journal reported that "sources" indicated
that Fox Films and Metromedia were discussing "some sort
of combination. - The next day, May 2, the morning before
the news broke on the air, the New York Times picked up
the story, stating that Murdoch was engaged in "serious"
negotiations to acquire some of the television stations owned
by Metromedia. The Wall Street Journal's follow-up story
added for the first time the news that Metromedia intended
to sell the Boston station, "widely considered the jewel
among its broadcast properties, - separately and was thought
to be asking about $400 million for it.
Neither story was prominently played, nor was there any
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mention in either as to who might ultimately be the purchaser of WCVB-Boston.
Such was the state of affairs when Chet and Natalie arrived
for work alittle after three on that fateful Thursday afternoon.
Rumors abounding, facts in scarce supply, tension and frustration in the Newsroom mounting, people felt like displaced
orphans, waiting to see which foster parent was going to pick
them up this time.
"It was driving me crazy, - Chet said. "Not knowing. - Not
knowing why WCVB was being specially treated in the
seven-station sale (if indeed there really was going to be a
sale), although thanking their stars they were apparently not
going to become Rupert Murdoch's property. Not knowing
what role Bob Bennett, their guardian angel, worshiped by
most staffers at WCVB, was playing in all this.
"My fantasy, - said Chet, "is that Bob is the one who has
spared us Murdoch as his final gesture to this station that
he loved so much."
Finally someone—no one seems to remember just who—
threw down the gauntlet to Chet Curtis. "You're the best
reporter. For God's sake find out somehow who is going to
own us.
Chet, needing no urging, seized the phone and went to
work. Shortly before five, he ran one of the copy packs (six
different-colored sheets separated by carbons) into his typewriter and, in the huge print used for all on-air copy, wrote
asingle word and handed it to Natalie.
I have the page in my file right now. The word is
Rosebud. Natalie understood at once: Rosebud equals
Hearst. (In Orson Wells's famous movie Citizen Kane, about
William Randolph Hearst, Rosebud was the name of alittle
old-fashioned sled, the kind with high, round front runners,
that the young Hearst character had cherished as asmall
boy. It plays asignificant symbolic role throughout Citizen

Philip Scribner Balboni, Vice President/News
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Kane. Readers may even remember that the last shot of the
film is of the little sled burning in afurnace with just the
faded word Rosebud visible.)
By then they were edging up to air time. Chet and Natalie
ran up the spiral staircase to the office of Phil Balboni, vicepresident in charge of news and confronted him with
Rosebud.
Balboni, looking haggard and distraught for reasons they
would soon discover, told them that during the day Bob
Bennett had finally confirmed that a sale had been consummated and would be announced over the weekend.
He and other top management were being requested to go
to New York the following day to meet with the new owners—still unnamed. But speculation was increasing that it
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was indeed Hearst. And now Balboni agreed with his anchor
team that they would have to take some note of the situation on their evening news. So, clinging as always to the
"unofficial sources" he himself wrote the words that Chet
Curtis read.

Inoticed alot of movement in the Newsroom as people
headed up the spiral stairs.
"What's going on?" Iasked Natalie Jacobson.
"Phil Balboni has called a meeting in his office for the
whole news staff."
Although Ihad often sat in on staff meetings at WCVB, I
still had misgivings about injecting myself into this one,
which seemed such afamily affair. Yet Iknew Ihad to try,
so Ifollowed the others up the stairs.
Phil Balboni was sitting on the edge of his desk looking
more devastated than Ihad ever seen him. "Phil," Iasked,
"may Iplease sit in?"
He stared at me for the longest time. The room quieted
down and waited. Finally, in abarely audible voice, he said,
"I'd rather you didn't." Inodded and fled.
When Igot downstairs, Paul La Camera, vice-president
in charge of programming, was just walking through the
Newsroom. He and Balboni and general manager S. James
Coppersmith are the three top executives. They make an
interesting contrast: Balboni, brilliant, intense, awindmill
titter; La Camera, idealistic, intellectual, laid back; and Coppersmith, aggressive, sharp, witty, and gutsy.
Paul La Camera, after the usual reference to the new book
Inow had, pronounced "It will be better," then added almost
casually, "even though we five didn't get the station."
Even though we five didn't get the station! Istared at him
trying not to look blank, having learned in this business
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always to act as if you knew what people were talking about
and then try to find out later.
But on this occasion, since Iapparently failed to look even
faintly convincing, La Camera explained. "You knew that
the five of us, Phil Balboni, me, Jim Coppersmith, and two
others, have been negotiating for weeks to buy the station
and to have it owned by the employees."
Iwas staggered and distressed. What ahappy ending that
would have made. But $450 million! It was almost obscene.
"Where on earth could you possibly have gotten that
unheard-of kind of money?"
He laughed. "Kidder Peabody, with whom we have been
dealing, had assured us that it was doable. Not easy, God
knows, but doable." He looked at his watch. "I've got to run
to Chronicle now" (the station's super 7:30-to-8:oo magazineformat program). "But that's what Phil is telling the staff
right now. How close we came and then at the last minute
failed." He hurried out, calling over this shoulder, "Good
for you for getting right out here" without telling me why
they had failed.
And in truth Istill find that "why" asomewhat gray area,
although Ihave been told the facts over and over. It seems
that the legendary Metromedia president, John Kluge, who
knew of the aspirations of the five executives as spearheaded
by Phil Balboni and who did nothing to discourage them in
the belief that their chances were good, at the last minute
uncorked a"prior commitment" to the Hearst Company,
which he claimed he felt bound to honor.
In arelatively short time the news staff all trooped down
from the meeting in Phil Balboni's office, looking, Ithought,
cheerful enough, considering. "You didn't miss much," Chet
Curtis reported. "It was all rather emotional and of course
very sad that the local group couldn't get the station, but
Phil had good things to say about Hearst, and we were all
assured we were going to keep our jobs."
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"The only thing to worry about," Natalie Jacobson added,
"is if they fire either Jim Coppersmith or Phil Balboni. But
if those guys stay on, it will be just the same."
"Sure it will," said Chet, sounding only faintly like whistling in the dark. But then, warming to his theme: "After
all, Iwas working for the old Herald Traveller station when
BBI took it over, and we all thought, `Oh, they don't know
anything about television. What are they going to do?' Then
we all loved BBI. Then BBI sold to Metromedia and we all
said, `That's alousy, mediocre outfit, and it won't be any
good at all,' and actually Metromedia built us agreat new
studio and made the station much better. So therefore we've
got to take an upbeat view now."
Hear, hear! Sort of.
As Ileft the building afew minutes later Iran into Balboni,
also leaving. He too seemed relatively cheerful. "We can't
miss, you know," he said. "We've twice been the biggest
money-making station in the business, so ask yourself, as we
have, why would Hearst want to change anything in astation
that's making this much money?"
Icould think of a few reasons, such as to make more
money, such as the old-fashioned perception of Hearst and
yellow journalism being synonymous, such as Hearst's early
reputation in television as unimaginative, such as, more specifically, Hearst acquiring the punch-drunk Herald Traveller
after it lost the TV station and just about delivering the coup
de grace to that dying organization until it was rescued—
ironically—by Rupert Murdoch (if you like that kind of
rescue).
Still, even that evening Ihad heard several positive references to adifferent spirit in the Hearst Corporation, much
changed in the past six years under the leadership of astrong
chief executive officer named Frank Bennack.
As Balboni turned to go he promised that just as soon as
he could he would give me the entire story of his and his
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colleagues' attempts to acquire WCVB. "And it will be soon,"
he said.
Isaid good night to Phil Balboni and wished him the good
sleep he looked as if he needed.
Three weeks later Balboni made good on his promise. In
the meantime, after aflurry of front-page stories in the Boston Globe (Murdoch's Boston Herald ignored the entire affair), after one indignant Op-Ed piece calling the FCC to
account for its high-handed practice, one blast in aweekly
underground paper against conglomerates and speculators
stealing the public airways, and one inconclusive press conference attended by Bob Bennett and Frank Bennack of the
Hearst Corporation, the excitement had pretty well quieted
down.
Jim Coppersmith had told his staff at their first weekly
meeting after the sale was consummated, "We'll be feeling
in astate of limbo. There will be atendency on the part of
the corporation that is selling us to ignore us, and on the
part of the corporation that is buying us to be temporarily
handcuffed. All this can have adevastating effect. But Iwon't
allow that to happen. Iwant the same sense of excitement
to continue here as usual. We have to act as if we own this
station, and Iurge you to keep that thought in mind."
It must have been an exceedingly difficult thought for
Balboni to keep in mind—to act as if he owned what he and
his cohorts had thought they had a very good chance of
actually owning.
"You know, our effort to acquire this station and keep it
in local hands goes back quite aways," he told me when we
had our meeting. "We're talking 198o-81 now, when pressures were building within the Board of BBI to sell the
station."
-Was there any possible reason they wanted to sell except
for money?"
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"No, there couldn't have been any other reason, although
you'll find acertain amount of revisionist history going on
among some of the directors these days. It's hard to find
anybody who actually says they wanted to sell, but the fact
is that the majority did want to. And when Ibecame aware
of their positive intent to sell, Italked to Tim Johnson [the
doctor who was first introduced on television in the early
BBI days in aprogram called House Call and who is now
with ABC although still stationed in Boston] and Paul La
Camera about our making an attempt. Our interest was genuine, but it didn't have any heft or any real credibility. We
were never taken seriously as an alternative, so when Bob
Bennett engineered the sale to Kluge at Metromedia in July
'81 and consummated it in May '82, we were just helpless
bystanders. BBI bailed out and left us behind to pick up the
pieces. Itold Balboni of my compulsion as areporter to assign
the blame for what was now happening somewhere—to some
villains. Had Ifound possible candidates here among this
so-much-admired group of Boston citizens?
Phil Balboni thought in away Ihad. "In that first sale to
Metromedia, - he said, "we were damaged internally. We
lost momentum, we lost stature in the eyes of the press and
the public. Idon't think Iever worked harder than in those
first eighteen months that Metromedia owned us to hold this
station on track, to fight for what we believed in, and to
keep the place motivated. And that's something those people
who sold out will never appreciate and probably don't care
about. And as far as I'm concerned, if Ilive athousand years
I'll never forgive them for it."
On that bitter note, we moved to contemplate the current
and third change of ownership.
It seemed that afew months earlier Balboni had had a
hunch that a sale of WCVB might be in the offing. His
suspicion was based partly on the growing laxity of the FCC
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concerning the number of stations acorporation could own,
and partly on the fiscal situation at Metromedia. A year ago
John Kluge had taken his company private, meaning that he
bought it back from the stockholders, saddling the company
with $1.3 billion of debt. Wall Street calls this aleveraged
buy-out. It was financed in this case by junk bonds, so called
because of the low credit rating of the issuer. With all this
red ink staring Kluge in the face, selling off one of his properties was not an outlandish possibility.
With this thought in mind, Balboni along with Johnson
and La Camera arranged ameeting with Bob Bennett, who
was by then president of Metromedia Television and Radio.
Bennett had tried for awhile to make Boston Metromedia's
corporate headquarters, building fancy new offices at the
Needham station. In so doing he expected to keep aweather
eye on his godchild, station WCVB. However, given his hope
of transforming Metromedia into something akin to afourth
network, the pull of the West Coast was too strong. He was
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moving his operation to California on February 15, the day
before he met with Balboni and the other two men.
"We were all good friends of Bob's, so it was avery cordial
discussion," said Balboni. "He was respectful of our interest,
but said that he had no idea whether the station would be
sold. 'It certainly is not for sale right now,' he said, `but if I
were ever to find out that there was such apossibility, I
promise I'd let you know.'
"He also said such things as 'where would you get the
money?' and we said we didn't really know just then, but
we had reason to believe we could put together acredible
effort, and in any event we wanted to try. We'd lived through
this once before, and we didn't want to see the chance pass
us by again."
Some weeks later, on April 4, according to Balboni's calendar, Bob Bennett was back in Boston. At the station, following the six o'clock news, he took Balboni to one side of
the Newsroom to say, "I just want to tell you Ithink something may be happening." He had no definite knowledge,
but he felt that in the current takeover atmosphere, the
forces at work in the industry were getting to his boss, John
Kluge. He himself had been told absolutely nothing and most
likely would not be until whatever was going to happen was
afait accompli. Kluge, he said, liked to play his cards very
close to his chest and make his own deals. Still Bennett felt
that something was afoot, and he was dismayed to think it
might be asale of WCVB.
Phil Balboni was galvanized into action. "I'm now going
into high gear," he told Bennett.
Balboni, La Camera, and Johnson, the three conspirators—
for that is how they had begun to think of their role in this clandestine effort—met the next morning to plan their strategy.
They decided first to expand the group to include Tom Bringola, business manager of the station, who they knew had abit
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more sophisticated money sense than any of them. They also felt
that Jim Coppersmith's participation as general manager would
be very important for their cause, and promptly went to his office to ask if he wanted to join them. He did.
Five days later, prepared to wrestle with the hard, coldcash reality of their dream, Balboni and Bringola went to
New York to talk with the firm of Kidder Peabody about the
financial viability of their plans. Although all five men were
well paid, none was really rich, and the sum involved—a
sum they could only guess at since they were not privy to
Metromedia's books—was enormous. In fact, they guessed
it right on the nose—$45o million.
Kidder Peabody is said to have special expertise in both
debt funding (bank loans) and equity funding (individuals or
groups who have agreat deal of money to invest and look
for ahigh return on abusiness that is already agoing concern
with aproven track record). Channel 5, according to Kidder
Peabody, readily qualified for both kinds of financing.
Strongly in its favor was that the station had in three short
years appreciated in resale value from $zzo million to $450
million. At this rate of growth the annual net profit (the actual
figure is aclosely guarded secret, but $35 million is asafe
bet) would in five years be $45 million to $p million.
All this added up to good news for the five executives. In
a word that came to be used practically hourly, it was
"doable."
The next hurdle was to ask Bennett if he could arrange a
meeting with John Kluge so the five could present their case.
This was potentially the most difficult challenge so far; Balboni said they were afraid their request would be turned
down flat either because the station had already been sold
or because Kluge would consider their offer presumptuous.
Neither of these misgivings was unjustified in view of the
man they were hoping to deal with.
Aseventy-year-old tycoon, Kluge had come to this country as
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aGerman immigrant at age eight. He is looked upon as polite,
secretive, sly, and effective—not surprisingly, since the name
Kluge (the final eis pronounced) means "clever" in German.
In 1959 he bought asmall broadcasting company, which
he promptly built into a$50-million-a-year firm. In addition
he owns an outdoor billboard company, the Harlem Globe
Trotters, and the Ice Capades. More recently his primary
interest has been in telecommunications, which in his case
means paging systems and, more important, cellular telephones, considered the wave of the future in bringing cardriving executives closer to their home offices. His reputation is of aman who cares little about the details of whatever
enterprise he is involved in so long as he is making money.
This he does in great abundance; he is one of the world's
few billionaires. He never gives interviews.
When word came through Bob Bennett that yes, Mr.
Kluge would be delighted to see them, Balboni and company
could not help feeling elated. Surely this was the sign they
had been waiting for.
The meeting took place on April 24, 1985, in the offices
of Metromedia's New York City radio station, WNEW. "We
had planned our presentation carefully," said Balboni. "Jim
Coppersmith spoke first and made akind of general introductory remark. Ifollowed with abrief discussion of the
financial aspect, and Tim Johnson wound up on a rather
personal note."
Through all this Muge listened attentively. Then he said,
"You gentlemen know that Ialways keep my word, and you
know that I've always lived by that rule. So Imust now tell you
that Idid give my word to someone else that if the station was
ever sold, they would have the opportunity to buy it."
Now, no one—not one of the five potential buyers, to each
of whom Iasked the question—could fathom why, this being
the case, Kluge had ever agreed to see them—his own people—without first warning them of his prior commitment.
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It was true, he did go on to say, that there was always a
possibility that the person to whom he had made the commitment might not, for avariety of technical reasons, wish
to exercise his option to buy the station. He told them "If
for some reason the deal does not go through, Igive you my
word that you will be the next people Iwill come to."
Cold comfort indeed, although Phil Balboni says he tried
to keep his spirits up by clinging to that thin thread. Not so
Jim Coppersmith, who believes himself, with some justification, to be the most objective of the group and who doesn't
think they ever really had achance. "I think," he told me,
"that Big does not sell to Little. Big buys Little and otherwise
only does business with Big."
"Which in this case means the Hearst Company?" Coppersmith nodded. "But can you tell me why their $450 million in cash was any different from your $450 million in cash?"
"Because Ithink instinctively Kluge knows that five years
from now he might want to buy the station back, or buy
three Hearst newspapers, or sell them something else—the
Harlem Globe Trotters or Foster & Klaiser outdoor advertising. If he sells us this TV station, even though he knows
it might be better for the community, he knows he's never
going to sell us anything else."
"In other words, there's no idealism at all?"
"Idealism in the boardrooms of major corporations?"
Coppersmith snorted. "I've never seen it."
But Phil Balboni, the instigator, could not reconcile himself to this bitter realism.
"I had avery strong sense of destiny about this particular
time," he told me as we sat together in his office reviewing
the whole sorry story. "We had the people who had all the
experience and expertise. We were in the right position to
control this station and to return to the community and to
the employees what they each deserved. We could have
raised the money and kept the dream of local ownership
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alive. And to have that opportunity snatched away from us
is abitter, profound, lifetime disappointment.
-And Idon't mind saying as Isit here right now that I
don't think enough was done to ensure that this station would
have stayed in local hands. Idon't blame the Hearst Corporation one bit. Ilay the blame squarely at the door of John
Kluge and, sadly, I'm afraid Ialso have to lay it at the door
of my good friend Bob Bennett."
Here, of course, is the real mystery figure—hero or erstwhile hero, Robert M. Bennett. Had he betrayed the station
he had created and then in ig8i helped to sell to alien if
not hostile hands? Had he been aware of the Hearst connection when he first talked to Phil Balboni about his suspicion that something was afoot? Was he aware of it at the
time of the WNEW meeting with Kluge? And did he try to
do anything to derail the Hearst deal, as Kluge had hinted
might be possible, in the hope of getting the station back
not only into local hands but into the hands of five men he
knew, had worked with, loved, and trusted?
After what seemed afrustratingly long period of conjecture, Ifinally had an opportunity to question Bob Bennett
himself, somewhat along the lines of Senator Howard Baker
during the Watergate hearings, -What did you know and
when did you know it?"
At the press conference held three days after the sales to
Murdoch and Hearst were announced, Bob Bennett was
asked if he felt sad at the way things had turned out. He
had, after all, been president of Metromedia Television, and
now with all seven stations sold out from under him, he had
nothing left to be president of.
-If I
had my druthers," Bennett answered, -I'd rather this
hadn't happened. When Ilook back on the sale of the stations
it's like the end of alittle Camelot."
"But are you sad?" the questioner persisted.
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"Yes," said Bennett with finality. "I'm sad and depressed."
Bennett having made an estimated kip million from the
sale of the Metromedia stations, this answer called forth a
number of under-the-breath comments, variations on the
"crying all the way to the bank- theme.
But perhaps this was unfair. He had already garnered quite a
few million dollars (five is the estimate) from the sale of WCVB
to Metromedia, so in fact what he had cared about, when everything appeared to be going so rosily for him, was not more cash,
which he didn't need, but the opportunity to create afourth network of independent stations. He came close to this goal, he believed, only to stumble at the five-yard line.
Later Bennett described his feelings to me privately in a
little allegory, one that he had regaled John Kluge with when
Kluge told him he had sold the television stations. It is a
very Bennettesque recitation.
"I told him it felt alittle bit like it was 1895 and he said
to me, 'Hey, come on, Bob, we're going in the stagecoach
business, you and the other three guys in the office of the
president.' And Isaid, 'Okay, what are we going to do?' And
he said, `We're going to see who can get from New York to
Los Angeles first, and you're going to sit in the stagecoach
and you're going to hold the reins.'
"So Isaid, 'Right, let's go.' And we tear along through
rivers and streams and plains and the dust is flying and I'm
holding onto the reins like ason of abitch, and Isay, 'I don't
know if we're out in front, but Ithink we are.' And then one
night we get to Albuquerque and put up in alittle dump of
ahotel. And Icome down in the morning, and the guys are
taking the horses off the coach instead of putting them on.
And Isay, 'What are you doing?' And Kluge says, 'Bob, I
don't know how to tell you this, but we sold the stagecoach
last night.' And Isay, 'You sold the stagecoach?' And he says,
'Yeah, we did. We're out of business.' And then they're
putting saddles on the horses, and Kluge comes over to me
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and starts stuffing my pockets with gold. And Isay, 'What
are you doing that for?' And he says, `That's your share. See
ya.' And with that, he and the others ride off.
"So I've got three things Ican do. Ican either put asaddle
on the remaining horse and ride off in some direction, or I
can attach the horse to the stagecoach, but Idon't think one
horse can pull it alone, or Ican turn around and buy the
hotel we slept in last night. And not one of those three
scenarios is one Iwant, or one Ihave written for myself."
When Iwent in July for my meeting with Bennett at his
Cape Cod condominium, the meeting at which this discourse
took place, my attitude toward this demigod, whom Ihad
met briefly only once, was exceedingly wary. All the glowing
reports from people at WCVB and elsewhere had emphasized his charm, his warmth, his vast energy, his friendliness,
his wit, his superb abilities as asalesman. "He has asense
of both excitement and vulnerability about him," says Jim
Coppersmith. "It's an experience to meet him. When you
talk to him, he has the facility of convincing you that you're
the most important person in the world to him."
Well, Iwasn't going to be taken in—not by any of the
charisma, not by his huge, powerful frame, his superengaging smile, his ease of manner, nor even by the fact that,
being on vacation, he was growing astubby little beard that
made him look rather like Captain Kidd.
No, Iwas not going to be disarmed by him. But in the
event, of course, Iwas—almost. Just afew little comments
of his gave me pause.
There came atime when Ihad to ask him point-blank if
he had been aware of Kluge's so-called commitment to sell
Channel 5to Hearst.
"I didn't know about that," he said.
"I can't believe," Itold him,"that with your intimate connection with WCVB for all those years, you wouldn't have
known anything about your boss's plans for its future."
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"I didn't have any idea, - he said. "First of all, earlier,
when there was talk of selling CVB, to reduce Metromedia's
debt Italked Kluge out of it. Isaid, 'John, you can't do that
to this town again. They've been through the whole history
of WHDH, BBI, and Metromedia. It would be adisaster
for them. Sell New York, sell Los Angeles, but not Boston.' "
And as he spoke it crossed my mind fleetingly: if Kluge
was talking of selling Boston, would he not have been likely
to tell Bennett that he had aready buyer in Hearst, to whom
he had already committed the station?
"So," Bennett repeated, "I talked him out of it. He said
to me, 'Okay, we won't do it.' And then he went ahead on
his own and did it. He not only sold Boston, he sold the
whole damn thing—including the television company of
which Iwas president. And before Ieven knew it was happening. Iwas devastated. Imean absolutely devastated. Iasked him then if, inasmuch as Boston was going to be sold
separately, there wasn't something he could have done to persuade Kluge to sell the station to Phil Balboni and his colleagues.
"I was pulling for them," he said. "I wanted them to have
it. Italked to Kluge for them. But in my heart of hearts I
don't think it could have worked.
"You're not saying you don't think they could have run
the station satisfactorily, are you?"
"No, of course not. There's no question that they could
have run it probably even better than they will now working
for somebody else."
(Unspoken query: is the public interest thus being better
served by having them working for somebody else?)
"What I'm saying, - Bennett went on, "is that $450 million
is an awful lot of money and to service that debt at at least
ten percent—probably it would have been more—would
mean $45 to $50 million in interest alone."
But, as Ipointed out, they never envisaged owing $450 mil-
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lion. The equity partner was going to own $150 million, so they
were always talking in terms of interest on $30o million.
"Well, even at $3oo million, paying probably fifteen percent,
you're talking about $45 million interest, and the station only
makes $35 million [state secret out of the bag here], so they've
got to be in the hole $10 million just to pay the interest."
"But the station's revenue is projected to appreciate up
to $50 million ayear by 1990," Isaid, reflecting that he
himself had told me earlier that when the station was sold
to Metromedia in 1981 the annual profit was $20 million and
that three years later the profit was $35 million. "So we went
Up $15 million in three years," he had said.
And Ihad replied that it seemed atelevision company
couldn't fail to make money these days. "It's pretty difficult,"
Bennett had answered. "You've got to be pretty dumb not
to make it work."
Still, in fairness, there is no denying that $45o million is
alot of money even if you only have to pay interest on $300
million of it. Phil Balboni and the other four all realized that
there was going to have to be considerable belt-tightening
at Channel 5for the rest of the decade to service their debt.
Bennett thought it would have been more than simple
belt-tightening. "I think they would have been forced to do
the very thing that would have killed them if Metromedia
or Hearst had done it. They would have had to cut back on
staff, cut back on program ideas, cut back on Chronicle. Oh,
don't get me wrong," he added, Ithought atouch defensively. "I was pulling for them because Iloved them, and I
knew how badly they wanted it. Iwanted them to have it,
but at the same time Ithink God was looking down on them
because Idon't think they could have made it."
"Did you tell them that?"
"I said to Phil and to all four of those other guys, 'Don't
get so emotional that you're irrational.'
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"Hearst thought it was grossly overpriced, too," he went
on. "But Iconvinced them. Iactually sold the idea of buying
the station to Hearst." (Passing thought. If Hearst had rejected Kluge's offer, Balboni and company had been promised the next chance.) "After all"—Bennett laughed—"CVB
is my kid. Ihad to make goddamn sure it was going to
somebody that would take care of it."
In sum, Bennett's role in supporting the sale to the five
executives can, Ibelieve, best be summed up as pro forma.
He had done what he had been asked to do by Phil Balboni
and the others, first tipping them off to apossible sale in the
offing, then, while not actually discouraging their aspirations,
urging them to think rationally, and finally arranging for
them to meet with Kluge to present their case.
Since he says emphatically that he did not know of the commitment to Hearst before the fact, one must believe him.
On the other hand, it seems perfectly clear that he made
no real effort to prevent or even to stall the Hearst sale so
that the Balboni group could, as promised by Kluge, have
acrack at it. On the contrary, by his own admission, he
actually persuaded Frank Bennack at Hearst to buy the station. He even had another chance to call them off when the
Hearst people, before they would make adeal, asked him
for a"noncompete" contract, which meant that he would
agree not to go to work for any competing stations in the
Boston market. Had he refused to sign such an agreement,
as he did when the Murdoch people asked for the same thing
for the other six stations ("Screw you," he told them succinctly), Hearst probably would not have signed, and Balboni
and company again would have had their chance.
That he did not extend himself further on behalf of his friends
at WCVB is explainable in terms of his apparently honestly held
belief that the financial stakes were too high for them and would
have actually crippled their ability to run WCVB.
Against this view of his, however, one must weigh the

S. James Coppersmith, Vice President/General Manager

l
position of Balboni, La Camera, Johnson, Bringola, and
Coppersmith. These five men singly and certainly collectively are every bit as savvy as Bennett about the financial realities of their station and of the media in general.
They would never in the world have undertaken to buy
Channel 5 if they had thought they might have been
forced by the money pinch to decimate the station that
they cared so deeply about.
They believed implicitly, bolstered in their conviction by
Kidder Peabody, that they would succeed. They understood
that they would have to cut out frills, freeze salaries, eschew
new, expensive program ideas, and generally settle for the
status quo for aperiod of at least five years. After that, they
would have been golden.

J
J
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-In five years," says Jim Coppersmith, -the equity would
have appreciated so that the cash flow would have improved,
which means ultimately we could have had aTV station that
no one in the country has ever envisaged. It would have been
aplace where the employees were owners, where profits
were not aprimary consideration, where we could have become an institution in the life of this community in the same
sense that Harvard and MIT are. And besides that, we would
have had ahell of alot of fun running this kind of station. So who has won? Kluge, that's who. Bennett is out of a
job and the five WCVB executives are out of adream, but
Kluge has his -stack, -as Bennett calls it. "Kluge measures
how well he's done in life by the size of his stack," he explains. He wanted to be abillionaire and now he is. There're
only maybe fifteen of those in the whole world, so now he
can say only fifteen guys are as smart as Iam and have built
their stacks as high as me."
And what of the Federal Communications Commission,
theoretically constituted to uphold the integrity of licenses
to broadcast, which are granted in the public's name and for
which the licensees pay nothing? Did they make any move
to assure or even investigate whether the public interest was
being served by this sale? They did not.
All of which leaves us to wonder if the television industry
can any longer be looked on as apublic trust. Or is it now
only avast moneymaking business?
Stay tuned.

2

BBI: A Look Backward

W

SIGNED ON

HEN BBI
the air for the first time at 3:00 A.M. on March 19, 1972,
their jubilant opening words, -Hello, world!," culminated
ten long years of frustration, dashed hopes, setbacks, letdowns, foul-ups, and monkey wrenches thrown into the

gears.

Their objective during this interminable period had been
to take away from WHDH the authority to operate VHF
station Channel 5in Boston. In fact this authority, amounting
only to ade facto license, was granted in 1957 by aweak,
careless, FCC that in the eyes of many who followed the
case should never have awarded it in the first place. Among
its other shortcomings, the station's blatant lack of media
diversification amounted to aviolation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
WHDH-TV, owned and operated by the Boston Herald
Traveller Corporation, had what has been called a-com-
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munications stronghold - in Boston,* owning one newspaper
(a Republican newspaper, incidentally, during the Republican administration of President Eisenhower), one FM station, and one AM station. Clearly this gave them an unfair
competitive advantage over Boston's other newspaper, the
Globe, especially since commercial time on WHDH was
habitually sold in conjunction with space in the Herald and
Traveller newspapers, to say nothing of the constant identification of news on the air as Herald or Traveller news,
and other sly reciprocal advantages.
The Boston case, as it came to be known in regulatory
circles in Washington, raised some eyebrows in the Legislative Oversight Committee. But not enough eyebrows to
change the status quo of WHDH.
It was not until President Kennedy appointed abrilliant
young Chicago lawyer, Newton Minow, as chairman of the
FCC that anew broom began sweeping various piles of dirt
from under various rugs. However, despite the strong disapproval of the new chairman, the FCC, probably hoping
to get rid of the whole tiresome case on the grounds that
possession was nine-tenths of the law, granted WHDH a
four months' license to operate—the first official recognition
that the station had had in five years.
Minow's response to this action was to state that new
applicants were invited to file applications in competition
with WGBH in what was called acomprehensive hearing.
Enter BBI, with its stellar list of stockholders, its historians, physicists, biologists, anthropologists, economists, engineers, doctors, judges, and captains of industry—along
with two other applicants, one perennial, Greater Boston II,
and the other—Charles River—new.

*1 am indebted for material about the WHDH-FCC contretempts to Sterling
Red Quinlan's book, The Hundred Million Dollar Lunch (Chicago: J. Philip O'Hara,
1974).
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There followed an endless hearing, lasting just under two
years, conducted by athoughtful, scholarly, and essentially
fair-minded lawyer named Herbert Sharfman. After listening
to BBI's proposal of (1) twenty-four hours of broadcasting,
seven days aweek, (2) fifty hours weekly of live local programming (the most anyone had heard of in those days was
twenty-three hours), (3) one-quarter of its ownership to be
sold to employees for ten dollars ashare, (4) profits always
held secondary to quality, (5) fewer commercials than allowable under National Association of Broadcasters guidelines,
(6) extremely high integration of ownership into the station's
daily operation, Sharfman observed dryly that he found the
BBI proposals "permeated by an exuberance which makes
one doubtful of their fulfillment."
He ended by finding in favor of WHDH, granting them
alicense for three years, subject, of course, to the approval
of the seven FCC commissioners.
Still BBI refused to give up and opted, along with the
other three applicants (WHDH included), to go for the long
shot of an oral argument before the FCC itself. Newton
Minow had gone on to greener fields by then, and two of
the commissioners had disqualified themselves, allegedly because of conflict of interest but perhaps because of plain
weariness. Another was to back out just before the hearings
began.
Miraculously, however, the four remaining commissioners
voted three to one in favor of BBI. It was almost not to be
believed. The saying in broadcast circles had always been
that "the Commission giveth but doth not take away."
It then took sixteen more months for the commissioners
to commit their decision to writing and to state that in their
judgment "the grant of the application to BBI would best
serve the public interest." One might think that was the end
of it, but actually there were to be four more years of litigation, during which the Herald Traveller showed a stu-
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pendous variety of bared fangs. From the outset it was clear
they weren't going to take the FCC decision, especially since
it reversed that of the hearing examiner, Sharfman, in their
favor, without mounting avigorous counterattack.
And in truth most of the broadcast industry was on their
side (in many cases, of course, fearing the same fate for
themselves), offering tenders of support to Harold Clancy,
chief executive officer of the Herald Traveller Corporation.
When WHDH's petition to the FCC for areconsideration
was turned down, they took their case to the Court of Appeals
(Nixon was by then president), which, after acomparatively
short delay of five months, upheld the FCC decision in favor
of BBI. As amatter of course WHDH then asked for another
reconsideration, and when this was turned down, the case
moved on the last leg of its first journey (there would be
three) to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Meanwhile, a WHDH goon squad inspired by Harold
Clancy launched ano-holds-barred campaign against every
member of the board of BBI, branding each director they
could with the slightest and most trivial of peccadilloes, each
case being overblown and prominently played on the front
pages of the Herald Traveller.
Ishould in fairness point out that there was agreat deal
at stake for the Herald Traveller. If they lost WHDH, they
knew the newspaper would doubtless go under too, costing
some two thousand jobs and leaving Boston with one only
major newspaper, the Globe (Democratic) and one tabloid,
the Record American.
But for the time being at least their desperation tactics
were not paying off. On June 14, 1971, the Supreme Court
turned down WHDH's appeal for areview of the case. Victory for BBI, and what they had every reason to believe
would be amid-September start-up, was now in sight.
However, the actual document assuring them of this did
not come into BBI's hands until the end of June. Then there

IL

First signal ever on air: During awaiting period BBI was
allowed abrief test each night—this was September ii, 1971,
5:oo A.M., Leo Beranek and son Tom

Ji
was another month's delay while they waited for the FCC
to issue aconstruction permit. Meanwhile they had bought
the Caterpillar repair factory in Needham and arranged to
lease from Channel 4, the Westinghouse station, space on
its existing antenna, also in Needham. At the base of this
tower they had to construct atransmitter building.
Here Iturn the mike over to Leo Beranek, noted acoustical
engineer, and the man chosen by the board to devote full
time to BBI as its president.
"How do you take abuilding," he asks rhetorically, "and
change it from nothing to awhole operating television station, get all the equipment installed and everything ready
to go, between the end of July and September nth? You
don't. But we did."
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Partly it was aresult of superb planning while they waited
for the thirty-day construction permit. "We did get permission from the Commission to pour the cement for the building we had to put under the tower, because that takes the
longest to harden. But for the rest, while we waited, we tore
everything out from the interior of the Caterpillar building
and had all the material ordered and stockpiled and ready
to go into place the minute the thirty days were up."
"And all the while," Isaid, "I seem to recall that Clancy
and the Herald were saying that it was impossible for you
to meet the September deadline."
"That's right," said Leo Beranek in his calm, quiet
way. "They kept calling us liars and using that word
practically every day on the front page of their newspaper. And then, just at the end of August, something happened that threw us into atailspin from which we almost
didn't recover."
What happened was that at this critical moment one piece
of the mud Clancy had continually thrown at them stuck!
Nathan David was one of the original movers of BBI and
one of its largest stockholders. A lawyer who had at one time
worked for the FCC, he was particularly useful in dealings
with that body and in fact was generally credited with having
written the -perfect paper" detailing BBI's high-minded purpose and ideals.
There seems no question of Nathan David's own high
ideals, but his sense of what alawyer is permitted to do may
have been somewhat careless, although certainly nothing
more nefarious.
The case in point concerned his involvement with acompany called Synergystics, of which he was general counsel
and which he thought had avery promising future; four of
his friends thought so too and wanted to buy ablock of stock.
Could David sell it to them at slightly less than the overthe-counter price? David agreed to do this and told his four
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friends that for his services he would charge them adollar
for each share he sold them.
Leo Beranek reports: "What Clancy found out was that
Nathan David had violated the criminal statutes of this state
because in charging these people adollar ashare he had
acted as abroker without abroker's license."
David was outraged, insisting that he had acted as alawyer
and billed as alawyer; if he had charged them afee of $684
instead of adollar ashare, there would have been no problem. But now there was. The attorney general, aclose friend
of Clancy's, took it to the Grand Jury, which indicted David
for acriminal offense. And that came close to really sinking
things for BBI.
It was truly adesperate situation for them as the scene
shifted once more back to Washington and to an FCC now
under the chairmanship of Nixon appointee Dean Burch,
who had every reason to want to keep Republican media
influence strong in Boston. Among the rumors flying was
talk that Nixon himself was -taking an interest," that Dean
Burch had been consulting with Charles Colson at the White
House and had in fact been told to seek aremand, in other
words arequest that the case be returned to the FCC for a
new (and obviously different) decision, and at the same time
to rescind the construction permit awarded to BBI.
Against this dreadful possibility BBI prepared acrucial
letter pointing out that what the FCC contemplated doing
would destroy them, that they had already spent millions of
dollars on construction that was, according to an affidavit
from Leo Beranek, 95 percent completed. How could the
FCC even consider forfeiting this huge investment on the
basis of mere allegations of wrongdoing on the part of one
stockholder?
However, just to ensure that no further delays would occur, BBI would separate Nathan David from the board entirely until he was fully cleared.
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This letter, plus the strong support of the newest and
youngest of the FCC commissioners, Nick Johnson, carried
the day, at least to adegree. The construction permit was
not rescinded; BBI was permitted to proceed "at its own
peril." And the FCC's request for aremand went to the
Court of Appeals, which promptly turned it down. The Supreme Court also declined to hear the same sorry story again.
Meanwhile, of course, the September start-up date had
long since passed, and Clancy, pretending and perhaps
actually feeling confidence, continued to buy time by
instituting another Court-of-Appeals-to-Supreme-Court goaround.
This time the Court of Appeals, in passing the ball back
to the FCC, again ruled that "the interest of justice would
not be furthered by recalling the case."
So now it was finally up to the FCC, which voted over
the most bitter objections of Dean Burch to grant BBI a
start-up date of March 19, 1972. And the mystery of this
chapter was that in the end Dean Burch, apparently seeing
the tide running against him, reversed himself and cast his
vote in favor of BBI.
There was still the Supreme Court, however, and Harold
Clancy in one last do-or-die attempt, six days before the
agreed-upon start-up date, enlisted the good offices of Abe
Fortas, former member of the Court, to try to persuade his
onetime brethren to grant certiorari—in other words, finally
to rehear this interminable case.
And now indeed BBI was truly down to the wire. Although
their start-up date granted by the FCC was on Sunday,
March 19, they could not actually go on the air until the last
resort—the Supreme Court—upheld the date by refusing to
rehear the case.
If by some dreadful mischance the "nine old men" were
persuaded by Fortas's alchemy to reconsider once more, the
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delay, even if the outcome was again favorable—would mean
the death knell for BBI.
Because by then they were severely in debt; the bank had
understandably refused to lend them another penny until
they had apicture on the tube, and their creditors, most of
whom had been put off since September, were clamoring
ever more insistently. All the key men on the board had
mortgaged everything—houses, cars, anything that would
bring them more money—to keep their dream alive.
By the Friday before the Sunday start-up date, there was
still no word from their operative in Washington, Don Ward,
monitoring the Supreme Court.
Says Leo Beranek, "We had to sit with the specter of
bankruptcy on that terrible day. If the Court had not approved the Sunday start-up date, all of us, and our wives
sitting at home, faced the loss of practically everything we
owned."
At five o'clock in the afternoon Ward called from Washington to say that the clerk of the Supreme Court had just
informed him that the Court was about to adjourn for the
weekend, probably without considering their case.
This was the pit—the actual bottom of despair. Could they
dare go on the air on Sunday without this final okay?
Then, by the grace of God and of justice, the phone rang
again. Don Ward was back. And Leo Beranek, that calmest,
most balanced, most controlled of men, dropped the phone
and screamed to all within the sound of his voice, "
W E'RE
ON THE AIR!"
It seems appropriate here to follow that triumphant announcement with abrief who's who of some of the key members of the BBI board.
Leo Beranek, president of the company, who has already
been introduced, is aHarvard Ph.D. who was given aten-
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WCVB, Channel 5BBI management team: (left to right)
Robert Bennett, Vice President/General Manager, Operations;
Matthew Brown, Chairman of the Board, BBI; Dr. Leo
Beranek, President, BBI; Richard Burdick, Vice President/
General Manager, Creative Services; and Thomas Maney,
Vice President/Assistant General Manager, Director of Sales
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ured professorship at MIT and made director of their acoustical lab at the age of thirty-three. He is co-founder of the
consulting firm of Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, which became one of the most noted acoustical computer, information
science, and communications technology companies in the
country. -Most of my life, - says Beranek "has been spent
dealing with people who create things."
One of the progenitors of BBI, Judge Matthew Brown,
chairman of the board, is alawyer who served for atime as
aspecial justice in the Boston Municipal Court. Aprominent
public servant, he has been atrustee of the Combined Jewish
Philanthropies, the American Jewish Committee, and Beth
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Israel Hospital, and amember of the Board of Selectmen in
his native Brookline, Massachusetts.
It was Judge Brown who first recruited William Pourvu,
ayoung economist, areal estate expert, now teaching at the
Harvard Business School, and Leo Beranek, who latched
onto him to be his second in command, -combining my
experience with his vigor, - and persuaded him to devote
half time to the station.
The late John H. Knowles, famed doctor, professor, and
administrator, onetime director of the Massachusetts General Hospital and, until his death in 1979, president of the
board of trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation, was one of
BBI's best-known directors.
Oscar Handlin, distinguished American historian, Pforzheimer University professor and director of the Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History at Harvard,
winner of the Pulitzer Prize and many other awards for his
prolific and trenchant writings, was an active participant in
the operation of the station.
Jordan Baruch, vice-president of Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, professor of electrical engineering at MIT and of business administration first at the Harvard Business School and
subsequently at the Amos Tuck School of Business Administration at Dartmouth, brought expertise both in science
and business to the board.
Other distinguished members included Robert Gardner,
anthropologist at Harvard and avant-garde filmmaker; Gerald Holton, physicist at Harvard, writer, and editor; William
Andres, lawyer, trustee of numerous educational institutions, and chairman of the board of trustees at Dartmouth
College; and F. Stanton Deland, chairman of the Board of
Overseers at Harvard.
The goal of these men and their colleagues was to make
creative and stimulating use of what they considered agreat
medium. If it would one day make those who invested in
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BBI rich (or richer), that was not the first thing on their
minds as they began their television careers.

During these pre-start-up months of travail, Bob Bennett
was having some different and difficult problems of his own
in the matter of anetwork affiliation. BBI's pledge of fifty
hours aweek of local broadcasting was not sitting at all well
with the networks, which, as Bennett puts it, "want to program your station from sign-on to sign-off." In many cases,
even today, they come close to achieving that goal, often
airing amere ten local hours aweek—perhaps sometimes
as "much" as fifteen.
WHDH had been aCBS station, but that network was
not about to deal with fifty hours and the possibility of being
preempted all the time. So CBS made acommitment to
Channel 7, at that time an RKO station in Boston and an
ABC affiliate. The other Boston VHF station, Channel 4,
was solidly tied to NBC.
Forced out of Channel 7, ABC was left without aBoston
affiliate, except the possibility of BBI, with which they were
reluctant to "jump into bed" because of the large number
of local live hours. So they stalled—for three months they
stalled, until Bennett had had enough.
His trump card was that if ABC didn't affiliate with them,
they would have had to go with aUHF station in Boston,
and because UHFs usually have aweaker signal, it is axiomatic that it is more difficult to succeed financially with aU
than with aV station.
With this in mind, Bennett called Elton Rule, then president of ABC, and put it to him: "You've been playing games
with us, but now I've got to know. If you don't sign with us
today, I'm going to declare us an independent VHF station.
And if Ido that, you're going to have the toughest grind you
ever had in your life, first because Iknow how to run an
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independent station, and second because then ABC will be
left with aUHF in the sixth largest market in the country."
Here he left Elton Rule to draw his own somber conclusions, which he promptly did. An hour later he called Bennett back. ABC would be happy to have BBI, if and when
BBI went on the air, as an affiliate.
This contretemps took place during the summer of 1971,
when all negotiations were geared to the September startup date. Equally pressing was the matter of acquiring astaff
ready to man the station, now called WCVB,t the moment
it went on the air. Bennett had hired anumber of first-rate
men and women. Personnel, salespeople, aprogram manager, technical people, apublic relations director, and anews
director came on board—and on salary—during the summer,
but there was still the matter of the "talent" to be solved.
WHDH had four very good newscasters that the new BBI
coveted, and unfortunately so did the RKO General station
Channel 7. In fact RKO had already made these men an
offer for the moment WHDH went off the air and was about
to announce the coup at apress conference when Beranek
and Bennett moved in on them.
Beranek takes credit for the maneuver; Bennett, he says,
thought they were too late, but was persuaded to go along
when, at the eleventh hour, they took sportscaster Don Gillis
and newsman Jack Hynes, certainly the two top men in the
city, to lunch.
"We don't want you to go to asecond-rate station like
Channel 7, - Beranek recalls saying. "It's akind of sleazy
operation, and here we've got the best general manager in
the country."
Bennett, while probably making appropriately modest
noises, did not disagree. And in fact Beranek was correct to
tNote the juxtaposition of these three letters on the bottom row of typewriter
keys.
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lead off his sales pitch with the virtues of his general manager, who in the eyes of Boston television looked like the
only person in the whole BBI operation who knew his way
around the business. The rest were widely regarded as a
bunch of well-meaning do-gooders who knew absolutely
nothing about running atelevision station and had little going
for them except some far-out, impractical ideas. But Bennett's track record gave the two newsmen pause. He had
been sales manager of KTTV, Los Angeles, general manager
of WITG, Washington, and when he was hired away by BBI
he had for several years been general manager of WNEW,
New York.
Beranek and his colleague, Bill Pourvu, vice-president of
BBI, had lured Bennett away from this prestigious job (complete with limousine and driver) by offering him equity: 5
percent of the company, in fact, which by Bennett's own
estimate, since he figured astation in the Boston market was
probably worth $50 million at that time, made his share two
and ahalf million.
Bennett and Beranek now held out this same bait—equity
in the company at ten dollars ashare—to Jack Hynes and
Don Gillis, though not of course in the same amount, with
the same positive results. -Those two were the stars, - said
Beranek. "Once we got them, their colleagues John Henning
and Chet Curtis, who were the second echelon but whom
we also wanted, came along, also on the agreement that they
could buy stock at ten dollars ashare."
They now had the four top people from WHDH as a
nucleus, and when they finally went on the air it was with
Jack Hynes and John Henning at the 6:oo P.M. and 11:oo
P.M. news anchor desk, Don Gillis on sports at these hours,
and Chet Curtis as weekend anchor man.
Actually there was asilver-lining department in the September-to-March start-up delay. During that period which
Bennett refers to as the twilight zone, quite anumber of
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significant things happened. For one thing, WCVB was permitted by the FCC to test its signal during the two hours
that WHDH was off the air in the early hours of the morning
and to clear up many technical bugs. Organizational foulups were straightened out, the building began working for
them, and, perhaps most valuable, the staff already on hand
was able to get some very important shows taped and ready
to go on the air.
Prominent among these was Jabberwocky, ahalf-hour children's program combining live hosts with animated segments, music, and children's art, which BBI's young
producers made on film for only $5,000 an episode. Bennett
with his characteristic zeal calls it "the most significant show
for kids ever made." Hyperbole aside, there is no question
that Jabberwocky's airing between 7:oo and 7:30 A. M. every
weekday did get WCVB off to a wonderful start. It was
quickly spotted by the influential Action for Children's Television (ACT), awatchdog outfit intent on improving programming for kids, as aprogram of special character and
cited as evidence that the new station was really sincere
about producing quality programming.
There was ample other evidence pointing to the new station's determination that profit remain always secondary to
quality and public service. On the very first day, for example,
they launched Dr. Timothy Johnson, adiscovery of Dr. John
Knowles, in aprogram called Medical Call, which was on
four mornings aweek and then spun out to include aweekly
evening show called House Call. Before long, they also
started doing prime-time specials.
In May 1972, after they'd been on the air less than two
months, they did aprogram, preempting prime time (as ABC
had feared), on racial imbalance in Boston public schools,
an imbalance that led two years later to the controversial
court order of Judge W. Arthur Garrity mandating school
desegregation by busing.

Dr. Timothy Johnson

JJ
A bit later in 1972 Channel 5did atwo-hour special called
To Live in New England, aimed at children and portraying
the varied charms of the area in which they were growing
up, and an hour special called So Frail aThing that detailed
the many threats to the Massachusetts environment.
The year 1973 saw many more prime-time specials. One,
called Symphony, was adocumentary about the Boston Symphony Orchestra and its then-new director, Seiji Ozawa.
Another, No Fish Tomorrow, dealt with the crisis in the
New England fishing industry, and yet another focusing on
air travel in and out of Boston was called How Safe Is Logan
Airport? (Answer: Not very.)
In one of the first of many school desegregation specials,
called Busing: A Tale of Two Cities, aWCVB crew went to
San Francisco, which had just gone through court-ordered
busing, and compared its experience with the pending Boston one. As it turned out, San Francisco's experience was a
good deal more orderly than Boston's tumultuous publicschool upheaval.
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Possibly the preemption which created the most attention
in those early years was the start of what would eventually
be awhole series of medical documentaries featuring Dr.
Tim Johnson. This one, dealing with heart attacks, was called
The Frightening Feeling You're Going to Die. It cost
$loo,000 to produce and was the first preemption which not
only received attention outside of Boston (it was eventually
syndicated and ran in most major markets) but also stunned
everyone by coming in first in the ratings in the time period
against CBS and NBC shows.
These, to be sure, were only asampling of the station's
prime-time specials. Other local programs running in non—
prime time (hours known throughout the industry as Daytime, Early Fringe, Prime Access, and Late Fringe) tried to
provide diversity and present alot of different showcases for
different portions of the viewing audience. For example, one
of the station's most eclectic hours ran at two in the morning
when Robert Gardner regularly carried on acolloquy with
various avante-garde filmmakers for the benefit of arty
insomniacs.
Still airing with some success today is one program from
those early days, Good Day, alive morning talk and entertainment show, and from later in the 1970s, Miller's Court,
with Harvard Law School professor Arthur Miller.
In the early 1970s the very idea of even having editorials
was abrand-new concept. WCVB carried adaily editorial
often written and read by Oscar Handlin, who took over as
chairman of the editorial board and added distinction to this
facet of the operation.
Gradually the industry began to take note of this station
(which most entrenched broadcasters had not at first taken
very seriously) if for no other reason than that they were so
boldly and often preempting network prime time for public
affairs programs, aheretofore unheard-of procedure.
As Bennett explains, "Normally locals would preempt the
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network to make money. They would knock out amovie that
the network was running to put in their own movie. That
way they would keep all the revenue. So if ABC put on a
movie at nine in the evening, it would mean maybe five
thousand dollars to the local on an hourly rate. But if the
local put on their own movie and preempted the network,
they might do thirty-five to forty-five thousand dollars. So
the tendency is for the station to want to preempt the network and for the network not to want them to.
"However, in our case what made it difficult for ABC was
the kind of shows we were preempting for. We'd call and
say, 'We're going to do aprogram on the emerging consciousness of fatherhood [Babies Are for Fathers Too] or on
aprofile of alifer in Framingham Prison for Women. We're
probably going to spend ahundred thousand dollars to do
this and we expect to lose about seventy-five thousand. But
even so, we think it's important for the community.
"The network obviously couldn't fight that. And then, as
we started preempting more and more programs, and as so
many of them won their time period, suddenly the image of
the station started to spread out all over the country. ABC
was unhappy about the preemptions, but at the same time
ABC was proud."
However, if anyone has the impression that, despite their
auspicious start, everything was smooth sailing during those
first few years he or she should be quickly disabused.
Participants' memories of the difficulties encountered
vary. Leo Beranek thinks back to dealing with agreat deal
of hostility in the community because of the widely held
belief that it was his station that was responsible for closing
down the Herald Traveller, which many people in Boston
had grown up with and still sorely 'missed. And though the
newspaper was losing so much money that it would have
closed anyway, WCVB was blamed from throwing some two
thousand people out of work.
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Bob Bennett recalls how during the first year they had
some staff morale problems. "A number of people were unhappy, and I'd say to them, 'This doesn't make any sense.
Here we are doing all these wonderful new programs, and
you're unhappy. Ican't believe it.' Then it dawned on me.
Many of the staff had never worked in television before; they
had nothing to compare us to. But when some of them eventually moved on to other stations in New York or Chicago
or wherever, they would write back to their friends at Channel 5and say, 'My God, we didn't know it then, but CVB
was Camelot.'
Camelot always looms large in Bennett's perceptions of
WCVB, as does his often repeated contention that, despite
some fleeting unhappiness among the inexperienced staff,
-there was no fear of failure here. People would come to
me with an idea and Iwould kill myself trying to find reasons
why we could do it. So then they would go to the news
department or the program department and say, `Bob Bennett listened to what Isuggested, and we're going to do the
show.' And that attitude spread all over the building."
Diametrically opposed is Oscar Handlin's recollection,
possibly explained by his more saturnine nature as opposed
to Bennett's exuberant one. But for whatever reason, Handlin remembers that when they started to recruit astaff, people from all over the country who had jobs in TV stations,
but were sick of the standard fare they were producing, wrote
to them. "We had the pick of the crop. Really experienced
professionals."
But this, he believes proved something of adisadvantage.
-We had aprogram advisory board made up of producers,
assistant producers, directors, writers, cameramen, technicians, all of whom were so deeply rooted in standard television procedures that they were unable to implement the
concepts we had in mind. We would have an innovative idea
we wanted to try out, and they would say, 'It won't work.
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WStoo expensive.' So Pourvu or Brown or Beranek would
say to them, 'It doesn't matter how much it costs.' But still
they had the idea of arigid budget too firmly ingrained. So
we were never able to make the fundamental changes from
the top down to the working level. Bill Pourvu, reconciling these disparate views (a role he
must have played often during the BBI days), says both men
are in asense correct, because BBI did have to staff its station
differently from most stations in order to have enough variety
of workers to produce programs with such diverse perspectives. And so they had acombination of people. Many were
inexperienced, as Bennett asserts, because there was no
standard market they could draw from. Other stations simply
weren't doing their sort of programming. But then, as WCVB
progressed, professionals who, as Handlin says, were excited
at the ideas emanating from this new station and were eager
to get involved signed on. Yet they were perhaps not quite
ready to accept the bottom-line-is-second philosophy.
Nonetheless the fact is that BBI never from its inception
actually lost money. Even in the partial start-up year of 1972
they cleared $800,000. But what they made in those early
years was a pittance compared with the other two VHF
stations in the city.
For instance, according to Bennett, who slings figures
around with abandon while others consider profits and cash
flow as hush-hush as the KGB, Channel 5made $1.6 million
in 1973, while Channel 4WBZ was making Sic) million and
Channel 7, "which wasn't even doing anything halfway decent, - made $9 million. But WCVB kept creeping up, and
by 1976 everything turned golden for them.
First syndication began to pay off. Good Day!, the morning
talk show, was playing in seventy-one markets, Jabberwocky
in ninety-one, and House Call in eighty-five. But the most
notable during this period was apopular weekly show called
The Baxters, which dealt with social issues as seen through
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the eyes of anice liberal family, the antithesis of the Archie
Bunkers. The Baxters ran in syndication with Norman Lear
for two years. Lear incidentally referred to WCVB as the
best commercial television station in Americat and to Bob
Bennett as the best local broadcaster in the country.
Furthermore, by 1976 the promised fifty hours of local
broadcasting had gone up to sixty-two hours, more than those
of any other network affiliate in the country.
Then, in May 1976, Channel 5was given tangible recognition by winning the highly esteemed George Foster Peabody Award, always before given to aspecific program but
never, as in this case, to astation for overall excellence.
In July, when the Queen of England came to Boston,
sportingly to help her country's former colony celebrate its
freedom, WCVB was the only station in Boston to cover her
appearance toe to toe on Massachusetts soil. The broadcast,
lasting some eight hours, was a big plus for Channel 5.
Among other things, it was notable locally for linking Natalie
Jacobson, already astar, with Chet Curtis. Chet, however,
seems to remember above all that he had aterrible backache
and could not get to the bathroom once during the eight
hours they were on the air nonstop.
Another fortuitous circumstance for CVB was that ABC
had hit their stride and shot to the top of the network ladder
by first covering the 1976 Summer Olympics and then, later
in that season, producing the immensely popular dramatization of Alex Haley's Roots.
All these factors built up to such apitch that, as Bennett
puts it, "the money started coming in so fast we couldn't get
out of the way of it."
-Was anyone ducking?" Iasked him.
"Yes, as amatter of fact, the board was. Iwould have
*Boston also has what most consider to be the best Public Broadcasting station—
WGBH, Channel 2—in America.
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expected any other company to give me astanding 0 for
managing astation that was making so much money, but this
board acted honest-to-God embarrassed. Iguess they figured
that if it was making all that money it couldn't be quality."
Iobserved (silently) that one way or another the BBI board
had managed rather handily within the next few years to
overcome its embarrassment of riches.
No one can pinpoint just when the thought of selling their
brainchild first came to members of the BBI board. At first
glance it seems impossible to imagine that they could have
even entertained such an idea after all they had been
through, first to acquire the license and second to make the
station such awidely acclaimed success and such afinancial
bonanza.
But the truth is that the very reason selling the station
seemed so improbable was the very reason that sentiment
to do so began to build. The fact that it had taken them ten
long years from gleam in the eye to start-up meant that many
of the board members who had been in their fifties when
negotiations with the FCC first started were in their seventies in 1980 and were, in the words of Leo Beranek, starting to say, "'Well, what happens to my stock if Idie?' We
had no public market. It was all still privately held. There's
no way that anyone else on the board was going to come up
with several million dollars for my stock, so Iand the dozen
other men on the board who had large holdings would have
had to go outside and make what would amount to abargain
sale. Iinquired how much of a"bargain" abargain sale would
actually have been.
Beranek looked at me squarely. "You couldn't sell it for
what it was worth. No way."
"Even so—" Istarted to say, but he cut me off: "I'd say
you'd probably have gotten afourth of the amount of money.-
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Even so, Iagain wanted to ask, since the ball-park figure
Beranek was rumored to have made from the sale of the
station was $13 million, wouldn't $3 million plus still have
been anice little windfall, enough to compensate for keeping
the long-sought-for ideal of local ownership and participation
alive? Could not those who felt it necessary to sell possibly
have accepted aready buyer even at the reduced price and
let apartnership of younger men and the employees, none
of whom wanted to sell, carry on?
Apparently not. The vote of the board, which consisted
largely of the dozen or so men with the largest holdings and
therefore the greatest concern about the sale of stock by
estates after their deaths, was strongly in favor of selling the
station. And when the question was put to all the stockholders, according to Beranek, they were overwhelmingly
in favor of unloading BBI for the most money they could
get, still consistent with quality broadcasting.
Exactly how Metromedia qualified for the second half of
that equation is hard to fathom. Certainly their reputation,
as Bennett once said in an unguarded moment, was as a
company that featured reruns of ILove Lucy for the seventeenth time, acompany that was considered unimaginative, interested only in making as much money as possible
and doing as little as possible to accomplish it.
But Bennett honestly believed, and not without justification, that if he brought WCVB to Metromedia and himself
went back to work for John Kluge as president of the television company, he could not fail to improve the character
of the other six stations in Dallas, Houston, Washington,
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Furthermore, Bob
Bennett had dreams, apparently shared by Kluge, who, it
is said, looked upon him as ason, to transform these stations
into the core of afourth network.
And as for BBI, what moved them toward Metromedia
was simply that the price was right. The only other corn-
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pallies contacted, Gannett Publishers and the Los Angeles
Times (Hearst was incidentally not even considered), made
offers far below Metromedia's $22o million.
And so the deed was done. The station was sold to John
Kluge in July 1981; the deal was consummated in May 1982
when the telephone operators began answering, -Channel
5, Metromedia."
There is a tendency on the part of many to denigrate
Metromedia's ownership of Channel 5just because of what
Metromedia was perceived to be as acompany. But in fact
their contribution was considerable, albeit far more material—they poured $5 million into expansion and improvement of the station—than in any real programming
creativity. But even in that area, thanks in part perhaps to
Bob Bennett's making his headquarters at WCVB in the
beginning, they can truthfully be said to have held the line,
if not greatly expanded its reach.
Their ambitious building program included abrand-new
studio complete with its own control room (heretofore the
station had had only one studio besides the Newsroom), now
the largest commercial studio in New England, comparable
to any in the larger New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles
markets. In addition they added an entire new floor, very
grand indeed, to house the corporate offices of Metromedia
Television and Radio, of which Bob Bennett was now
president.
Bennett was trying to keep his finger on the pulse of his
beloved CVB even while his duties had enlarged to include
all six of the other Metromedia stations. He argued in favor
of the Boston headquarters for his company on the grounds
that he was tired of seeing palm trees in every situation
comedy coming out of Hollywood and saw no reason why,
given the new studio, they couldn't just as well produce
sitcoms in Boston.
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possibility of writing this book it was just two years into the
Metromedia regime. Everyone insisted—in hindsight, perhaps they protested too much—that nothing had really
changed except for the better. Besides the new building
program, $2 million had been spent to bring all the equipment up to state-of-the-art levels. Specials preempting prime
time, while somewhat fewer in number than they had been
in the beginning, still continued to be produced when the
situation warranted.
A notable success had been the station's original production, just before the Metromedia sale, of Summer Solstice,
starring Henry Fonda, in his last performance, and Myrna
Loy. Certainly this was an unusual coup for alocal television
station, and Metromedia (Bennett) promptly picked up the
skein and announced the inception of anew series of onehour original dramatic shows to be called Metromedia Playhouse. (There have been two so far.)
So there was progress, yes, but still the place had adifferent, a corporate feeling. Somehow no one was talking
about Camelot, and here and there one could pick up traces
of nostalgia for the good old BBI days when they were a
family, abig overgrown Mom-and-Pop store of atelevision
station on aroll.
It is October 1985. WCVB is still in limbo. Until Hearst
takes over after the new year, the operators continue to
answer, "Channel 5, Metromedia." But Metromedia in the
person of Bob Bennett has gone.
A month earlier the staff officially bade him farewell in a
touching little ceremony that featured anostalgic video tape
highlighting Bennett's eventful years. In the words of Jim
Coppersmith, the master of ceremonies, to Bennett, -We
believe this film, put together over the weekend, captures
pretty much what this place has accomplished and will ac-
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complish ...and, most of all, has your smudgy little fingerprints all over it. So let's hope now we'll have aperfect roll
cue and great audio."
It need hardly be added that the audio was—what else—
the singing of "Camelot," its "fleeting glimpse of glory" interspersed with Bob Bennett's own voice repeating his conviction that "every station in the country should devote a
substantial portion of its revenue to locally produced television beyond the news."
Then the topper. Coppersmith called Bennett to the podium and, after graceful encomia to his friend of many years
for his "charisma combined with avulnerability born of a
deep sense of caring," announced that the building would
henceforth be known as the Bennett Building and presented
him with aplaque, now affixed to the front door, reading:
The Bennett Building. Named for Robert M. Bennett
in recognition of his inspirational and visionary leadership as founding general manager of WCVB TV.
Bennett who describes himself as "a mush face" ("I cry
when Igive away a pair of old shoes"), got through his
acceptance speech dry-eyed and told his devoted followers,
"Magic dust was sprinkled on this building, this station, and
all its people." He also managed his favorite reference to "no
fear of failure here" and adroitly passed the wand to Hearst
by saying that Frank Bennack, president of the company,
looked on this station as its Hope diamond.
So, we shall see.
Meanwhile, business as usual.

3

Daytime I: The Eyeopener, 5:30 to 7:00 A.M.

If I
IF I WERE WRITING A
book like yours," ayoung staffer at WCVB volunteered to
me one morning, "I'd begin at the start of the day and go
through every local program we do."
By coincidence, Itold him, that indeed was my very idea.
"Which means," he added with amalicious grin, "getting
up at four in the morning one day to see the station start up
with the Eyeopener at five-thirty. But," he said, "you've
really got to experience it because that program is different
from every other hour of the day."
His thought is echoed by Susan Burke, co-anchor of the
Eyeopener. "No one in their right mind would get up at this
terrible hour in the morning unless they really loved their
job," she tells me. "You'll have to come out here at that time
to see it for yourself to understand it."
Convinced, Iget up at four, start out in the pitch dark,
and arrive just as the light is breaking through the sky. It is
very still. The parking lot is empty. But once inside the
57
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windowless, brightly lit Newsroom, Iam greeted by cheers
for having made it and enveloped by afeeling of collegial
warmth.
One can hardly say the station is just waking up at 5:3o
on this or any other weekday morning because in fact it has
never gone to sleep. But though Channel 5operates twentyfour hours aday, it does in fact doze off abit in the period
between 1:oo A.M. and daybreak, resting on its laurels with
reruns of the previous day's local programs, and usually an
old black-and-white movie.
On guard during this gray period are four stalwarts: the
Master Controller, who pushes the buttons that send the
signal from the station to the viewing audience, the producer
of the upcoming live 5:30 A.M. Eyeopener News, the writer
for that show, and an overnight video-tape editor. These four
people are wide awake.
Producer Leetha Yee and writer Rose Lewis have started
their working -day - at 11:00 P.M., observing the late news
at that hour. Many of the stories from that half-hour program
will as amatter of course be repeated on the Eyeopener.
Meanwhile, throughout the night Cable News Network
(CNN) is recorded and taped hour by hour, and any important developing national stories are readied for 5:30 A.M. In
addition, AP and UPI feed a steady stream of computer
printouts of stories which may or may not be of importance
to the station.
At the same time, WCVB, in common with all other news
facilities in the area, both electronic and print, has apolice
scanner turned up loud in the assignment room just off the
Newsroom to keep Producer Yee abreast of breaking local
stories (murders, rapes, fires). These are usually covered and
fed into the station by stringer cameramen who have scanners in their cars or, if warranted, by an unhappily awakened
WCVB cameraman and reporter.
By 1:3o or 2:00 Leetha Yee is usually able to do aprelim-
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inary formatting ("a prelim") of how the first half-hour of her
ninety-minute Eyeopener is going to run, always allowing
time slots for late-breaking news. Rose Lewis is at work
writing lead-ins and text for the anchors, and Dave Buehl,
veteran ENG (Electronic News Gathering) man, is busily
editing video materials.
The stage is thus set for the ungodly hour of 4:3o A.M.
when everything begins to gear up and the huge Newsroom
comes alive, the only oasis of light and normality in an otherwise dark and inert building.
The feature, having the Newsroom and the set in one large
room, is unusual if not unique. Most TV stations have their
newsrooms down the hall, or even on another floor apart
from the studio, and almost none has a set in which the
control room is clearly visible in any long shot.
The anchor desk, which looks deceptively simple when
seen on the tube, is in fact quite complex. A round table
with five half-moon spaces for five anchor chairs, it is designed to be shot from any side of the studio— front, back,
right, or left. In addition, the entire desk can rotate if necessary, making it in effect television in the round.*
Several different "NewsCenter 5" signs are in strategic
positions on the walls for background shots. Theatrical lighting is overhead, trippable wires are everywhere, ladders lean
against walls, and three giant cameras on dollies stand at the
ready, looking like one-eyed robots.
To the left as one faces the set is the weatherman's glassedin room, and next to that is the green screen on which he
pretends to be pointing to the various sections of the United
States. Actually the screen remains totally blank during his
broadcasts as he reads the map from the end of the camera,
*This is the way the studio and anchor desk looked when Iwrote this chapter. But
like so much at WCVB, -all things change except the love of change. - Therefore,
see Chapter 5for an update.

Susan Burke and Jim Boyd at pod
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making it something of a trick to hit, let's say, the Ohio
Valley with his pointer on the empty screen behind him and
not one of the plains states.
In the Newsroom proper are the three cloverleaf tables—
"pods"—each with five bays containing adesk, typewriter,
telephone, and, in the wide common center part, all the
expected paraphernalia, dictionaries, thesauruses, old and
new scripts, newspapers, computer printouts, and halfdrunk Styrofoam cups of coffee. Wastebaskets overflow, and
broken typewriters are strewn about the floor, some with an
irritable note attached to the platen: "This typewriter keeps
jumping five spaces"; "This typewriter has no letter A."
Numerous little glassed-in hutches, all equally overcrowded, shoot off from the main room; on one wall is a
bank of television sets, one tuned to Cable News Network
and the others to different local stations so that awary eye
can be kept on what the competition is up to.
Each pod belongs to adifferent news hour, and at fourthirty in the morning the pod nearest the entrance to the
Newsroom fills up and becomes the nerve center for the
people, few in number, but potent in intent, who in one
hour are going to put the first news program on the air.
First there are the two anchors: handsome, impeccably
dressed Jim Boyd, extremely popular with his fellow workers
because of his high professional qualities, his intelligence,
and genial, thoughtful manner; and Susan Burke, with her
engaging looks, pleasing voice, and easygoing competence.
Susan is eight and three-quarters months pregnant with
her first child. In fact, half the women on the staff seem to
be pregnant ("It's the water" has become the favorite cliché),
and all are determined to hang on until the last moment.
Natalie Jacobson, anchor of the 6:oo and 11:00 P.M. shows,
set the standard by practically going into labor during the
six o'clock news. But to the disappointment of her colleagues,
Susan Burke lasted out her full work week and decorously
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had her baby boy on aSaturday when none of them could
enjoy the drama.
Bob Copeland, the weatherman, usually comes in well
before four-thirty in order to have time to study the meteorological maps which are transmitted by phone line from
the National Weather Bureau in Washington and to read
them into his computer. He also checks with numerous of
his thirty well-deployed weather watchers to make up a
weather-watch map showing temperatures and weather conditions throughout the New England area.
Lest everyone seem to be coming across as just too happy
and contented on the Eyeopener-to-Midday shift, Iam almost relieved to be able to report that Bob Copeland is not
at all fond of early-morning hours. He is anight person, he
says, and when he was moved from the six and eleven o'clock
news to the Eyeopener and Midday it played havoc with his
life, and although he has gradually adjusted, he still is not
exactly dewy-eyed about his time slot.
Phil Levy, producer of the Midday News, arrives. A large,
bluff, bark-is-worse-than-his-bite old pro, Levy sees that the
tapes for the Eyeopener are properly edited, helps Leetha
Yee line them up, and consults with her about the final
formatting of the show.
As Jim and Susan and Levy take their places at the Eyeopener-Midday pod, which is now full with Yee and writer
Lewis at the other two spots, the technical crew is also checking in. Isaac Laughinghouse is control-room director for the
5:30-6:00 segment. Jim Lowell directs the 6:oo-7:oo segment. The audio man who sits in aglassed-in sound proof
booth inside the glassed-in control room is Jim Barker. Caroline Stallings, who has multiple jobs, first types the Chyrons
(all the printed words that appear on the screen on amachine
that operates like aword processor). She then takes on the
very responsible task of seeing that each camera has its
teleprompter in place and rolling at the correct speed.
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All these people are members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; they are regulars in the "headset circuit" of the Eyeopener and Midday News, each being
connected to the sound of Laughinghouse's or Lowell's voice
as they give the cues and commands from the control room.
Other members of the headset circuit are the three cameramen and the floor manager, who cues in the anchors and
controls them with hand signals.
Jim Boyd and Susan Burke most often start out their working day by writing the 6:3o-7:oo part of the show, which
because of understaffing at that hour has not received much
attention. Unless there are important late-breaking stories,
it does not vary greatly from the earlier segments, but still
it must be written out and timed.
Everyone uses large-type typewriters, which allow only
about fifty or sixty words apage. And apage is not just a
page, but apacket of six sheets with carbons in between.
When the text is complete, the copies are distributed. Jim
gets the yellow sheet, Susan the pink, the control-room director the orange, producer green, the teleprompter operator the blue, and the audio man the white.
As 5:30 approaches, even though they all go through the
same routine each weekday, it is still not cut-and-dried.
Tension mounts. Typewriters bang furiously, sheets of colored paper are rushed back and forth to accommodate lastminute changes.
Rose Lewis to Susan Burke: "Do you have the new page
32A?" Leetha Yee to Phil Levy: "But Ithink it makes more
sense to put the fatal accident in Canton before the Expressway story."
Phil Levy agrees and tells Dave Buehl: "Change your
ENG order." Although ENG stands for "Electronic News
Gathering," it is abroad term which in this particular case
refers to the three machines that hold the video tapes, arranged in order, for each broadcast. For some incompre-
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hensible reason the machines are numbered 4, 5, and 6.
Hence: -Story C on four instead of five.... Repeat C on
four. In the control room, Laughinghouse tells Skip Peabody,
the switcher next to him, "Change your ESS. [Electronic
Still Store is the picture that appears in the corner of the
screen over the speaker's shoulder.] Number 1420 now
comes before number 1450."
Jim Boyd hurries in from the makeup room and grabs a
last cup of coffee as he steps up to the set in shirtsleeves to
be "miked. - Susan Burke is already in place, her about-tobe-born baby neatly concealed behind the desk.
The lights go on. "Two minutes, stand by, - calls the floor
manager. Susan and Jim shuffle their papers and make lastminute notations. They of course read from the teleprompter
but still need their scripts in case the machine fails. They
have not had much chance to read over the material, and
each is silently mouthing parts of the script.
Igo with Leetha Yee as she slips behind the set to take
her place in the control room to the left of Laughinghouse.
Peabody the switcher is on his right.
Countdown. "Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four,
three, two, one."
Music up. Onto the screen flashes the NewsCenter 5logo,
ablue globe of the world, which fades into acut of New
England. Jim Boyd's and Susan Burke's pictures circle the
globe. "Camera two center two shot, - says Laughinghouse
into his mike.
Jim and Susan are at the anchor desk, the control room
visible behind.
"Camera one with effects on Jim, - says Laughinghouse.
"Good morning. I'm Jim Boyd, and this is the five-thirty
edition of the Eyeopener."
"Camera one on Susan."
"And I'm Susan Burke. Topping the news this morning,
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two young boys are shot, caught in the crossfire of an argument in Roxbury."
Boyd: "The Bank of Boston holds anews conference this
morning."
Burke: "President Reagan goes on national television tonight to support his new budget cuts."
Boyd: "The Red Sox announce they have signed anew
left-handed relief pitcher, and Bob Copeland says we'll get
some rain today."
These headlines are the tease. We are now ready to go
into the first story. "Two Kids shot, ESS 235," says the script.
Jim Boyd reads athirty-four-second "intro. - As he comes to
the words "Narcisco Rosari is in stable condition at Boston
City Hospital, - Laughinghouse gives the command, "Roll
VC [video cassette] four. In the ENG room Dave Buehl starts machine four, which
takes three seconds to start playing. Boyd finishes, "NewsCenter Five's Ron Gollobin has the details of the shooting."
The video tape comes on the screen, and reporter Gollobin's
voice is heard over it. The script reads "VC/SOT. -Translation: Video Cassette/Sound Over Tape.
The Eyeopener is now about two and ahalf minutes into
the broadcast, which will last ninety minutes.
And who, you may ask, is watching at that hour of the
morning? Fortunately the television industry has elaborate
and sophisticated methods of knowing not only how many
people are tuned to aparticular station at aparticular time,
but also their age and sex distribution.
This information, generated by the Nielsen and Arbitron
companies, referred to and deferred to ceaselessly as "the
numbers," is deceptively complex to grasp, although at first
blush it seems easy enough. At least that's what everyone
told me as they tried to get me to understand the all important distinction between share and ratings, the two denominators on which "the numbers - are based.
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All manner of highly placed executives at the station, plus
one or two "talents," took acrack at explaining this mumbo
jumbo to me—up to and including Bob Bennett, whose presentation was so confusing that he himself burst out laughing
and said, "For God's sake, turn that tape recorder off. If you
listen to what I've just told you, you'll never understand it."
Here is astandard definition of the difference between
shares and ratings, cribbed from the TV column of the Boston
Globe. "Ratings tell what percentage of the total TV households in the area are tuned in while shares indicate what
percentage of folks already watching TV are tuned in to a
particular program." Clear?
Well, then try this one, somewhat fancier and denser,
from a Harvard Business School report. -Rating reflected
the percentage of all households with TVs that were tuned
in to agiven program while another measure, called share,
reflected the percentage of those TVs that were turned on
at agiven time that were watching aparticular program."
It was Jim Boyd who finally made the breakthrough by
writing out the following on his large-print typewriter.
Rating =% of sets turned to Channel 5. ..of all sets in
the viewing area.
Share =% of sets tuned to Channel 5... of all sets
turned on at agiven time.
And he illustrated this with drawings of ten little TV sets—
the viewing area (in asmall hotel)—three with the number
5written on them, three with the number 7, and four blank.
From this he drew the conclusion "Rating =30% or 3of i.o.
Share =so% or 3of 6."
There is one more kicker, called Houses Using Television
(HUT), which appears in all Arbitron and Nielsen sheets in
the first column after the time period and is obviously the
same for every station in the entire market in question. That
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is, "Houses Using Television" means houses using television
no matter what station they're tuned to.
And HUT answers the question Ifirst posed before I
started out on this chaotic digression, namely, who is watching television at that hour in the morning? The Nielsen HUT
tells us that on agiven day 7.3 percent of the houses in the
viewing area are using television at 5:30 A. M. and that of that
number anywhere from 57.5 to 38.5 percent (depending on
which day it is and whether it's Arbitron's or Nielsen's numbers) are tuned to the Eyeopenent The HUT figure rises
appreciably during the Eyeopener's hour and ahalf on the
air, winding up at 15.1 percent in the last time segment. To
place the HUT number in perspective, in prime time the
9:00 P.M. figure is 66.7 percent.
Put in more recognizable terms, the audience consistently
tuned in to the Eyeopener ranges from 75,000 to go,000,
although Jim Boyd insists that if you include people who are
getting up and catching a smidgen of the ninety minutes
(Arbitron and Nielsen meters or "diaries" do not rate less
than fifteen minutes) the audience would be much greater.
So much for the numbers. Sort of.
As to the demographics, also an everyday word in television, they are considered to be "right down the middle,"
that is, an equal number of viewers in the eighteen-to fortynine-year-old category as in the over-fifty set. And an even
split between male and female.
Here again Jim Boyd is slightly wary of the whole idea
of demographics as applied to news programs. "After all,"
he says, "news is news. Say the demographics tell us that
we have alot of businessmen watching us as they shave.
We can't tailor the news just to give them business-oriented stories, or to give the schoolchildren eating their
VVheaties kids-oriented stuff. We have to provide infortFor more on how these figures are gathered, see "Sign-off".

Bob Copeland

lL
mation to people on the basis of what we think are the
important stories."
Furthermore, he suggests, -What we really have is amoving audience. People that are getting up and on their way
out, housewives with families to get up and get going, and
frankly in alot of cases it may be just `room tone.' But then
there are some people who are pretty much bound to the
house and like to get their news from television as they do
their chores. There are also alot of shift workers getting
home at four-thirty or five in the morning who don't feel
like going right to bed, so they'll sit down with abeer and
watch the five-thirty segment."
One thing is certain about the audience, movable or stationary. The thing they care particularly about, especially at
that hour of the day, is the weather. Snowsuits for the children? How will that flight to New York be? Raincoat? Umbrella? Take car or use subway? Stay home? All pressing
early-morning questions which the Eyeopener does its best
to answer.
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Six times during the program Bob Copeland comes on
with his weather reports. Three "long" ones (two and ahalf
minutes) and three quickies (thirty seconds). As with every
other facility at this or any other TV station, the weather station carries an array of dauntingly complex-looking
apparatus. But under the clear and soothing tutelage
of meteorologist Bob Copeland, I found the impossible to understand somehow becoming possible, and
what is involved in putting the weather on the air actually
fathomable.
Two primary factors: the weatherman's talk is all adlibbed. What you see on the screen is all done with aspecial
graphic computer into which the WCVB weathermen have
stored basic maps which they have sketched and
embellished.
So when Copeland arrives at work, after checking his latest
weather charts and talking with his spotters, he phones the
huge weather computer center in Bedford, Massachusetts,
afacility that has access to every sort of teletype and facsimile
information that exists. As he puts it, Bedford daily "massages" the data into packages they know each of their subscribers will need. Included and vital in this bundle is the
satellite picture, called geo-stationary because the satellite,
in orbit at 22,000 miles above the equator, is traveling at
the same speed that the Earth is turning, and thus the two
bodies appear to be staying in the same spot.
With the satellite information in hand, Copeland then calls
up his basic satellite map (one of the ten) to the screen, and
the computer superimposes on it the 4:00 A.M. reading from
Bedford.
He repeats the same process for the radar map, which,
based on aconglomeration of information from about twenty
different radar sites, shows in vivid color exactly where there
is weather disturbance in the country. Blue indicates light
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rain, and as it starts to move up through golds into the
orange, the weather is worse. At red you're into heavy rain
and thunderstorms.
Next Copeland must put "direct acquired information"
onto astored map of the New England area. He calls up a
map of the Northeast to read onto it the weather conditions
in the various cities in the viewing area (each identified by
athree-letter call name like the ones used on airplane baggage checks). Here again the computer understands exactly
what to do. Since it knows the latitude and longitude of all
of these stations, Copeland simply has to hit the return button on his machine to have it put the weather information—
usually only temperature—at the proper locations on the
map.
By now it is getting close to air time. Based on all his data
he has made his forecast, given it to Caroline Stallings to
write on the Chyron machine to appear printed on the screen
during his report. This done, he prepares a-show sequence,"
starting with abase map of the United States which has a
little topography and is, as he says, "kind of pretty." Then,
using atop-to-bottom wipe, rather like pulling down awindow shade, he goes to the satellite map that shows clouds
over the pretty map. Next he goes to aconventional map of
the United States, annotated with highs, lows, fronts, and
other elements associated with weather. And finally he cuts
to aclose-up of the New England map with its acquired
information, and thus he has his sequence. He hits the final
make show sequence" on the computer, puts on his jacket,
and gets ready to stand in front of the blank green screen .$
The computer is attached by cable to the switcher in the
*The green screen, which is called aChromakey, used to be blue, but trouble
arose with this color. If one of the forecasters happened to be wearing ablue
sweater, for example, the satellite map of the United States, clouds and all, would
be shown on his sweater as well as on the screen. Hence acolor green no one is
likely to wear has been chosen.

Dick Albert at the weather "map"

control room, and when the director says, "Okay up on number one," which is the weather's number (just as wx is its
written signal), the sequence begins. Copeland can change
the picture on the screen with alittle button he carries; he
paces himself by devoting twenty to thirty seconds to each
map and comes out in his two-and-a-half-minute allotment.
One further option is available. Channel 5, alone among
Boston stations, has its own radar, adish attached to one of
the towers that scans around and around and gives the local
weather up to arange of 125 miles. The facility, tied not to
the computer but directly to the switcher, can be called up
("Bring up number six") in case bad weather exists or threatens. "Actually," says, Copeland, "we can see asevere thunderstorm coming down the Massachusetts Turnpike and time
it minute by minute. So it certainly can be used to the
viewers' advantage, and every local station should have one.-
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One thing always to remember about weathermen: for
all the sophisticated state-of-the-art paraphernalia, they
wouldn't be able to do their jobs unless they were professional meteorologists trained to interpret the massively complex data they have to work with. Bob Copeland is an MIT
graduate; Dick Albert, WCVB's principal weatherman, has
his degrees from the University of Michigan.
Meanwhile, in the control room, Jim Lowell is about to
take over from Isaac Laughinghouse. During the first halfhour there have been six stories and a quickie marine
weather and travel forecast up to the first commercial break.
Two long stories and the long weather report plus atraffic
report bring us to the second break. During this commercial
Susan Burke (or while she is on maternity leave her replacement reporter, Susan Wornick) moves to the six o'clock news
pod, hastily cleared of mess, for the "news for the deaf'
segment. While she reads about four minutes of news off
camera, Derm Keohane sits beside her and hand-signs her
words on camera.
This completed, the script reads, "Susan lose Derm, throw
to Jim for sports." Jim catches and does three and half minutes of very compressed sports reporting, covering approximately four stories, each accompanied either by avideo
cassette with his voice-over or by an appropriate picture from
the ESS (Electronic Still Store) over his left shoulder.
Next we have one of two or three reports on traffic conditions as covered by the WCVB helicopter, then the inevitable "note of community interest," followed by the tease
of what's coming in the next hour.
Something much more than supertechnology, performance, and practiced capability is afoot in this television
station at that quiet time of day. There is aquality, apride,
an esprit de corps in the air that is manifest.
Almost no one on the entire staff of Channel 5gives the
impression that he or she is dragging through the daily stint
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as if it were just another job. By and large they seem to be
an unusually committed group of people. But on the Eyeopener there is apositive joie de vivre—a dedication not just
to the station but to each other.
"It's totally different from any other shift I've ever been
on," says Jim Boyd. "We're areally concerned, close-knit
little group of people. Everybody is dedicated to the job, to
the product we put on the air, which we hope is the best in
Boston. But equally we're devoted to our fellow workers. I
think that's the major ingredient of the Eyeopener. People
feel that if they don't pull their own weight they're letting
their colleagues down—people that they really get to know
and care about. Even considering the horrendous conditions
under which we work—getting up at three, trying to get to
bed by seven or seven-thirty at night—I think Icould take
it for the rest of my career. Because for me it's afirst."
"It's great not to have anyone looking over your shoulder,"
says producer Leetha Yee. At that hour, with no chiefs in
sight, the $450 million station is turned over to this tight
little band of Indians.
"I tell you it's fun," says Phil Levy. "We own the place."
On acertain day in May, as we have seen, disturbing
events occurred that caused management and staff alike to
ask the question "Who really does own this station?"
But on the Eyeopener, on this or any other day, they know.
The station is theirs.
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Daytime II: Good Day!, 10:00 to 11:00 A.M.,
and Midday News, 12:00 to 12:30 P.M.
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perennial of Channel 5, has gone through many transformations in format and style, and in the process anumber of
dips in popularity. Still it keeps bouncing back, aplucky,
feisty, competitive program currently enjoying amodest up.
Dating back to the early BBI epoch, the show was originally called Good Morning, until that title, adding the word
America, was preempted by the station's network affiliate,
ABC. As Good Day!, it ran from 9:oo to io:3o A.m, featuring
(as it still does) segments of current local news interest,
interviews with celebrities, important authors, apotpourri
of personalities, and miscellaneous quality-of-life spots varying in interest and pertinence.
In 1973 Good Day! was the raison d'être for the creation
of aNew England Network which carried one hour of the
ninety-minute program. The following year WCVB put the
first half-hour of the show on tape and sold it to seventy-one
74
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stations around the country outside the New England area.
Then gradually there began to occur what is referred to in
IV circles as "a softening of the numbers," that is, ratings
moving downward. Television people are as gifted as anyone
Ihave ever encountered in articulating excuses for this farfrom-unusual turn of events. Cited in this case was a"new
diversity of alternate programs," notably game shows, serious staff morale problems resulting in alarge turnover, and
the plain fact that to produce ninety minutes of live television
at that hour of the day was not bringing in abig enough
dollar return for the effort and studio time involved.
A change was therefore made to move Good Day! to 10:00
A. M., to Clit it to an hour, and, most drastically, to tape the
show rather than run it live, thus removing the flexible spontaneity which was its stock in trade.
Fortunately, after six months in this condition, higherups, notably Vice-President for Programming Paul La Camera, interceded and returned Good Day! to its proper live
status, where it hung on by its fingernails sustained in part
by the presence of hostess Eileen Prose, who is still with
the show. When anew executive producer of programming,
Joseph Heston, came on board, he inherited aGood Day!
that was regularly hitting the bottom with ratings of 1.
Heston lent his strong support to ayoung dynamo named
Peggy Allen, who—because she came from the numberthree market, Chicago, to the number-six market, Boston,—
qualified for ahigh position on the staff of Good Day! Within
six months, in February 1984, at the age of twenty-six, she
became its producer and at once started the show on its
upward trend. When Iasked Peggy Allen to tell me what
she did to bring Good Day! back to the world of the living,
she said simply, "I opened it up. "Meaning?"
"They were looking at the topics on the show in avery
limited, narrow way that often only appealed to asmall part
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of our listening audiences. Good Day! obviously is almost
entirely awoman's show at that hour of the day, but the
demographics give us a wide spread between all ages of
women. Therefore, to lead with astory about osteoporosis,
as they had once done, was to bore the younger members
of the viewing audience into instant dial turning.
"Or another example which didn't much interest anyone
of any age was apiece they led with about the sodium content
in seltzer water. Who cares? At least Iwould have broadened
this subject to include all sorts of bottled water plus afew
good digs at the snob appeal of Perrier. Even so, it's not a
lead. If Iused it at all, I'd bury it in the second half close
to the end."
The way the show works, there are usually four, sometimes
five, segments. At present Peggy Allen tends to lead either
with acelebrity—Danny Thomas, Joel Grey, Stephanie Powers, Glenn Close—or often with some sort of titillating piece
like Mail-Order Brides, Phone Sex, New York City School
for Homosexuals, or Other Women.
The emphasis on the lead, always of primary importance
in TV (or in writing of any sort, for that matter), is critical
in Good Day!, aprogram which, as Allen puts it, is "topicdriven." So if the viewing audience doesn't cotton to the
first topic, even though they have been "teased" several
times to let them know what else is coming, they are still
likely to switch over to the competition.
Another reason for astrong lead is that Good Day! for a
long period followed the popular network talk show Phil
Donahue and therefore had endlessly to strive to carry that
highly rated program's numbers into their first half-hour and
beyond if possible.*

*It did as of this writing. By the end of this book ("Sign-off"), Donahue had
moved to the early-fringe hour from 4:oo to 5:oo P.M. and Good Day! to his spot
at 9:oo instead of moo A.M.
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Still, in the ever-present competition for ratings, Good
Day! consistently runs apoint or two behind Channel 4's
People Are Talking at 12:3o (remember, ratings are the percentage of sets tuned to the channels of all the sets in the
viewing area), although it usually beats Channel 4by four
or five points in share (percentage of sets tuned to Channel
4or 5of all the sets turned on at agiven time). The other
talk show, Morning Live on Channel 7, which runs at io:3o,
is so low in both ratings and shares that it is not really in
the ball park.
But there is yet another competition between these morning shows that is if anything more intense than the numbers,
and that is the endless struggle to snag the hot celebrities
for their programs.
According to Peggy Allen there are various sources for
segment topics. First there are people who are making news
in town. An example in this category was when Boston was
treated to afront-page story about two sisters, one of whom
acted as surrogate mother and produced achild for her sterile
sister.
Both Good Day! and People Are Talking were hot on the
trail of these two women. People Are Talking is aone-topic
show, afranchise that is not only offered to Boston viewers
but that tours to all Westinghouse stations. Hard to beat.
But Joe Heston, egged on by Peggy Allen, persuaded Phil
Donahue to book this segment for his show. The sisters
wisely preferred the greater exposure of one shot on Donahue to the arduous Westinghouse tour, and part of the deal
was that they would therefore agree to appear the next day
on WCVB. Result: the surrogate sisters appeared one day
on Donahue and the next on Good Day! before People Are
Talking knew they had been had. So it goes on newsworthy
segments of morning talk shows.
All the other types of segments involve somebody trying
to promote something— awriter, afilm star, aTV personality
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(an ABC-TV personality that is), someone who has come up
with still another "new" diet, acelebrity who has written a
book (as distinguished from awriter who has done so), alocal
department store pushing afashion line which is visually
effective and makes auseful change of pace. Huge conglomerates such aNestlé's or Pillsbury that package acook and
send him or her around to the talk shows are unacceptable
unless their message is couched in some sort of format like,
"Let's think of something fun to do with the children on a
rainy day, like make cookies."
To book these twenty or more segments aweek, Allen has
five assistant producers, each of whom both books an individual segment and is responsible for putting together the
various elements (which are considerable) needed to get it
on the air.
For instance, arecent show was scheduled to lead with
actress Glenn Close, who was in town promoting her soonto-be-released movie Maxie. Close did not have time to come
to the studio but was glad to shoot alive remote from Boston.
To achieve this, Tom Cottle, the show's resident psychologist
and co-host, was standing by at the Four Seasons Hotel,
where the actress was staying, to interview her, and the
sound truck dubbed Hippo—the one always used by Good
Day! because it is aportable studio complete with two cameras and aswitcher—was dispatched to the scene.
The switcher is of particular importance for Good Day!
because the show depends agreat deal on the Electronic
Still Store (ESS), and only the switcher (man and machine)
can bring what it holds in ready reserve to the screen. ESS
is used in any number of ways in television, although most
often as pictorial shots seen over the shoulder of whoever is
speaking to illustrate and enliven what is being said. But in
many cases ESS is used to fill the entire screen, as in the
Good Day! logo or "billboard," aglass construction which
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the switcher causes to "fly in --that is, to seem to come at
the viewer from out of nowhere.
The script for this particular show thus begins: Cold open
[Glenn Close] ten seconds; Billboard # ESS #1077 fly; host
chat; Eileen [Prose] and Janet [co-hostess Langhart] welcome audience. During this one-minute -bite - the Good
Day! music is played over the live applause and, it being a
Friday, which is an audience-participation day, followed by
tapes of scenes from The Big Chill and from the forthcoming
Maxie with Janet's pretaped VOC (voice-over cassette). Then
to ESS #1043—double boxes on asplit screen with ashot
of Janet in the studio and Cottle at the Four Seasons. And
then finally—after a minute and forty seconds of elapsed
time—to the actual seven-minute Glenn Close live remote
interview.
Meanwhile another cassette has been readied with highlights from the life of Ruth Gordon, agood friend of Glenn
Close's who had died shortly before. This would have been
shown if Cottle had been able to steer the interview around
to that subject. He was not, so that not inconsiderable effort
was wasted.
Furthermore something apparently went wrong with Janet's taped voice-over, which ran longer than the scenes from
The Big Chill and Maxie for reasons which were explained
to me later but which Idid not at the time grasp or for that
matter even notice.
Then, at eight minutes and fifty seconds into the show,
-Tom wraps, throws to Eileen, - and the Glenn Close segment is finished. Actually as far as time goes it is only ahalf
segment for all that effort involved.
Peggy Allen herself does most of the dealing with publishers. In May she went to San Francisco to attend the
American Booksellers Association (ABA) convention (where
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publishers display their forthcoming books to book sellers)
and, along with every other talk-show producer in the country and in competition with the two in her own market, made
deals.
Carrying around her card catalogue with every author they
had booked in the past year, she would approach, let us call
them, Smithson and Hyde and, whipping out the pertinent
card, announce, "We had seven S& H authors on our show
last year, and we enjoyed all of them. - ("They were blown
away, - she says.) Then she would continue, "Unlike our
competition at People Are Talking, we do not usually do
single-topic shows, but of course we can if the person warrants it. So if you will give me one of your big-shot authors
Iwill promise to do some of your lesser people. - (Having
twice been on Good Day! myself in the latter capacity, I
can't help wondering, now that Iknow the routine, which
bigwig they were able to bag by being willing to take me.)
In a number of instances Allen makes tradeoffs with a
publisher. A case in point involved losing Shirley MacLaine
to People Are Talking in September in order to get Geraldine
Ferraro for Good Day! in November. On the face of it the
two seem to be about even as drawing cards, but the reason
Peggy Allen chose Ferraro was that November, when she
would be making the circuit to promote her book, is a
"sweep - month, and to get the first woman candidate for
vice-president in asweep month was in Allen's view "a damn
good deal. Time-out here to explain that there are four sweep months
ayear—February, May, July, and November. At the end of
each of these key months, sweep books are issued stating
the Nielsen and Arbitron share and ratings plus the all important demographics for each of the 1,200 or so TV stations
in every market in the country. These books are vital because
they are the only guideline the television industry has for
measuring how advertising rates should be set. (Newspapers,
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after all, have circulation figures with which to confront a
potential advertiser.) Therefore, if McDonald's, say, wants
to test its new McPicIde 'n' Hamwich to see how it will play
in Peoria and other assorted markets, they ask for the figures
from the most recent sweeps book to determine where their
spot advertising will be the most effective.
Needless to say, sweep months are not the time that Chet
Curtis and Natalie Jacobson or any of the first-line talent
choose to take avacation. They are the time that the news
programs put on their most compelling special segments,
and that the two major locally produced programs, Good
Day! and Chronicle, save their best material. But aside from
such obvious best-foot-forward steps, things go on more or
less as usual at WCVB.
Some stations, however, treat the sweep months with ludicrous intensity. Irecall atime in February when Iwas
vacationing in Southern California and Paul La Camera arranged for me to visit Los Angeles KABC-TV, an ABC
"owned and operated" ("0 and 0" in the trade), just to
compare how another station operated.
When Icalled to try to set up an appointment, my request
was met with stunned disbelief. The program director's secretary insisted there must be some mistake. Surely Mr. La
Camera had not realized that Iwas proposing to visit the
station during sweep month, and surely he would understand
that they could not possibly squeeze in even ahalf-hour of
the program director's time for me during this critical period.
(Mr. La Camera only laughed when he heard later of all this
nonsense.)
However, Ipersisted. How about their public affairs person? Could he or she give me an hour or so? Even over the
phone Icould hear the secretary throw her hands in the air.
The public affairs woman was up to her ears. Even worse to
think she could see me during sweep month. Still Idared
to ask the secretary if perhaps she herself could spare me a

Good Day!'s Joanne Tardieu and Rob Stegman with Eileen
Prose
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few minutes. Here her strained patience snapped altogether,
and she told me in no uncertain terms that the station was
off limits to all visitors during sweep months. If Iwould care
to come back again in March, she would try to arrange to
have me see someone who might help me.
Iam glad to report that WCVB's more normal response
to the November sweeps produced quite good results.
Chronicle came up with avery respectable lo rating and a
17 share in Nielsen, which consistently rates WCVB programs abit higher than Arbitron, and Good Day! scored,
again from Nielsen, a5rating and a24 share, its highest
numbers since February 1977. For this Joe Heston and
Peggy Allen may take a bow, as should the two anchorwomen, Eileen Prose who has been with the show for eight
years, and Janet Langhart, who started when Good Day! did
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Good Does Janet Langhart

but left television altogether for anumber of years, then was
lured back as an important draw when Joe Heston joined
the station and started Good Day! on its upward spiral.
Having thus tossed bouquets, perhaps now is agood time
to look in on acontrasting ceremony which is acted out each
Friday by the Good Day! staff It is called the Turkey of the
Week Poll, and it is carried out by ten or so members of the
staff plus the talent gathered in Peggy Allen's cramped, cluttered office in the basement and nether reaches of the Bennett Building. After the usual rehash of the day's show is
completed, alarge copper urn is passed around into which
each person puts his or her vote for the worst, most embarrassing segment of the week. As Isat in on the meeting
one day, the choices scribbled in my notes were, as nearly
as Ican read them some months later, Hair Coloring, Police
Rape, Brooke Shields, two unreadable entries, and then the
runaway favorite, Titanic.
In this segment, which Ihappened to watch at home,
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Janet was supposed to interview an actual survivor from the
1912 disaster who was living in Woods Hole at the age of
eighty-seven. To begin with, the old gentleman was understandably somewhat deaf, but even if he'd had the hearing
of a twenty-year-old it wouldn't have improved matters.
Something too technically complex to describe went wrong
with the sound, and the survivor couldn't hear Janet's voice
at all. So he just talked, and Janet was forced to pose her
questions as generally as she could in the hope of making it
seem as if what he had just said was in response to what she
had just asked, which of course it wasn't.
As amatter of fact Ihave afew, hitherto unspoken, turkeys
of my own that strengthen my impression that the show
sometimes tries to out-Donahue Donahue in dealing with
erotic subjects that they think will stimulate their stay-athome audience of women.
For these episodes, which run oftener than Ithink they
should, Good Day! has latched onto asort of poor man's
Ruth Westheimer, asweet-looking, white-haired motherly
soul, cast against type for her role as an anything-goes sex
therapist.
Ihave in mind one particular segment, complete with
studio audience and telephone calls, on the subject of "coupling," which is probably unnecessary for me to explain but
Iwill anyway. It involves couples not only exchanging mates
for sexual intercourse but actually standing by and watching
as their husband or wife copulates, before it becomes their
turn to change from voyeurs to participants.
The sex therapist was all in favor of this, to her, innocent
pastime. She was also quick in answering some leading question to assure her audience that "no kinky sex - was practiced
in these encounters. To which Janet Langhart—to her credit,
Ithought—noted dryly that some might possibly look upon
coupling itself as rather kinky.
I agree, and suggest that such titillating quasi-erotic

Good Does Director Mark Gentile and Assistant Program
Producer Crystal Johns

segments, along with—even worse—the generally shallow,
trivial tone of these daytime programs, pander to asort of
game-show, I-only-read-it-at-the-beauty-parlor mentality.
Still, Good Day! and its local archrival, People Are Talking,
aim a little higher than most of the equivalent shows
seen in other parts of the country, notably in Los Angeles,
where the emphasis seems to be almost exclusively on beauty
aids.
But Good Day! and People Are Talking not only should
be better but could be if they didn't keep such awary eye
on each other, each afraid to deviate too much from the
mediocre norm for fear of giving arating advantage to the
other.
Both—in fact all such daytime shows—make the mistake,
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which is television's fatal weakness anyway, of playing to the
lowest rather than the highest common denominator. The
results run counter to their professed concern with "quality
programming."
12:00-12:30

While Isaac Laughinghouse is directing Good Day! from the
control room and Peggy Allen is fretting, with restraint,
about whatever her perfectionist's eye sees going wrong with
her show, in the Newsroom behind them, the Eyeopener
talent and producer Phil Levy, now in the sixth hour of their
working day, are readying the Midday News ...and finding
this process something of an anomaly.
It could almost be said that the most notable thing about
the Midday News is that it exists at all. Most stations, both
in larger and certainly in smaller markets, pay little or no
attention to news at this hour. Los Angeles, for example,
has no news program at noon on any of its stations. In New
York one can see news only on one out of seven stations,
and in Chicago on one out of five. But in Boston all three
commercial stations carry atwelve o'clock news program,
and in this fiercely competitive market, what one station
does in news the other two must pretty well do also.
In general, news tends to get rather short shrift at noon
since midday is an awkward time for TV coverage (although
far less so for radio). Most stories are in the process of happening at that hour but are not yet resolved. So, as Phil
Levy, producer of the CVB Midday, observes, he has the
option of running what he can get of abreaking but still not
"wrapped" story and informing his audience that more on
this will be forthcoming at six o'clock, or not running it at
all and leaving it to six o'clock to give abeginning, amiddle,
and an ending—if ending there is by then—to the piece.
As an instance, not long ago the perpetrators of amuch-
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touted bank heist in suburban Medford were identified and
apprehended after along and baffling search. News of this
breakthrough reached WCVB at around nine-thirty in the
morning, and reporter Susan Wornick was dispatched to the
local courthouse. Shortly before noon she called in to report
that the three suspects had been arraigned but were not yet
indicted and would not be until after the Midday News was
off the air.
Levy, knowing this would be abig if not the lead story
on the six o'clock news, still decided that he might as well
take what he could get for the Midday. Accordingly, Susan
Wornick appeared live, giving such information as she already had and throwing to Jim Boyd ("Back to you, Jim").
Better than nothing, Levy thought, and, since neither of the
other stations chose the option of running such an incomplete
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spot, it counted as asort of beat for Channel 5. Interestingly
enough, Channels 4and 7wrapped the story on the following
day, by which time it was yesterday's news to Phil Levy and
not worth air time.
What is worth air time, then? Certainly not the previous
day's 6:oo and moo P.M. news, which is often repeated on
the Eyeapener. Sometimes international stories can get important play because the time factor, at least in Europe, is
in our favor.
But when the Nobel Peace Prize was given in Oslo to the
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War,
accompanied by vigorous and vivid protest against one of
the Russian doctors who had made previous anti-Sakharov
comments, it was 7:oo A.M. our time. Certainly there was
plenty of time for alive shot on the Midday. However, to
Levy's frustration ABC ran exactly nine seconds of video
during their Good Morning America, which he could have
had but found unacceptably brief, and Cable News's next
satellite feed was not scheduled until 1:oo P.M., aiming of
course for the six o'clocks. So what Levy did was order graphics for both the prize ceremony and the protest, and as Jim
Boyd read forty seconds of copy, these appeared as effects
(ESS) behind him.
"Most of the time," says Levy, "I actually have to lobby
the assignment desk for stories Iwant. And it's tough because
Iknow that if they have achoice of doing alive story that
will only get on the air once that day, they'll automatically
do it for the six o'clock and not for us."
Isuggested that it seemed the Mirldny was treated rather
like astepchild.
"Your word!" he pounced. "I'm glad you said that so I
didn't have to."
But then he added that the Midday was really more like
radio—an interim show, an up-to-the-minute status report.
And, he further noted, it has the distinction of being the
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only news show which is for the most part written by the
talent and in which they also play amajor part in making
decisions.
Accordingly Susan Burke, Jim Boyd, Levy, and sometimes
an associate producer sit down at nine o'clock, after Susan
and Jim have done their five-minute stints on Good Morning
America, and figure out what should be on the Midday and
how it should flow.
Flow (Levy's word), implying asmooth, uninterrupted,
steady stream, hardly applies, however, to this program,
which in point of fact has only nine minutes of actual news
for its half-hour on the air.
When Levy pointed this out to me, Ilooked so doubtful
that he gave me abreakdown as follows: zo seconds to get
on and zo to get off; 1minute, zo seconds for teases; 6
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minutes for three commercials; iminute, 45 seconds for the
daily Mr. Food cooking segment, which includes 15 seconds
for his sponsor; 3minutes for weather; 3minutes for sports.
Neither of these features is actually counted, in Levy's mind
at least, as straight news, nor is the 2-minute, 45-second
"kicker" that usually winds up the show, consisting of some
humorous piece by Chuck Kraemer, the resident wit, or by
Paula Lyons, the house consumer expert, or some offbeat
spot about sea lions frolicking in Florida waters.
Add this all up and be off the air by 12:28 to allow for a
i
-minute, 3o-second editorial, and you wind up with 9minutes, lo seconds of news divided into approximately ten or
eleven stories.
Such is the tyranny of the clock in all television, whether
network or local, but especially in news programs and most
especially in the Midday news, which, as the hour of the
day suggests, is neither quite here nor there.
There was one fateful exception, however, when the Midday played avital role in the long-to-be-remembered disaster
of the Challenger shuttle, which exploded seventy seconds
into its flight, snuffing out the lives of the seven astronauts
aboard.
The tragedy occurred on Tuesday, February 28, 1986, at
11:39 A.M. One of the astronauts to die was the much-heralded "first ordinary citizen in space," schoolteacher Christa
McAuliffe. Because the ebullient thirty-seven-year-old Mrs.
McAuliffe came from Concord, New Hampshire, which is
in Channel 5's viewing area, the station had assigned reporter
Shirley McNerney to cover the teacher at intervals from the
moment she entered the program seven months earlier. As
amatter of course, then, Shirley McNerney was standing by
at Cape Canaveral with a live NewsStar truck and time
booked on the satellite to cover the blast-off and crowd re-
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action. This was to have been the lead story—for once a
really big one—for the Midday News.
Interest in the flight, however, had pretty much flagged
because there had been so many delays, the second-to-last
one being on the Sunday that the New England Patriots
were, for the first time in their history, playing in the Super
Bowl. Such was the wild local excitement over this hypedup sports drama that numerous people remembered say in
passing on Super Bowl Sunday that they forgot to even watch
to see if the "teacher had got into space."
Nonetheless, two days later when the lift-off did finally
occur, many of the staff at WCVB and certainly most of the
key news people were standing around watching Cable News
Network (CNN) coverage of the actual event.
Emily Rooney, assistant news director, recalls that just as
the orbiter started to rise off the launch pad, one of the
reporters, David Ropeik, said, "For some reason this one
makes me nervous. Iguess because there's one of us ordinary
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mortals on board. - And at that instant the explosion
happened.
At first no one reacted. Everyone, most notably the people
watching live at Cape Canaveral, assumed that the burst of
flame was simply the usual solid rocket burn we have all
become so accustomed to seeing at lift-off. But then came
the dreadful words from the Mission Control commentator:
"Obviously amajor malfunction.
The entire Newsroom swept into action. For just asecond,
though, they hesitated thinking they should put Jim Boyd,
who was right there and ready to go on the Midday News,
on camera to warn the viewers--We interrupt this program
to bring you ..."But then they all decided that would waste
too much vital time. What they needed to do was get those
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Cable Network News pictures live from the Cape out fast
for the public to see.
Fortunately Channel 5is the only station in Boston that
has aformal arrangement that gives them the right to carry
CNN video and audio on their programs. So Phil Balboni
gave the order to Master Control to cut off the currently
running soap Ryan's Hope and punch up CNN. Within two
and ahalf minutes of the explosion, WCVB was on the air
with pictures from Cape Canaveral—the first station in town
to be there.
After along run of pictures, many of which we would see
over and over and over again, Jim Boyd did come on and
briefly orient the viewing audience to what was happening
before they cut to ABC for a terse announcement of the
tragedy from the White House. Peter Jennings had not yet
arrived on the scene but was to get there momentarily. Steve
Bell was carrying on for the network.
By this time the clock had moved up to, if not alittle bit
past, the normal start-up of the Midday News. Jim and Mary
Ann Kane sitting in for Susan Burke, who was ill, went on
camera cold, without any of the usual Midday News opening
footage, which seemed superfluous because by then they
were in contact with Shirley McNerney via satellite from the
Cape.
Naturally everyone wanted desperately to hear what
she had to say. They had previously booked satellite time
for her for two minutes, so Emily Rooney had to call
CONUS (Continental United States) in Minneapolis,
which is the satellite consortium from which they lease,
to try to get more time. She was amazed at how easily
she was able to accomplish this, primarily, she assumes,
because shuttle flights had seemed to most TV stations to
be pretty routine by then and not many had booked time
ahead. At any rate she was able to arrange to have Shir-
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ley on for two ten-minute bites, during which time Jim
and Mary Ann simply interviewed her; they had no
script, no prepared questions, no wire copy, nothing at
all to guide them except their own instincts. "We just
asked the questions we thought any regular member of
the audience would want to know, - Jim Boyd said later,
"and Shirley was magnificent. I've never seen anybody
better. She had poured herself into this story, but she
was very composed and able to stop and be very
professional."
Still, she was not so professional that she seemed coldly
remote. "Shirley didn't de-emotionalize herself, - says Emily
Rooney. And in fact, although her voice was steady and she
answered each question as fully as she could, she looked
devastated. She had, after all, known Christa McAuliffe well.
feel just terrible about this, - she said at one point. And
you knew she truly did.
By the time she had finished her stints, Dr. Michael
Guillen, WCVB's science editor, had arrived, so Jim and
Mary Ann interviewed him for about fifteen minutes before going off the air locally at 12:45, one hour after they
had gone on.
"I was up there professionally," says Jim, "but Ireally
didn't want to be there. Iwanted to be ahuman being and
vent my sorrow. But Icouldn't do that until Igot home."
Producer Phil Levy doubtless did the same thing when
he got home, but in the event this kind man who is often
frustrated in his job, had the time of his life being in the
center of the excitement, and, not realizing how it might
have sounded, exulted, "It was aball."
That surely it was not, but still it was an eminently coverable TV story. "TV elevates what it touches, - wrote Bob
Kuttner in the Boston Globe. "If TV's heroes are larger than
life, then their deaths must be made larger too. - He was not
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the first nor the last to sound off against the TV hype on this
tragic occasion.
Critic Jeff Greenberg expressed aslightly different view
afew days later. -TV was anational gathering place for us
on that terrible day," he said, and might indeed have added
that TV performed that rite with distinction.

5

Role Models

THE SOAPS ARE ON NOW.

Only one man in master control is pushing the buttons that
bring Loving, All My Children, One Life to Live, and General
Hospital from the affiliate network to the home screens.
This, then, seems agood stretch of the broadcast day to
look behind the silent cameras at Channel 5and see what
various key people are doing. Key young people for the most
part, role models for the hoards of even younger hopefuls
who dream of somehow making themselves apart one day
of this wondrous, ever-changing television scene.
Richard Dickinson, thirty-seven, is WCVB's art director,
atitle he considers aslight misnomer; he prefers to think of
himself as head of the graphic design department. "I would
probably not hire an illustrator who came and asked me for
ajob," he says, and when Ilook puzzled, he explains, "I
must have designers who can manipulate information into
visual treatment. Ineed people who can cope with the elec96
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tronic computer age we are now in in television, who understand the vast terminology. Good graphic designers are
almost always enhancing other people's ideas, not editorializing their own, whereas illustrators are closer to fine arts,
so they become involved with promoting amessage that is
their own. And in this business that can become the wrong
message. Dickinson, agraduate of the Rhode Island School of Design, participated heavily during the late sixties in protesting
the Vietnam War. His involvement with that turbulent period has left its mark. He is aman of contradictions, often
cynical, for example, about television, which he says he is
pretty sure he doesn't really like. He knows, however, that
his primary love is good design, and he is extremely proud
of astaff that has won five Emmys in arow for its work. "I
expect everyone that Ihire to be able to design anice book,
agood brochure, ahandsome living area, an exciting event,"
he says, "and Idon't think we would have won those Emmys
if Ihadn't promoted the positive aspects of good, thinking
designers."
Paradoxically, the reason he is wary of TV is that he believes there are actually too many of the graphic effects he
spends his life creating, and not enough content. "I think
it's fine to have all the gimmicks, but because they're there
doesn't mean you have to use them all the time. For people
that watch television it's like having goulash every night for
supper. But Ithink, with all due respect, that's what the
viewing audience wants. Imean, if you're going to entice
someone to watch, they've got to be razzle-dazzled. And indeed the gimmicks are awesome in sophistication
and complexity, and frustrating to write about since they are
continually identified only by letters (often no one is sure
what they stand for) or words that are not yet in any
dictionary.
Prime among the visual-effects creators, however, is a
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computer whose simple, direct name belies its intricacy. It
is called the Paint Box, and it produces all the still images
that have long since replaced old-fashioned slides. The Paint
Box itself can be mastered by agraphic artist in three or
four weeks, says Dickinson. And actually it looks quite
straightforward. A21/2-by-3-foot "tablet" on which the artist
"wipes" (draws) is made of white Formica, overlaying the
electronic circuitry. What is wiped by the artist shows not
on the tablet but on the screen in front of it. The various
commands and modes seem familiar enough to anyone who
have ever used aword processor, although obviously what
emerges on the screen is very, very different.
"The Paint Box can do anything," says Dickinson, "along
with the DVE [there we go again—Digital Visual Effects],
which manipulates the image. It can expand or reduce, give
ahigh metallic look, imitate airbrushing, chalk drawings,
watercolor, anything an artist needs to provide avisual effect.
It can also copy photographs, change the backgrounds, add
shadows, change the nose on the subject; it can draw pictures, cartoons, add letters. It can make whatever is being
created full-screen or infinitesimal; it can elongate asquare,
make it acircle, squash it down. Although it has what Dickinson refers to as "limited animation capability"—it can make
an eye blink, for instance—it cannot move whole figures or
objects by itself. That requires aswitcher.
Both the Paint Box and the DVE are made by aBritish
company called Quantel (other companies also make this
equipment), so there is atendency at Channel 5to refer to
the manipulated images as Quantels.
Ihave witnessed Paint Box images being made of Bernard
Cardinal Law, much embellished from aphotograph at the
time of his investiture in Rome; of agiraffe for reasons I
don't remember; and of aPatriot reaching out to grab apass
at the time the New England team won the AFC championship in Miami. These images, (possibly with the exception
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of the giraffe) will be numbered and filed in the Electronic
Still Storer (ESS).
Dickinson feels impelled to keep reminding me that "what
most people don't realize about this department is that none
of our things move without the orchestration of the switching
person, the director, the assistant director, and the audio
man in the control room. It is acast of thousands, and since
we have gone electronic alot of coordination is needed both
in mind and spirit. Let's face it, if you are avery egotistical
prima donna, you'll have ahell of atime dealing with six or
seven people to produce ashow opening, let alone one that
ever gets completed to your satisfaction."
The biggest challenge facing Dickinson recently was to
help in the creation of an entirely new opening to introduce
all four of the daily news shows. It took three months to
achieve this end, and Dickinson gives the whole credit to
his art director for news, Warren Zucker. "My design just
didn't feel right," he concedes, "but Warren came up with
the winning solution. A big transparency—a huge slide,
really, of the Boston skyline striated with vertical lines of
varying widths."
To set this into place the entire studio had to be redone,
and instead of the five-seated cloverleaf table in the middle
of the studio area, alonger, wavy four-seated anchor desk
has been placed on one side of the stage illuminated with
red neon lights at the bottom. Behind this alarge new Chromakey screen has been installed. (Readers may recall the
green Chromakey screen in front of which the weathermen
stand and pretend to be pointing at the Mississippi River
when in fact they are pointing only to ablank screen [although viewers see the entire U.S. map on it] while reading
from amap displayed on the teleprompter at the end of the
camera.)
"On the news set," says Dickinson, "we now have alarger
Chromakey, and the transparency of the skyline there is
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covered with gauze, like ascrim in the theater. So when
light is turned on at the back of the transparency, you see
the Boston skyline, and when you light the front or gauze
side of the transparency, you see (in the studio) only the
green electronic Chromakey surface, which can take any sort
of video image, Paint Box, still, or tapes.
"For example, say Chief Correspondent Martha Bradlee
has been sent to Washington to interview Tip O'Neill about
young Joseph Kennedy's successful bid to win the speaker's
about-to-be-vacated seat in the House of Representatives.
And say the producer of the six o'clock news wants ashot of
the Capitol for background. Well," says Dickinson, "if you
want the talent in alocal setting like Washington, you turn
the light back to Chromo and lose the Boston skyline. Up
comes your green color, and then you put in an effect of
Washington and then over that you DVE avideo effect with
Quantel of Joe Kennedy squeezed down in aPaint Box image
over Martha's shoulder."
Seeing me look rather frazzled by all this, Dickinson
laughed. "When it comes to more and more effects," he told
me, "I can talk you blue in the face."
Opting for the obvious, Isaid, "You have."
So he moved to some refreshingly nonelectronic aspects
of his work and his department.
After he graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design
in 1971, Richard Dickinson worked for an architectural firm
in Boston, designing brochures, until after two years his job
became redundant. He had made agood format for their
brochures, which they could use over and over again. No
use keeping him on the staff. He freelanced at other architectural firms for awhile and then heard of an opening as
assistant art director at Channel 5. He applied and was hired
by Bob Bennett, staying on until 1978 when, as he says, "I
became antsy and wanted to run my own department."
The opportunity to do just that arose at the CBS affiliate
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in Washington, D.C. ,and he leaped at the chance. But after
only eight months Bennett called him to say that the art
director at Channel 5had just left and did he want the job.
He hesitated. He had been at the Washington station such
ashort time and was leery of getting the reputation as a
drifter. More than that, he liked Washington and especially
the news programs, which, he says, "make you understand
why certain issues take the route they do. There you hear
what is really happening and why. Up here in Boston you
only know what is happening. You rarely know why."
But in the end, he says, "I really love this place and, apart
from news, Washington didn't begin to do the quality of
work they do here." None of the experimentation, the specials. Nothing like the current public-service campaign called
A World of Difference, which dramatizes in awide variety
of spots the insidious evils of prejudice.* Dickinson thinks
this is agreat and useful program and had agreat deal to do
with promoting it by running a poster contest for public
school students from grades one to twelve to make drawings
illustrating the message. Twelve winners have had their work
reproduced in the station's 1986 calendar—designed, of
course, by the graphics department—and the winner of winners, athird-grader, had her enchanting drawing used as
the station's Christmas card.
The department is responsible for all promotional material
coming from WCVB, all sales sheets—they have alarge typesetting machine squeezed in one corner of the supply room—
all advertisements, billboards, subway cards, newspaper and
TV Guide advertisements, printed, photographed, and designed, amounting to about thirty pieces aweek.
Two staff photographers produce all the shots of the talent
that adorns the walls outside the newsroom. These are de*Produced in conjunction with the Anti-Defamation League of 11'nai Writh, the
Greater Boston Civil Rights Coalition, and the Shawmut Banks.
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veloped in adarkroom that cannot be heated, ahazard which
is characteristic of the inadequate space allotted to this most
vital department. The staff is triumphant because, for the
first time in their existence, they who deal in light and air
have had asingle window installed.
In fact, compared with the elegant executive offices, installed by Metromedia on the second floor of the building,
the graphics people are housed like peasants—"Let them
eat cake."
But no matter. They are at home in their mole hole; the
noise and the cheer are manifest. "Everyone here is an artist,
and they love what they do," says their boss.
When Martha Bradlee, Channel 5's chief correspondent,
covered amammoth Walter Mondale rally in Boston just
before the presidential election in 1984, agathering complete with all of Massachusetts's big political names, including Kennedy and O'Neill, she managed to wedge herself and
her cameraman in with the network pool camera directly
above Mondale. Since she was the only local reporter to
achieve this most favored position, others covering the story
looked at her with adecidedly jaundiced eye. One from a
rival station fumed so vociferously about her tactics to his
boss that his news director called Phil Balboni to complain
about Martha's pushing and shoving.
Balboni, tongue in cheek, approached her. "Martha, were
you pushing and shoving people around at the rally
yesterday?"
"Phil," Martha replied, "I have to tell you that Ihaven't
any idea. Ionly know Ido whatever Idid almost every day
because Iconsider it part of my job."
If such is stereotypical TV reporter behavior, however,
this slight, soft-spoken, engaging thirty-three-year-old
woman does not fit the mold in other particulars. "I don't
have TV looks," she says. "I don't have typical TV presence.
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I'm serious and Iwork very hard. Iwant to find out as much
as Ican about every story Ido. Any fool can go out and grab
enough to fill two minutes and then leave. But believe me,
it's not just what they say in those two minutes that counts.
You have to work the phones, work sources, Ithink the
challenge of TV is the gathering of an enormous amount of
news and then condensing it into two minutes. That's where
the talent comes. It's gritty. You're sort of like street fighters.
And Ilove it. It suits me.
"Television reporting has an extra dimension for me; it
has the wonderful visual aspect that newspaper reporting
doesn't have. But of course newspaper reporters have advantages that we don't in length, time, and depth."
Martha Bradlee is able to compare the two media worlds
pretty much at first hand since her husband, Ben, descendant of an old Boston family, is aprominent reporter for the
Boston Globe and his father is the famed editor of the Washington Post.
She herself comes from Salt Lake City. She was in her
last year at the University of Utah and floundering, hopping
from one major and avocation to another, when she got her
first job in atelevision station where her mother had once
worked. In the finest television tradition, she started at the
bottom doing what she calls shlock work, but meanwhile
learning how to do everything—shoot film, do research,
write and edit her own stuff. "And Ithought, 'This is great.
This really suits me.' You're always finding out new things
and always changing. In this business it's important to know
alittle bit about alot—or better still, alot about alot."
After two years she got ajob as ageneral reporter at a
better station in Salt Lake City, which is about the fortyfifth market in the country, and considered avery good one.
So when she married, moved to Boston, and applied for a
job at WCVB, she had good credentials and a tape that
showed she could handle awide variety of stories well. In
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1979 she was hired by Jim Thistle, Phil Balboni's predecessor, again as ageneral reporter.

She had been at WCVB for just alittle over ayear when
she won an Emmy for spot reporting. The story, aheartwrencher, concerned a little autistic boy who had disappeared into the hills of New Hampshire while on acamping
trip with his parents. Martha and her cameraman first arrived
in New Hampshire after the boy had been missing for three
days and did aquick piece for the eleven o'clock news. This
story was heard by aBoston firefighter, himself the father
of an autistic child, who immediately got into his car and
drove through the night to New Hampshire and ultimately
found the boy.
Martha and the cameraman arrived again on the scene just
as the firefighter first handed the little boy over to his par-
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ents. "I ended up saying about three words, - Martha says.
"It was so moving, Ijust let the pictures tell the story. - She
did interview the boy, but very briefly. Leaning over this
autistic child who was lying down staring at abutterfly he
had poised on his finger, she asked, "Were you frightened?"
"Frightened, - was all he could or in fact needed to say.
Without adoubt she handled the story with taste and skill,
and after that she was pretty much amarked—in the best
sense—woman.
"Network quality, - says Emily Rooney, assistant news director and Martha's immediate boss. "Even before that
Emmy, we knew she was network quality."
So did Channel 7, the CBS station, struggling to catch up
with the other two local stations. They offered her over twice
as much as she was making at Channel 5to join them.
"I thought, gee, with that amount of money, Ihave to
take it, - she explained. "Then Ithought, no, Idon't either.
Ilike it here. Ifeel very loyal to CVB. I'm happy in this
environment."
Iquestioned her about this loyalty to CVB (people in the
trade never bother to use the W), which seems to affect
everyone who works at this station. Is it genuine?
"Yes, it really is. This place is so different, cut from a
different mold from most stations. It's aspecial atmosphere,
it's caring, it's personal feeling for people. It's alot of things
mixed up [and perhaps a pinch of Bob Bennett's "magic
dust -]that makes it so special."
So in the end Martha Bradlee turned down Channel 7.
But by aquirk of fate and one which caused Phil Balboni
great chagrin, then chief correspondent Joe Day, who had
also been offered afar larger salary at Channel 7, succumbed
to their lure.
The post of chief correspondent was briefly filled by someone else and then was open again. Martha Bradlee swears
she thought it was going to remain that way. She did not
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know it was up for grabs. She insists that when Phil Balboni
invited her to dinner she had no idea that he was doing so
to offer her, at the age of twenty-nine, the chief correspondent job.
Not surprisingly there were rumors and stories in the press
about how she lobbied for the job and even played hardball
newsroom politics to get it. Martha denies this, and Balboni,
she says, corroborates her denial.
And how did her colleagues respond?
She hesitates, choosing her words carefully. "In general
terms Ithink they're supportive. Ithink my colleagues respect me, and Irespect them. Ialso know that in asituation
like this some people might get alittle tense. But actually
when Iwas named chief correspondent most of them went
out of their way to tell me, 'Well, Imay have wanted that
job myself, but anyway I'm glad for you that you got it.' The chief correspondent is the person whom the station
has designated as its number-one reporter. Having this position means that by definition Martha Bradlee gets most of
the best, most challenging, and often late-breaking stories,
usually of national or international importance. She frequently reports from Washington; she has traveled to Ethiopia, to Manila, has spent time in the Middle East at the
height of the terrorist airplane hijacking scare. She has all
the qualifications of astar reporter; she is gutsy, adventurous,
resourceful, bright, and audacious.
Certainly being chief correspondent (and always so identified) has added greater stress and responsibility to Martha's
professional life. Sent to Geneva to cover the first ReaganGorbachev meeting, she says she panicked. "Here Iwas up
against people who deal with Reagan every day. They have
Soviet experts at their fingertips, and I've got to go over
there and be very prepared. Iwent to seminars at Harvard,
Iread constantly, everything Icould get hold of. Iread all
the way over on the plane. Icouldn't sleep at night. And
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when someone from here said to me, `Hey, what are you
worrying about? It's going to be great, it will be aparty,' I
thought, maybe I'm doing this all wrong. But Istill don't
think it's going to be any party for me. It's going to be pure
strain and pure work. Which it was. But certainly very
rewarding. Inevitably her wide-ranging successes brought her to the
attention of anetwork. In the summer of 1985 when her
contract with Channel 5was up for renewal, she was called
to New York to audition, initially for CBS's program Nightwatch, which runs in the small hours, but ultimately to be
worked in as aregular network correspondent.
"The audition went really well," she says, "but Ithink
sometimes people are fooling themselves if they think they
can have family and everything they want in their careers
without sacrificing something. Women make the mistake of
imagining they can do it all. But Ihonestly didn't believe I
could be a national correspondent right now and have a
satisfactory relationship with my daughter."
Since her husband is away much of the time on assignment
for the Globe, the responsibility for their five-year-old
daughter, Greta, rests very largely with Martha. "We get
on wonderfully," she says. -And I'm proud of myself because
Ifeel as if I've struck abalance between my child and my
job."
And besides, she says, the more she thought about the
national thing, the more she thought, "What's the difference? Why should it be so important to be on TV across the
country? Itravel enough as it is. At CBS Icould be away
for eight months. Icould go through three months when I
wouldn't be on the air at all, or Icould end up working like
crazy on astory that would be killed at the last minute or
be cut to thirty seconds. And furthermore you lose editorial
control. In fact," she added after amoment, "you lose control, period."
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And yet she now has a network clause in her contract
which permits her once each year to decide that she's leaving
to go to the network. -Perhaps one day - she says. -Perhaps
when Greta is eight or nine, it might be possible. But, as will be seen later in these pages, the situation
between local and network news is in astate of flux. The
outcome may well be that people like Martha Bradlee—top
reporters throughout the country—will have greater scope
and astronger voice working for alocal station than for one
of the networks.
Meanwhile achange in Martha's schedule has made her
even more indispensable. At CVB the powers that be, obviously feeling that the chief correspondent's abilities should
not be showcased on only one news program, have arranged
that she should report on both the six and eleven o'clock
news, which means that except on rare occasions she covers
two different stories each day.
So instead of coming to work at ten and going out shortly
thereafter to prepare her story for the six o'clock, she comes
in at three in the afternoon, by which time there is waiting
for her some major story to be researched and written in
three hours. That finished, she gets her assignment for the
eleven o'clock, which she works up and reports from the
anchor desk.
My first thought on hearing of this change is that Martha,
who is such an activist, on-the-scene reporter, would hate
this new arrangement, which keeps her more at her desk
and less on the streets.
But, as she points out, "The change was not made without
consulting me, and on the whole Ilike it very much. -Although she will be concentrating largely on national and
international stories, she will still go out on the local political
stories which are her forte.
And what about the hours? "Much better from the point
of view of my time with my daughter," she says. "I'm there
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when she gets home from kindergarten, and Ihave three
uninterrupted hours with her before Ihave to got to work.
So Ilike it.
"Nobody is climbing up my ladder. I'll admit that sometimes I'm screaming and ranting to myself after aparticularly
frustrating day. But then always Istop and think that Ihave
the greatest job in the world. Iknow how lucky Iam to have
fallen into something like this. It just suits me."
That is aphrase she uses alot: "It just suits me." It has a
pleasantly old-fashioned ring to it, curiously incongruous in
this frenetic arena in which chief correspondent Martha
Bradlee operates so effectively.
Every person discussed so far spends the station's money,
often in large doses. But Deborah Sinay has the responsibility of bringing in the revenue, and generating the financial
wherewithal that makes Channel 5operate, and indeed operate at the huge profit it does. She assumed this obligation
at the age of twenty-nine when she became the youngest
vice-president and the first woman vice-president ever in
the life of WCVB.
In my early exploratory visits to the station, Debbie Sinay's
name was invoked over and over again. "Debbie can sell ten
thirties [ten thirty-second commercial spots in an hour's program]. ...Debbie has them lined up for the six o'clock news.
.. .Debbie has awonderful enthusiasm for selling the specials that we do.. .. You must ask Debbie about that. .. .''
So when finally Iwas able to catch her off the run and sit
down to talk to her, Isaid, "It seems you are the fountainhead
from which all the money flows."
And this pretty, slim, warm, vivacious young woman now
in her thirties and pregnant with her first child did not deny
it. "I would say so, yes," she answered, without false
modesty.
Isaid, "In order to dramatize your role, Ineed to visualize
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you in action for the lead. - And Debbie Sinay, who for all
her vast influence has never been areporter and therefore
mistook my meaning of the word lead said, "But, Ilead all
the time. That's my job. Ioversee astaff of twenty-seven
people here at the station. Ideal with our media buyers, I
meet with our major advertisers, Italk constantly with Katz,
our rep company, about syndication, and Ialso make decisions every day on what will or won't bring in revenue. Jim
Coppersmith will call and ask me, 'Deb, how much money
can we make on that program?' He must ask that three
hundred times aweek, and Ithen have to evaluate. Is it
topical? Is it informational? Will it get great ratings? And if
Ican come up with positives to these, then we start to
negotiate, which means Paul La Camera and Jim will come
to me and say, 'How much can we charge?' So that's where
the numbers-crunching comes in. Ineed to know specifics. What can they charge, say, for
aspot in Prime Time?"
She tells me that the average Prime Time thirty-second
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spot runs between $4,000 and $5,000. The high would be
Dynasty at $8,000 or $9,000.

"And in Daytime?" Iask.
She considers. "Phil Donahue would be a pretty good
example." Then reconsiders. "But first Iwant to be sure you
understand exactly what happens in program sales." Which
is just her nice way of saying she is sure Idon't understand.
So she explains.
"ABC, our affiliate network, pays us anominal fee—and
Imean nominal, $2,00 to $2,zo an hour—to carry their programs, and we can then go out and sell our own spots, a
certain number of them, for whatever the market will bear.
Then besides that, there are three ways of selling aprogram.
"The first is that the station pays cash, which means that
we own the entire program. In other words the syndicator
comes to Jim Coppersmith and Paul La Camera and says, 'I
want you to buy this program, and Iwant you to pay cash.'
That means that we own every spot and every break and can
get revenue from every position.
"The second way is diametrically opposed. In the second
way the syndicator gives us the program, and in turn they
take some of the commercial breaks for barter. Let's say we
had an hour program in prime time. The standard would be
five two-minute breaks, which comes to twenty thirty-second
spots. So if it was barter, they would give us ten thirties to
sell locally and they, the syndicator, would take the other
ten.
"Now, the third way of doing it is cash and barter. In
that case we pay asmall fee and take more spots. Instead
of splitting it fifty-fifty, we would split it, say, thirty-seventy, with us taking the seventy. Meaning they get six
spots and we get fourteen. And that's the way we do
Donahue.
-But then you have to figure out how much to charge for
your spots?"
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"Exactly. Say Phil Donahue is charging athousand dollars for his spots. We have to try to come up to that or
even better if we can. So our figure is based on rating,
share, on what the market will bear in Daytime for the
number-one show in the morning, bar none, which
means it's a demand area. That is people really want to
be associated with it."
"And if they don't particularly want to be associated?"
"Then we have to entice them."
Here, of course, is where the artistry in all forms of selling
comes into play. Only in the case of selling TV spots, Sinay
and her colleagues are often dealing with an amorphous product whose virtues have to be taken on faith. The locally
produced specials for which the station has long been famous
fall into this category.
Looking back afew years, Sinay recalls aprogram CVB
did called Our Town Revisited, anew look at the town of
Peterborough, New Hampshire, which had been the inspiration for Thornton Wilder's 1938 play Our Town. The idea
was to see how, in the years that had passed, life in this
quiet hamlet compared with the fictional life portrayed by
Wilder. A fanciful idea, charming and wistful, but not on
the face of it the stuff to attract Toyota trucks, Midas Mufflers, Coca-Cola bottling plants, or McDonald's.
But Debbie Sinay has two inherent qualities which enabled her to sell Our Town Revisited to this very sort of
company: optimism and enthusiasm, plus one acquired capability—know-how.
"I think what's great about this station," she says, "is that
it has such awonderful reputation that when Igo knocking
on adoor and say, `Hi, I'm Debbie Sinay from WCVB; I
am immediately welcomed. And with Our Town Revisited,
because it was alocal story, locally produced, people wanted
to be apart of it."
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"In theory perhaps, but how did you actually describe it
in selling terms?"
"We spent time with people in research putting together
what we call asalable one sheet that we could take to the
marketplace and show buyers just the heart of what we were
doing with the program, plus tempting little snippets from
scenes already shot. We don't talk dollars and cents on the
one sheet. That comes later when the salespeople who are
trained to sell numbers follow up with pricing the show
competitively."
"But you obviously don't know the numbers before the
show runs."
"No, we have to sell it based on our predictions, which
in turn are based on past performances. Actually Our Town
Revisited was very easy to sell, just as long as we were given
enough time to do it."
Shifting ground, we consider another, much trickier kind
of special, one for which Sinay knows there is bound to be
acertain buyer resistance. As an example she cites arecent
special, Gays in Boston, which she calls aclassic case in
point.
"When the program people came to me and said, `We
want to do ahomosexual special. Is it salable?: Isaid no.
But if it is something important that we really want to do,
then profit is not the issue."
So they did it. Knowing that they would have limited
advertisers and that in the normal half-hour show there
would be twelve thirty-second spots, what Sinay did was
"cut the show" differently so that there would be only six
thirties instead of twelve.
"And what did you do with the extra time?"
"Put it back into the program itself, and sold the six
thirties."
Compelling specials like these, plus the newscasts and
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Chronicle, are what General Manager Coppersmith refers
to as the champagne in the freezer and the foie gras in the
pantry. "But," he adds, "there's got to be some place for the
bread and butter too."
"That vast wasteland which is television," Newton Minow
once termed it, and it seems he must have had in mind that
bread-and-butter period, those hours devoted not to news
nor to local programming nor to network specials, but the
humdrum hours, intellectually speaking, of the broadcast
day. For all these times Debbie Sinay must and does find
sponsors, often more readily than in the more stimulating
offerings.
We consider the Day Part called early fringe, which covers
the hours from 4:oo to 6:oo P.M.: reruns of Dynasty, 4:oo to
5:oo, followed by ahalf-hour of Too Close for Comfort, a
sitcom owned by WCVB, and then the perennial All in the
Family from 5:30 to 6.
Seeing my pained look, Debbie Sinay laughs. "Those may
not be the kinds of shows you would want to see, but believe
me, there is amarket out there for them."
"But surely Archie Bunker is over the hill by now," I
protest.
"Archie Bunker is an interesting case. That show has
run on our air longer than it ran on the networks. In
fact, it is one of the longest-running off-network shows in
the history of television. We've had it on ... it's got to be
nine years."
"All the more reason to replace it with something fresh,"
Isuggest.
"Hey," says Sinay cheerfully, "it's alot better than game
shows."
"That it is."
"And this station never does game shows. Never. And
Archie Bunker does very well, even against Wheel ofFortune
on Channel 7, which is the all-time top-rated game show. It
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doesn't win the time period, but it holds its own. - And she
shows me the huge fat rating book based on the sweep
months to prove it. All in the Family gets an 8rating and a
20 share against Wheel of Fortune's io and 24.
"This is our bible, - she says as Istare boggle-eyed at rows
and rows of microscopic figures in column after column of
abbreviated headings. "These are the demographics. So,
staying with Archie Bunker as long as we're there already,
you'll see that among women aged eighteen to forty-nine it
gets an 81, which means eighty-one thousand, as opposed
to Wheel's 51. Among the same-aged men it gets 49 to
Wheel's 46, among teens it gets a12 to Wheel's 22, and among
children two to eleven, 27 to 30."
She looks at me, amused.
"It's sort of intriguing, - Isay, surprised that Imean it.
To Debbie Sinay it is endlessly intriguing, challenging,
and exciting. She came to her fascination with sales working
at the other end of the spectrum as amedia buyer for Boston's
venerable department store, Jordan Marsh.
Born in Norwich, Connecticut, she took her college degree in education (not communication) at Boston University
and worked summers in aradio station in her hometown.
After graduation she first took ajob as asecretary, there
being no other openings in the early seventies for women
with her qualifications, but then she moved on to Jordan
Marsh, where she remained for five and ahalf years before
moving over to Channel 5in the BBI days. She was and is
agreat admirer of Leo Beranek, who gave her her chance
and then made her avice-president, and who holds her in
high regard as one of the most enterprising people he helped
bring into the BBI fold.
She is married to Charlie Kravetz, who was one of the
creators of Chronicle and, until his move to the news department, its executive producer. It is aprogram his wife
sells with special enthusiasm and success ("People stand in
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line to sponsor it"), not only because it is her husband's, she
insists, but because it is "a public affairs program that deals
forthrightly with issues, with people and the quality of their
lives."
In away Chronicle is the essence of what WCVB stands
for. And by the same token, so is Debbie Sinay.
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Linchpin of the entire day, top revenue producer of local
programming, culmination of the work of the "talent"—
twelve general reporters assigned to this program, six male
and six female, and, most salient, showcase for the highly
rated, popular anchor team of Natalie Jacobson and Chet
Curtis, along with the two other first-string members, sportscaster Mike Lynch and weatherman Dick Albert.
The importance of anchorpersons cannot be overstated.
In the view of many, news programs are primarily reflections
of an anchor team, most often aman and awoman, who are
the conduit—the messengers, if you will—who bring the
news, usually more bad news than good.
Without question, most viewers decide which six o'clock
newscast they are going to watch on the basis of whether or
not they like, identify with, and trust the anchors and, to a
lesser but still notable degree, the sportcaster and
weatherman.
117
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"Natalie is amajor star," says Phil Balboni, and adds, "A
lot of what's right about this business is Chet and Natalie.
They're intelligent and thoughtful and they care." There is
also, he might have added, an intriguing personal dimension
since they are married and have alittle girl, so are in fact a
real family.
Ironically Jacobson is aname Natalie would rather not be
using, since it belongs to her former husband. And because
she is very proud of her Serbian heritage, she would have
preferred to use her maiden name, Salatich, or if not that,
then her married name, Curtis. However, Leo Beranek,
back in the BBI days when this anchor team evolved, did
not want aCurtis and Curtis. The alternative, Chet points
out, would have been for him to take back his original Polish
name of Kukiewicz; Salatich and Kukiewicz, Chet muses
would have been quite acombination. Not unreasonably the
BBI chiefs settled for Jacobson and Curtis.
But for quite awhile before they had to come to that
decision, Natalie was the bigger talent, already entrenched
anchoring the six and eleven o'clock news. In fact, while
Chet was still laboring, first on the Eyeopener-Midday shift
and then on the weekend news, Natalie was being wooed
by CBS.
"I was offered alot both in terms of money and position,"
she says. "God knows where Igot the good sense to turn
that down, but I'm glad Idid. Of course, it was atremendous
ego boost. The president of CBS calling me to New York a
couple of times, saying 'Why don't you want to come and
work for me?' But Inow know that my decision was right.
Ididn't feel Iwas ready to do some of those network jobs,
and also Ithought Icould be more effective as alocal reporter. Ilike the give and take we have on the local scene."
Natalie's co-anchor on this local scene then was asmooth
article named Tom Ellis, whom people either loved or disliked intensely. Natalie, professional that she is, appeared
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not to let her feelings about him show, but the fact was,
according to Balboni, that Ellis made her mad, which made
her competitive, which in the view of some made her abetter
anchor. But after the earlier-mentioned visit by the Queen
of England, the chemistry between Chet and Natalie was so
good (by then both on and off the air) that it was decided to
inject Chet into the evening news mix, atroika that Chet
thinks never worked.
Fortunately it came to an end quite abruptly when Ellis,
without prior notice, cleaned out his locker, as it were, left
anote under Bob Bennett's door, and departed for the richer
pay dirt at Channel 7(from which he has since been fired).
In talking to TV news talent, one soon observes how few
of them have had any experience in the so-called print medium. There seems to be no logical progression anymore
from newspaper reporters to television reporters (or directors or producers either, for that matter). Chet and Natalie
are cases in point.
Chet started his career at the age of twelve in Schenectady, New York, singing on a TV program called
Teen-Aged Barn. He then got ajob as a"gofer" at alocal
radio station, and progressed to a regular program interviewing kids from four to five in the afternoon, which he
maintained until he went on to Ithaca College in 1956.
While there studying for a communications degree, he
started working at the commercial radio station and after
graduation moved on to work at a Rochester, New York,
television station, where he remained for three years.
Then in 1963 he went to WTOP in Washington, D.C.,
where he spent another three years, then to WCBS,
New York, and finally to WHDH, Boston, in 1968.
Natalie greatly regrets that she had no newspaper experience and still stands somewhat in awe of that branch of the
profession. "When Ifirst started in television," she says,
"and anews conference closed, Ialways waited for the print

11.

Charlie Kravetz, Senior Executive Producer, and
NewsCenter 5's Natalie Jacobson
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journalist to close with 'Thank you, Mr. President,' or `Mr.
Whatever.' "Nowadays the senior television person, who is
usually Natalie, performs this honor, but even so, she says,
"If there's an older print journalist there, I'll still wait for
him or her out of courtesy."
She was born in Chicago but has lived most of her life in
the East, going to the University of New Hampshire. After
acouple of years in business, she started at Channel 56, one
of the UHF stations in Boston, then still struggling. In fact
she had only been there six months when their entire news
operation folded, so she moved on to Channel 4, where she
remained for two and ahalf years, working in public affairs
but at the same time learning, she says, a tremendous
amount about broadcasting.

Chet Curtis with Linda Polach

-This is afast business, - she says. -Iwould never make
it as aresearcher, for example, and have to wait to see the
results of my labors ten years down the road. Ithink Iwould
even have trouble now in working for amagazine, where it
would drive me crazy waiting for my stuff to be printed,
whereas in TV your story is right there in living color. It's
either good or it isn't. But the negative side is that unlike a
newspaper, you can't turn the page back and read astory
again. You have just one shot."
As far as being an anchor is concerned, she feels that most
people imagine the anchors have agreat deal more authority
than they do, that they pass on every story and how it is to
be presented (
-live or just pop areporter in the field to wrap
around his or her tape"). The fact is, however, that there is
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hardly aday when Natalie and Chet do not disagree with
some part of their two programs. "And," she adds, "that's
how it should be."
Boston's three VHF stations, but more particularly WBZ
and WCVB, have for anumber of years run neck and neck
in the ratings, but then unhappily there came atime when
Balboni saw his six and eleven o'clock newscasts sliding quite
definitely into second place. "This was aterrible psychological blow," he said. "The ratings told us that our trend line
was downward, that the viewers' preference was away from
us.
To arrest this slide, Balboni began instituting aseries of
brainstorming sessions with the four members of his anchor
team in which they frankly looked at their performances as
agroup and discussed how they were relating to each other
and how they could do better in their jobs. "I think these
meetings were very positive," he says, "and helped to foster
agood spirit in difficult times."
Iwas doubtful. Itold Balboni Icouldn't just write that
they had these meetings and determined to do better. Was
the problem with their journalistic skills, with the objectivity
of their presentation, the accuracy of their facts? No, it
seemed none of these factors was in question. But, unlike
any other disseminators of news or information, television
anchors must have that special indefineable quality that gives
them influence or authority over large numbers of people.
They must have charisma.
"The core of it," said Balboni "was the perception we all
came to that some of our newscasts lacked sparkle and energy
and asense of excitement. To alarge degree these are qualities that must be communicated by the anchors. So what
we had to find out was why there wasn't more of asense of
urgency. Why was it that they weren't able to project asense
of enjoyment in their jobs and make the viewers feel comfortable and at ease?
PP
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"Once we recognized that this need was there, we all
accepted the challenge. It was going to require not only an
individual but acollective effort. They had to think more
than ever before as ateam, because these four people had
atremendously important role in our success or failure, and
since we were staring failure squarely in the face, they, more
than anyone, had the responsibility of turning it around."
And turn it around they did, if not to aclean-cut first, at
least back to the status quo of aclose race with WBZ.
There were, of course, other elements that contributed to
this downward trend that had to be addressed. Balboni also
met regularly with the producers and assistant producers,
particularly of the six and eleven o'clock shows, to discuss
such problems as alack of consistency in the quality of production and errors, technical and human, that led to mishaps
on the air.
More pervasive was, and continues to be, the formatting
of newscasts resulting in clumping together too many stories
of the same thrust—rapes, fires, trials, for example. This
cannot always be avoided, of course. News being news, there
may be alot of violence and courtroom scenes unfolding on
one single day. But extreme care must be taken, Balboni
believes, to give each program as much change of pace as
the news permits and always to bear in mind the vital importance of helping viewers understand the relevance of the
stories.
To implement these goals, Balboni chairs ameeting every
weekday morning at 9:3o at which potential stories for the
six o'clock news are discussed and evaluated. Present at these
sessions are the assistant news director, Emily Rooney; the
senior executive producer/news programming, Charlie Kravetz; and the executive producer of the six o'clock news, Linda
Polach; the sports producer; and the assignment manager,
who is responsible for assembling and presenting the stories;
and the assignment chief, whose job is to coordinate the field
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operations of the reporters, cameramen, and sound trucks
and to set up all live shots.
Having "shopped" this meeting two or three times looking
for a compelling, well-balanced, contentious news day to
portray, Ihave become quite familiar with the routine.
There are usually about twenty to twenty-five stories to
be considered; everyone is handed atyped list of these with
the subject in capital letters, followed by ashort explanatory
sentence (e.g.: "GARROWAY SENTENCING, Navy could ask
death penalty for black sailor who killed white officer"), and,
if it is an ongoing story, the name of the reporter who is
covering it.
Each story is briefly and argumentatively discussed; Balboni doesn't care much for the New Bedford fishermen's
strike, Rooney says we can't just leave it hanging, Kravetz
wants areporter "baby-sitting it" in any case. To the observer
(me), it seems as if they never reach aconclusion before they
go on to the next item on the list.
When they have covered each story, they go through it
quickly once more, and it seems they have known what they
were doing the whole time.
"Let's see now, in Kater-Arruda [a particularly gruesome
murder-rape case being tried for the second time] the jury
has been deliberating for seven days. Jack [Harper] is covering that and we might get averdict today.... Let's put
Kirby [Perkins] on the Rambo protest at Harvard [Sylvester
Stallone is being honored as "man of the year" by the Hasty
Pudding Club at Harvard, and outraged embittered Vietnam
veterans are planning aprotest]. ...Mary Ann [Kane] will
go and see what's happening at Eastern Airlines [rumor has
it they are about to declare bankruptcy]. ... David Ropeik
is following the Woburn toxic waste suit [a potential Love
Canal situation]. ...Shirley McNerney can do the new corporate day-care center in Lawrence.... Now what do we
have for Martha [Bradlee]?"
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There does not seem to be atailor-made story for Martha's
particular talents, so it seems best to have her "do" the
Philippines, which she has done several times before, but
there are probably going to be some new developments she
can work on.
That assignment is left hanging since Martha does not
come in until three in the afternoon so that she can appear
on both the six and the eleven o'clock news. Someone briefly
mentions the weather; in the early morning there was freezing rain, but although it is still drizzling, the temperature
has warmed up, so that is considered anonstory. Everyone
agrees it looks like avery good news day.
When the meeting breaks up, Iask Phil Balboni if Imay
go with Kirby Perkins to watch him cover the Rambo protest
story. Balboni says sure. Kirby is gracious, agreeing to keep
me posted on his preparations during the day, as he does
not plan to leave the station until late afternoon to cover the
five-thirty demonstration.
Accordingly Isettled down at the six o'clock pod next to
executive producer Linda Polach on my right, plain producers Jim Smith and Mimi Wishner on my left. That word
executive makes abig difference. For one thing it marks the
possessor of that title as management and thus exempt from
joining AFTRA or the technical union, IBEW.
Since all the top brass on this particular day happen to be
at an all-day meeting, there is afeeling in the pod somewhat
akin to the when-the-cat's-away atmosphere of the Eyeopener. After remarking with some glee on her feeling of
freedom, Linda Polach gets down to business. "We have a
lot of stories today—too many," she says as she prudently
tries to determine which one or two might be expendable
in the likelihood of something breaking as the day progresses.
To keep track of such developments she is constantly being
handed afat package of printouts—wire-service copy from
the Associated Press and United Press International. With
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atrained eye she glances over them, and with incredible
speed she throws the majority that don't interest her into a
large wastecan at her side. While performing this chore with
almost rhythmic regularity, she is at the same time talking
to her colleagues (and graciously keeping me filled in) while
also answering the phone.
Many of the calls she takes are simply people questioning
some detail from an earlier broadcast or asking for general
information on some topic in the news. Why interns, of which
there are many, don't take care of these interruptions to an
often harassed staff, Ihave not been able to fathom.
Around about 11:45 Polach says she should be able to make
at least apre-preliminary format of how the evening newscast
will go, but today she is stumped. No lead seems to spring
to the fore, acircumstance which begins to make everyone
at the pod feel uneasy even though it is still early.
Meanwhile Igo off to talk to Kirby Perkins about how he
plans to cover the Sylvester Stallone story.
We sit down in the office of his wife, Emily Rooney, while
Kirby, one of the station's most versatile and sophisticated
reporters, tells me wryly that this assignment does not in
his view constitute profound reporting.
Still, it is of some interest to him because he himself was
aVietnam War protester on the University of California,
Berkeley, campus during the late sixties and thus relates to
the antiwar veterans who are planning to demonstrate this
evening.
He is preparing his coverage in two ways; one by setting
up some pretaped interviews with protesting veterans, and
two by putting together afifteen-second edited spot of some
of Stallone's "shlock" movies in which Rambo, speaking only
in grunts, is pictured as ahero, guns wildly blazing, coming
into Vietnam to rescue Americans still being tortured by the
"gooks."
As one veteran has already told Kirby, "This creep was

Reporter Kirby Perkins with editor Jim Reidy
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making porn movies while Iwas in Vietnam watching my
buddies die," aline he is using in his voice-over.
He then plans to interview on the site arepresentative of
the Hasty Pudding Club to ask if this unseemly award is for
real or tongue-in-cheek. And finally, he will go "genuinely
live" (as opposed to "fabricated live," which means the reporter stands at the spot where whatever he is reporting on
happened earlier) at 6:15 to talk as it is actually happening
to such protesters as he can manage to collar. Three minutes,
ten seconds have been allotted for his story.
Iarrange to meet him in front of the Hasty Pudding Club
around five-thirty and go back to the six o'clock pod to see
what's happening.
Still no viable lead has emerged, although many ideas are
floating around. And the lead, of course, is of paramount
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importance--the greatest possible hedge against dialflipping.
Polach tends to favor the heart-rending story taking place
in the suburban town of Woburn, where eight families who
have between them lost five children to leukemia are suing
two international companies for polluting the community
wells with toxic solvents. Although the case is only beginning
on this day and would be no more than atable-setter, Polach
has earmarked it for the lead because she predicts it might
well be of national importance. But then David Ropeik, who
is covering it, phones to say that since the jury selection is
just beginning, no real action is expected for several weeks,
which is not the stuff of which leads are made.
Attention then shifts to the horrendously damaging and
dangerous floods and mudslides in the Napa Valley area of
Northern California. Here one might ask the obvious question: does the lead story on alocal news program have to be
local? The answer, as far as this or any other top-quality
station is concerned, is an emphatic no.
As Phil Balboni has stated publicly, "Local television is
entering agolden age. Ithink the audience is more receptive
to local news doing acomprehensive job of trying to bring
the news of the entire world to them."
Natalie Jacobson reflects the same thought: "What happens throughout the world affects us all. And if that means
entering into national and international news and trying to
relate that to what is happening here at home, then we must
do it."
This is true especially if anational or international story
is of overriding importance to the viewers. In this regard
the California story hardly qualifies, but Polach keeps pointing out, with mounting frustration, that none of the other
stories under consideration, good as they may be in themselves, are truly lead stories; some may not even make the
prestigious A segment of the evening newscast.
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So, lacking any better candidate, she instructs Jim Smith
to call San Francisco station KRON to ask if their NewsStar
truck is available to provide WCVB with pictures of the
mudslide. This expeditiously accomplished, Smith calls
Conus to arrange for satellite time for this story but can only
get it toward the end of the A segment, which he accepts
but which of course knocks that idea out as alead.
Mary Ann Kane telephones in to say that the situation at
Eastern Airlines is critical; it appears they will be filing for
bankruptcy in the next few days. Isuspect she is angling for
the lead on this, but Polach says that when they actually do
file, it may possibly be the lead, but not now.
This then brings her with the utmost reluctance to the
Kater-Arruda murder case, astory which she abhors, which
Balboni hates, but which is the kind of story that all local
stations have to deal with far more than they want to.
William Kater was convicted in the 1970s for the brutal
murder and rape of ayoung schoolgirl, Mary Jane Arruda.
After he had begun serving his prison sentence, his lawyer
discovered that some of the information which convicted him
was obtained from eyewitnesses by hypnosis. Accordingly
Kater (who had pleaded guilty to an earlier rape attempt
which the intended victim miraculously escaped) was
granted anew trial in anew venue (Cambridge). The jurors,
who do not know he was previously convicted or previously
pleaded guilty to the earlier attempt, have been deliberating
for seven days and are said by Jack Harper, who is covering
the case, to be at an impasse. A hung jury thus looms, which
could mean that this dangerous man might well go free.
Polach now has Harper beeped. He calls back to report
that the judge has sent the jury back to try once more, telling
them that there will never be twelve men and women tried
and true who will be better qualified to reach averdict in
this case.
Given this slim thread of new material, Polach finally pen-
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cils in Kater (Remote/Jack/Cass/sot, 2:5o) for the lead and
goes on to make the rest of her preliminary format to follow:
Garraway Trial, Cass/vo, :3o; Rambo Protest Remote/Kirby
Cass/sot/ Remote/guest, 3:10; Nicaragua [Reagan has asked
Congress for loo million to aid the Contras] :5o; Eastern
Demise, Remote/Mary Ann Cass/sot/ Remote/Wrap, 2:6o;
California Floods (Conus) Live NewsStar Q and A Cass/vo
B roll; Tease; BREAK.
Without enthusiasm the executive producer announces
that she guesses she can live with this, and Igo off to see
what's coming up in the Sports Department for their
SportsCenter 5segment.
Icatch Mike Lynch, newly promoted from weekend to
weekday sports anchor, in aslow sports news day—a rarity
in Boston—so he has afew minutes to talk about the upcoming newscast. Does he, for instance have his lead set?
Yes, as amatter of fact, he does.
Since the Celtics are playing basketball in Sacramento and
the Bruins hockey in Chicago, the lead is to be the Beanpot
Hockey tournament, always avery hot local item contested
each year by Harvard, Boston University, Northeastern University, and Boston College. Following areport on the game,
which was won the night before by Boston University, by
the sports department number-two man, Jack Edwards, the
game's most valuable player, the BU goalie, will be interviewed live at the station.
"So that's what we'll lead with," says Mike Lynch, aroundfaced, cheerful, agreeably laid-back Harvard man who has
been a sports freak all his young life. "Unless something
breaks between now and six o'clock; then we'll have to
reshuffle. Iask what is likely to break on this quiet sort of day.
"You never know, - he says. "At six-fifteen I've had trades
announced, coaches fired, players moving from one city to
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another, teams being sold. It does happen, especially in this
town. But if it doesn't tonight, then we go on from the
Beanpot to high school basketball, covering agame between
Brookline High and Cambridge Rindge. This is the time of
year we can do this sort of thing. It's always deserving, but
most of the time we can't fit it in."
Deserving but not very exciting, Ithink. Reading my
thoughts, he adds that they are going to put acameraman
on the bus with Cambridge kids as they drive over to Brookline and then have avideo tape of the dressing room and
the pregame speeches by both coaches. -The whole taping
will take two or three hours but will run two minutes."
"Out of atotal of how many for the sports segment?"
"Probably seven minutes tonight. But then in acouple of
weeks we'll need more time because it will be as busy as it
can get. Spring training will be going on in baseball, there
will be boys' and girls' high school basketball and high school
hockey, college basketball playoffs, and college hockey championships to report on. The Bruins and the Celtics will both
be playing, the baseball season will be just around the corner,
and the Boston Marathon will be following right behind that.
And we'll cover it all somehow."
"How many coverers do you have?"
"Just three of us. Myself, Jack Edwards, and weekend
man Mike Dowling."
"And except on rare nights like tonight, are you always
pressed for time?"
"Always. Every night we try to put asize-eleven foot into
asize-eight shoe. We try to format it. They give us seven
minutes and we say okay, thirty seconds for this, forty-five
for that, but invariably we start to run over, and Mike Fernandez our producer yells in our earpiece from the control
room: Speed it up. Drop page twenty-two, drop the Candlepin Bowling story. Wrap it up. Wrap it."
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I suggest that the almost breathless pace at which they
report sports often seems to give the whole show ashot in
the arm.
He says he hopes so but adds, "In this town the sports
fans are very sharp. They don't want to be talked at, they
want to be talked with. You've got to somehow come across
like maybe you're talking with them in atavern."
"Even so, you can be talking fast."
"Yeah, right. That's how we've got to do it."
Before leaving this engaging man, Iextracted from him
the usual biographical information. At Harvard he played
football and baseball but managed to avoid any journalistic
experience either on the Crimson or the university radio
station. After graduation his first sports job was as aspotter
for the Harvard football games on radio.
After the season he earned his keep as abartender, to his
mother's dismay ("For this we sent you to Harvard?"), and
came back the next football season as the "color" man. After
that he was hired by alocal radio station that was strong on
sports, covering both the Bruins and the Red Sox. In March
198z he joined WCVB as afreelancer to fill in on weekends.
Eighteen months later he signed athree-year contract as
"the Monday-to-Friday guy."

As Ihead back to the Newsroom Irun into Linda Polach,
who has been out taking alook at the weather, which is
unseeable from the windowless Newsroom and is abominable—a heavy downpour. Question: will this rain freeze by
six o'clock? If so, we may have anew lead.
Dick Albert, the six o'clock weatherman, is not yet back
from another assignment, but one of his lieutenants is on
duty and says he is almost sure the rain will not be freezing
by six o'clock. He is, however, quite certain that it will be
freezing later in the evening.
Ilook at Linda Polach; she shakes her head. "Marginal"
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she says. "But still apossibility if it is actually sleeting by
six.''
Iremark that this lead is changing as often as it does in a
basketball game, and she says she doesn't ever remember a
day when she had so much trouble with it.
By the time we get back to the Newsroom it changes again.
As Polach picks up anew pile of wire-service copy, her eyes
hit at once on the report of an explosion that has just taken
place at the U.S. Embassy in Lisbon.
Everyone galvanizes. This surely is lead material, although
the next dispatch indicates there were only minor injuries
and no one was killed. It is agrisly but indisputable fact in
all news, TV and print, that such astory would have been
bigger and more compelling if there had been fatalities.
Nonetheless the Lisbon story is quickly written in the top
spot, and by this time Martha Bradlee has arrived and is at
once assigned to cover it. This makes the Lisbon incident
even more -fortunate - because the Philippines story that
Martha had been penciled in to deal with had not materialized into much that day, and an A segment without the chief
correspondent being represented could be construed as an
admission that there was no story important enough for her.
Natalie and Chet check in, and with their arrival the pace
quickens. After looking over the format of the show (mercifully just finished before their arrival), Chet writes the tease
of what will be seen on NewsCenter 5at Six, which will be
aired at 3:15. He will also do another one for 4:3o. Natalie
does one for 5:3o.
They both appear to be quite busy at their typewriters;
besides the teases, they produce all the news updates. Although they don't have enough time to write their own initial
copy, they do have final editorial control over what they are
going to say, and therefore will change any phraseology they
don't like or argue any implication they don't agree with (a
frequent occurrence, as Natalie has pointed out).
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Chuck Kraemer, the witty and literate critic-at-large,
pokes his head in to see if his review of the new Bob Fosse
musical, Big Deal, in Boston for its pre-Broadway tryout, is
still on for tonight. Polach says yes, two minutes.
Shirley McNerney comes back from her corporate daycare center and is told she will have 1:3o on the B segment.
"Even if it is worth two-fifteen?" she asks. "Even if, - Polach
says cheerfully. Iask Shirley, as she rummages for astopwatch in the desk where Iam sitting, if she really expected
2:15. "No, of course not." She smiles. "I was just angling for
an extra ten seconds."
Charlie Kravetz comes down from the all-day meeting to
see how the format is going and groans at having Rambo so
early in the newscast. No change, however, is made.
Mary Ann Kane comes back from Eastern Airlines and
seems content with her scheduled spot on the A segment.
Paula Lyons, the consumer expert, has just come back
from Japan, where she filmed afour-part series. She hurries
into the Newsroom, lights go on, the six o'clock pod is hastily
cleared, and she tapes atwenty-second bite to introduce that
evening's Made in Japan installment. She seems disgruntled,
but everyone by then is too busy for me to ask why.
So Itake my leave to go to Cambridge to meet Kirby
Perkins at the Hasty Pudding Club. The narrow street on
which the venerable old club stands is thick with policemen,
both Cambridge city and Harvard University campus cops.
The sidewalk opposite the Pudding building is roped off, and
all the parking meters on the left-hand side of the one-way
street are covered with No Parking signs. Yet, in typical
Cambridge style, every place is taken, three of the vehicles
being the trucks from the three TV stations, Channels 4, 5,
and 7. With their transmitting antennas raised high, they
give astrong sense of drama to ascene where so far very
little is happening except an increasingly heavy downpour,
which to my sensitive eyes and feet seems slightly icy.
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I am glad to get out of the horrendous weather into the
safety of the Channel 5 sound truck—gladder, Iimagine,
than the crew are to have me, for at that moment they are
transmitting Kirby's first bite back to the station, and although this is of course an everyday occurrence, all of them—
the cameraman, the engineer, and Kirby—seem preoccupied, even abit tense.
But Ihave learned that very little that is being prepared
to go on the air is ever treated as just an everyday occurrence.
Tempers do fly, hair is torn, curses are shouted as glitches
happen that do not seem visible to the naked eye—at least
not to mine.
They are just sending back the mélange of scenes from
Rambo with Kirby's voice-over commenting on Stallone's
grunts that while "Rambo doesn't say much, his movies are
nonetheless an extraordinary success. A lot of people like
what they see, but on the other hand many disaffected Vietnam veterans hate it. - He then quotes the "this creep was
making porn movies" line, but prudently changes the characterization of "this creep - simply to "Stallone.»
The next part transmitted is his interviews with two Vietnam veterans, taped before he went to the Hasty Pudding
Club. These bites will be standing by at the ready until he
decides exactly how he wants to coordinate them with the
about-to-take-place live protest—a choice that is up to him.
While he darts off into the clubhouse to arrange for his
next interview with aHasty Pudding officer, Itake advantage
of the comparative lull in the proceedings and the warmth
of the truck to clarify with the engineer just how this material
is being sent back to the station about eighteen miles to the
south in Needham.
Ihave already learned some of the fundamentals from
Dave Folsom, Channel 5's chief engineer. Iknow, for instance, that there are anumber of ways of sending asignal
to and from the station. There is first the old-fashioned tele-
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phone longline method still occasionally used by ABC to
send its signal to Boston. More and more, ABC has depended
on microwave to get its signal from New York through various
hops up to Boston.
As Folsom has stated, "Basically microwave means that
all of this magic of TV gets sent from one point to the other
over the air, as opposed to cable, in amethod known as radio
frequency transmission. There are anumber of frequencies
throughout the spectrum, and the microwave region got its
name because the waves are very small."
Microwaves do not follow the curvature of the earth but
pass in astraight line—a straight line of sight, that is, meaning that the source and the destination must be within unobstructed sight of each other (if one could see that far). One
of Dave Folsom's jobs is to calculate that path.
Signals from Boston to the station (and vica versa) go from
the source to the top of the Prudential Building (at the edge
of Copley Square) and from there to aninety-foot tower that
sticks up in back of the Needham station high enough to
provide the line of sight from the Prudential. There are three
microwave antennas on this tower: one for receiving the
network signal and the other two for receiving WCVB's news
microwave signal.
But there is yet another and ever more prevalent method,
which transmits alive signal via satellite. In TV parlance this
is referred to as an uplink between the earth and the sky.
The satellite receives the signal, then rebroadcasts it down
to earth, where stations pick it up on huge dishes they have
in their back lots. These huge dishes, acting as both receiver
and transmitter, also send the signal up to the satellite.
Until comparatively recently the satellite dishes installed
at the TV station were stationary; they could not be transported to other locations to shoot live remotes. In 1985,
however, Channel 5became only the second station in the
country to acquire aportable satellite transmitting and re-
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ceiving station. NewsStar 5, its fabulous truck complete with
avery high-performance dish and all the necessary satellite
technology, also includes an editing suite. (It sounds as if it
should be as big as aGreyhound bus, but it is in fact only
about the size of an ordinary delivery truck.)
NewsStar makes it possible to transmit from anywhere in
the continental United States that the truck can drive to.
And what makes satellite technology so remarkable is that
no matter where one transmits from in the United States,
the signal is still the same because the satellite is so far away
that it stays in relatively the same position. All of this makes
for enormous mobility in live remotes. As an example, Dave
Folsom points out, "If aplane crashed out in the middle of
nowhere and there was some little dirt road so we could
drive NewsS tar up to it, we could come from there live. And yet it is obviously not expedient to book expensive
satellite time to transmit asignal that can just as well go by
microwave. So although NewsStar 5is about as state-of-theart as you can get, it does not have the plain old state-ofyesterday's-art microwave transmitter to cover local stories,
as does the truck, Zebra, in which Iam sitting.
To send Kirby's first taped bites back to the station, Zebra
has raised its pole antenna to its full fifty feet, which gives
it line of sight to the Prudential, from where the signal is
sent in milliseconds, again by line of sight to the station.
The same procedure will be repeated when Kirby covers
the protesting demonstrators live, with one exception. For
that bite his mike will be attached by cable to the Zebra and
will go from there directly with no tapes involved.
This clarified, Iwait for Kirby to come back, which he
does on the run, demanding that the cameraman follow him
into the clubhouse to tape his interview with the Hasty Pudding Theatricals president.
Itag along for this leg of the journey. After some delay,
while another station finishes its interview, Kirby holds the
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Channel 5microphone toward the young president and delicately suggests that this award has sometimes been given
with "shall we say satirical intent. Is that the case this year?"
With extreme earnestness Joshua Berger denies the very
idea of such acynical thought and insists that this is atruly
serious award. In fact, he says, "We had aseminar with Mr.
Stallone today, and he just charmed the pants off all of us
at the Hasty Pudding. Awonderfully witty, humorous man."
By the time we get back to the street the protesters have
started to assemble on the sidewalk opposite the club, sloshing their way through the increasing cold, sleety downpour.
The atmosphere is not confrontational and under the circumstances seems relatively good-natured, especially as
"Mr." Stallone is not yet on hand to hear the jibes being
chanted against him. ("Rambo is not our Man of the Year.")
Kirby hurries over to Zebra, where the engineer is uncoiling the cable, and then Ilose him as he mingles in the
crowd of perhaps seventy-five hardy, protesting souls.
Istand for about ten minutes or so watching the scene,
feeling miserably wet and cold, until, glancing at my watch,
Irealize that if Igo now Ishall be able to see it all in far
greater comfort on television in my own living room. And
so, slipping and sliding toward my illegally parked car, Icut
and run.
I get home just as the Boston skyline opening of
NewsCenter 5at Six flashes on the screen, and Iswear everyone in my family to silence as Iwatch unfold what by now
feels to me like the fruits of my own hard day's labor. Silently
Imake abet with myself about the lead. And Iwin.
Chet teases: -An ice storm causes power outages in several
communities, and that's our first report." The broadcast begins, and popular weatherman Dick Albert comes on announcing, "Many reports of heavy rain falling below freezing.
...It is icing up very rapidly. ...
The trees are really drooping.. .. This could be aserious ice storm as the rain keeps
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pelting down and the ice keeps building up. .. .We will keep
you posted."
So the dark horse icing story did after all win the lead
sweepstakes.
Knowing that the format when Ileft the station called for
the Lisbon Embassy bomb to lead, Inow expect that story
to follow. But no, damned if Kater-Arruda doesn't come next.
Iam perplexed as to why it topped Lisbon until Isee that
Jack Harper has managed an interview with Mrs. Arruda,
the mother of the victim, who, faced with the possibility of
ahung jury, bravely asserts that she will call for yet another
trial and go through all that agony for the third time to ensure
that Kater remains in prison.*
Then comes Lisbon, which seems after all not so much
of astory except that Martha Bradlee does agood job of
sketching the three previous attacks on that embassy in the
last two years. She then talks by phone (with the map of
Spain and Portugal from the Electronic Still Store displayed
on the screen) with an AP reporter in Lisbon who was an
eyewitness to the incident of the car blowing up after its
owner, sensing trouble, had gotten out. As yet there are no
clues. In the previous attempts agroup called ST-25 claimed
responsibility.
On to the president's request for $loo million for Nicaraguan Contras with network footage of Reagan at the White
House talking to top Republicans on the screen as Natalie
reads thirty seconds of copy.
And then finally Chet introduces the Rambo protest. Naturally, Ihave aproprietary feeling toward this story and am
particularly curious as to how Kirby Perkins is going to put
all his diverse elements together in the comparatively long
three minutes, ten seconds allotted to him.

*He was found guilty by the jury the next day in time for the Midday News.
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On the screen it looks deceptively simple. He comes on
live, holding an umbrella as the protesters, also holding umbrellas, march back and forth behind him, chanting antiRambo sentiments. He sets the scene quickly, then loses
the protesters to go to his Rambo film bite with his voiceover, wipes to his two taped interviews with disgruntled
veterans, next to his sharply contrasting bite with the president of the Hasty Pudding Theatricals. Back to the live—
real live—shot again of protesters marching while, with them
moving up and down behind him, he interviews an articulate
and outraged member of Boston's Asian-American community. He wraps with the information that the great Sylvester
Stallone will be arriving in approximately one half-hour.
Then: "Live from Cambridge, this is Kirby Perkins,
NewsCenter Five. Back to you, Chet." Time, three minutes,
eleven seconds. One second over. Talk about professional!
Thus endeth the A segment.
Not until the middle of the commercial do Irealize that
they have missed their satellite time for the California mudslide. As it turns out, that story is reduced to amere mention
during the slightly expanded weather section. Also, Mary
Ann Kane did not make the A segment, but opens the B
along with David Ropeik on Woburn's toxic waste suit and
Shirley McNerny with her one minute, thirty seconds on
the corporate day-care center.
In fact, the show runs along after the first break more or
less as anticipated, the sports segment being as uninspiring
as Ithought it might be (but deserving), Paula Lyons being
as briskly informative (how many local stations even have a
consumer reporter, much less one they send to Japan for a
report?), and Chuck Kraemer as incisive about Big Deal. "It
isn't yet," he suggests, "and needs to be renegotiated before
it gets to Broadway."
And Iknow, since Ihave been there numerous times
before at this hour, how the control room must have been
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buzzing with what Chet calls the pressure-cooker factor.
"Dissolve to graphic. .. .Roll four, take it. ... Still Store up.
...
Track five, do it! ...Camera 2 on Natalie and zoom. ...
Stand by for tease. .. .''
The next day Itelephone Linda Polach to thank her for
being so helpful to me and also to gloat that Iwas sure she
was going to wind up with the lead she finally did.
"What did we lead with last night?- she says. "I forget."
Yesterday's news! Nothing could be staler. Now it's today,
and today's news must be as fresh and appealing as newly
baked bread.

7

Prime Access: Chronicle, 7:30 to 8:oo
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HRONICLE IS THE PRO-

gram that more than any other distinguishes Channel 5from
every other local television station in the country. Produced
entirely in-house, it deals with asingle substantive subject
every evening between 7:30 and 8:oo in what is called prime
access or local access time.
To appreciate the importance of Chronicle one must first
understand the significance of that prime/local access time.
In the early 1970s, when the FCC was considerably more
gritty than the rubber stamp outfit it has since become, the
commission made abold move designed to encourage local
broadcasting. It took the 7:30-8:00
slot away entirely
from the networks and designated it as prime access time.
The clear aim was to foster locally produced initiatives in
this important period between the news and the start of
prime time.
But what happened was that instead of innovative programming, most stations throughout the country simply

P.M.
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slapped anon-network syndicated show into the time period,
thus fulfilling the letter of the law.
WCVB, Channel 5, made an effort to respect the spirit of
the law by devising alocal format of sorts in what is called
acheckerboard pattern—that is, having adifferent program
each of the five nights, but always having the same one on
the same night in the tradition of -If this is Thursday, there
must be amedical program on Channel 5." There was some
syndicated material in the mix—for example, The Muppets
on Tuesday—and such was the hodgepodge that the entire
show was difficult to market and did not do well in the
ratings.
That was in the BBI days, and they were willing to tolerate
this loss for awhile, but Philip Balboni, then director of
public affairs, believed some serious thought should be put
into the most important time period controlled by the station
apart from local news.
He began his thinking by opting for an alternative format
to checkerboarding called strip programming, meaning the
same program every night, aconcept he felt would build
consistency of viewing and easier promotion in marketing.
On the first day of December 1980, Balboni launched his
trial balloon for prime access in amemo recommending a
series to be produced jointly by the News and Public Affairs
departments which would contain three or four principal
elements:
1. Straight news, recapping in three to five minutes the
top local stories of the day
2. In-depth magazine-style reports on interesting local
or regional topics
3. A live remote on amajor event unfolding that day,
whenever appropriate
4. Aspecial thematic segment which would be regularly
featured each night of the week
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Bob Bennett responded with his characteristic enthusiasm
to Balboni's proposal and shortly began aprocess of evaluating and refining it with BBI's Board of Directors and with
the sales staff. Jim Thistle, at that time head of news, and
Paul La Camera, in charge of public affairs, had both been
consulting with Balboni from the beginning.
In August 1981, after nine months of gestation, Bennett
gave his final approval to the still unnamed program.
"It was agreat article of faith on Bob's part," says Balboni,
"because no program of this sort had ever before been attempted. The closest thing to it was 6o Minutes on CBS.
Our program was very expensive; it represented a new
million-dollar investment on the station's part and the hiring
of substantial numbers of people. There was no pilot. We
never did do apilot. It was all on paper and in conversation."
Charlie Kravetz, who had been the producer of a successful several-times-a-year prime-time show called Calendar, and Judy Stoia, who produced specials, were made coequals with the respective titles of Producer and Managing
Editor, with Balboni the Executive Producer. On January
25, 1982, the finally named Chronicle made its debut accompanied by aburst of carefully planned publicity.
But despite the fanfare, or perhaps even because of it,
Chronicle proved a disappointment. The ratings, which
started out high, probably because of the pre-opening
hoopla, fell precipitously, and the feedback from both critics
and audience was that the show was not living up to its
potential.
Airing opposite the successful if light and fluffy Evening
Magazine on WBZ (and on all other Westinghouse stations),
Chronicle made what may have appeared a rather selfconscious attempt to be "substantive" at all costs, particularly
in the Asegment, which was looked upon as serious, thoughtful news and/or public affairs oriented.
The second segment, possibly with an eye on Evening
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Magazine's lighter approach, was "more feature-oriented"
says Kravetz, and looking back on it he thinks the juxtaposition of these two segments was jarring.
A further problem was that they did not have enough
material, owing to limitations in staff and know-how in the
magazine format, to fill the third segment. So they used a
syndicated travelogue called News Travel Network, which
didn't fit with either of the first two segments. More and
more the critics savaged them (and the ratings reflected this)
for promising so much and producing so ineffectively.
-Chronicle tried to please everybody," says Kravetz, "and
it didn't even please us, although at the time we didn't know
why. Now Irealize that it didn't have asense of purpose,
except maybe to cover all bases. In trying to be all things to
all people, you wind up aiming for the lowest common denominator. And that really wasn't in keeping with who we
were. All this analysis is, of course, hindsight. At the time
they were never so clear about what the underlying
problems really were. And in point of fact who they were
changed quite radically when Chronicle was only a few
months old. In May of 1982 WCVB was acquired by Metromedia, whose past history did not encourage those in
charge of Chronicle to think that their new owners would
long be as permissive as the avuncular BBI had been,
about a low-rating show and a critical failure to boot,
running in prime access time.
Concurrent with the change of management, although not
necessarily because of it, Jim Thistle left the station (and the
world of TV altogether), and Phil Balboni was tapped to be
his successor as head of news. In the same musical-chairs
fashion, Paul La Camera was promoted to head of programming, and S. James Coppersmith, who had wide experience
as ageneral manager in four important markets (including
Boston, where he had run Channel 7), was brought in to
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assume those duties at WCVB, Bob Bennett, in his round
of musical chairs, having stepped up to president of Metromedia Television.
Jim Coppersmith says although Chronicle may not have
been in any imminent danger, he did have to fight to keep
it afloat, but knowing how easy it would be to put a"rating
grabber" into the spot, he admits he did find himself vacillating from time to time. This unworthy thought surfaced
one day at astaff meeting when he heard himself say, "We
could just put agame show in there and make afortune."
Paul La Camera shot him ahard look and then said quietly,
"Jim, you didn't come back to Boston to run agame show
at seven-thirty at night."
"That simple sentence and the way he looked at me
hit me like a sledgehammer," says Coppersmith. "After
that I never wavered in my conviction that Chronicle
could and should be the best thing ever seen on local
television. Through most of the summer of '82, Paul La Camera,
Charlie Kravetz, and Judy Stoia puzzled and agonized over
why their (and Balboni's) brainchild had turned into such an
ugly duckling.
"We did alot of brooding," says Judy Stoia. "I remember
how Charlie and Isat on my back porch saying over and
over, 'What are we doing wrong?' We knew we were missing
but we didn't know why. And you know it's very hard to fix
things in public. It's also hard to grow up in public."
And then, as so often happens during the growing-up process, maturity came quite by accident. During that summer
the subject of drinking and driving began to occupy more
and more attention, and responding to this new public consciousness, La Camera and his colleagues decided to deviate
from the Chronicle formula and devote an entire program
to this compelling subject. "It felt good," says La Camera.
So good in fact that they decided to do another single-theme
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show—on police brutality—and then still another, on acruel
racial incident in the Hyde Park section of Boston.
Each of these half-hours felt right--fulfilling- (La Camera's word)—and offered apromise of that sense of purpose
they had all been seeking. And at the same time came alot
of strong positive feedback from previously stern critics.
Stoia remembers afriend of hers calling from the Kennedy
School of Government and saying in an it's-about-time voice,
-Well, finally Ithink you've got it right."
So the decision was made to go to aone-subject-a-night
format with programs ranging from the most late-breaking
news to more feature-oriented material. Without the forced
juxtaposition of topics, they hoped that viewers would leave
the program with enough substance to be intellectually
satisfied.
Concurrent with this major change, La Camera, Kravetz,
and Stoia also decided to stop preparing their programs so
far in advance in order to be more responsive to topical
stories. So instead of looking at their schedule on aMonday
morning and seeing aprogram go into the works that would
not be aired for two or three weeks, they would, when the
situation warranted it, start aprogram on Monday that would
air on Friday or Wednesday or even, in the case of amajor,
fast-breaking story, that very same Monday night.
In the beginning, right after the transition, they in fact
tended to overemphasize hard news, and it wasn't until they
felt alittle more secure with their new product that they
branched out into cultural and lifestyle pieces as well.
One further advantage of the one-topic-a-night format was
that it forced those in charge to choose subjects of substance,
since by definition the subject had to be one that would
merit and require ahalf-hour's time.
It would be gratifying to report that the change in style
and content of the program was at once reflected in asignificant upward swing in the ratings. However, it was not.

IL

Mary Richardson

Peter Mehegan

As with network magazine shows, it took several years for
Chronicle to find its local level, which by 1986 it finally had.
With an average rating of 9, it still does not win its time
period but remains second to Evening Magazine (with a12,
rating) and beats Channel 7's syndicated Entertainment Tonight (7 rating).
Advertisers have been loyal and supportive even during
the program's darkest days; True Value Hardware has been
asponsor since the beginning, and others are glad to latch
on to an offering they look on as prestigious with the promise
of attracting the kind of viewers they hope to reach. So
Chronicle's commercial as well as its cultural value has been
more than satisfying. Jim Coppersmith refers to it as "a little
business we'd all like to have apiece of," and the gossip in
this station where dollars and cents are rarely articulated is
that the show makes amillion dollars ayear.
•

•

•
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Today Chronicle has twelve field producers, most of whom
work on aregular schedule of one segment each for six days.
There are two scripted segments; the third is usually acommentary. Roughly this works out to two days to do what they
call setting up, meaning planning, then making the arrangements for materials to be taped; one day to shoot the segment; one day to screen and transcribe tapes; one day to
write; and one day, the sixth, to edit. Since editing more
often than not comes on the day of airing, it is usually the
most tense time for the field producers and their ever-calming video editors.
Included in these twelve field producers are the two regular anchors: the gifted, quick-witted Peter Mehegan, as
Irish as his name, and the composed, intelligent Mary Richardson. These two are the versatile old pros of the staff; as
well as anchoring the program, they are responsible for producing their own segments, which are many and varied.
Mary Richardson has in the space of six months been to both
China and Ireland to bring back stories, and Peter Mehegan
to Africa. Much of the success of Chronicle depends on their
talent and craftsmanship.
Their backup is ayoung black woman named Andria Hall,*
who is widely looked upon as a comer. In fact, Paul La
Camera calls her a"star in the making," aword she says
bothers her; she feels it connotes aperson set apart—aloof.
Andria qualifies both as arole model and as an exemplar
of Chronicle, the insider through whose eyes we might now
have alook at the program.
At age twenty-nine, southern-born but raised in Brooklyn,
Andria% career has hardly been stereotypical, first because
she fell into television by accident, and second because all
*"Be sure you spell my name right," Andria Hall admonished me. "My mother
spelled it wrong because she really thought Andria was spelled with an i, but I've
always been very particular about sticking to her spelling, right or wrong."

Chronicle's Andria Hall

Ji

of her jobs, culminating in this, her fourth position in as
many cities, have come very easily to her.
"Certainly mine has not been the story of struggle and
suffering," she says ruefully. "Yes, Ido think being black
has been an advantage, but even if you may get hired because
you're black, you don't stay hired because you're black. If I
didn't know what Iwas doing, Iwouldn't be here in Boston
in the sixth market in the country."
Nor would she be holding down the sort of position she
has on Chronicle, where she actually wears three hats, primarily as an on-air reporter, then as afield producer, and
finally as afrequent anchorperson.
In a characteristic day not long ago, Andria spent the
morning as a reporter for a show being shot at Boston's
Children's Hospital by Assistant Program Producer Bob Ge-
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balle. He had her come to the hospital to do an interview
with a Dr. Jones, who was about to perform complicated
knee surgery on aten-year-old boy, Michael. Although Geballe could, as field producer, interview the doctor himself,
his voice could not be heard on the air since Geballe is not
"talent."t Therefore, he would have had to tip off the doctor
to answer his question as if he were making astatement.
But since Andria was to be doing the "track work" or voiceover part of the segment, Geballe felt it was important for
the viewer to see her on the site of Children's Hospital. So
she both interviewed Dr. Jones and did a"stand-up" in the
lobby of the hospital.
That was her morning. In the afternoon she went, as it
happened, to yet another hospital, again as talent, this time
for another producer, to shoot the dieting segment of ashow
on fitness and dieting. The following day, as field producer
herself, she shot the fitness part of the program, so her voice
was heard on both segments, although she acted in adifferent
capacity in each.
She begins her fitness segment with an opening sequence
of ayoung Oriental man in the magnificent Arnold Arboretum practicing the seven-hundred-year-old Chinese form
of graceful exercise known as T'ai Chi. She then moves to
present-day aerobics—a pop culture, she says in her standup—and on to anew craze called the Swimmex, in which a
generator in a small pool produces a fast-flowing stream
against which the swimmer seems to be swimming miles
while staying in the same place. She winds up with atimely
warning about overdoing exercises and about the importance
of having asafe aerobic instructor trained in body mechanics.
Two days later having first screened this piece, atedious
tThe distinction is important for more than just strategic reasons. On-air persons
are paid almost twice as much as field producers whose average salary is said to
be "in the mid-thirties."
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job involving putting all the tapes—two to three hours'
worth—on the monitor and recording the concurrent sounds
and dialogue she wishes to use, and having then written the
script and had it approved by either Producer Mark Mills
or Managing Editor Susan Sloane, Andria is ready to spend
the day editing. And along day it is too; arule of thumb
has it that it takes one hour to edit one minute of air time.
The intricacies of the art of editing are bewildering to the
spectator. Almost as if playing an instrument, the editor's
hands fly over the banks of keys on awesome-looking panels.
(Editors, by the way, are paid more than field producers but
less than on-air talent.) And as Iwatch this millisecond timing, which can literally take the words out of a person's
mouth, it strikes me that such facility could be dangerous.
Consider how easily aspoken sentence--He was afraid of
not being liked"—can with afew deft twists of the editor's
wrist become, -He was not liked. - But fortunately this does
not happen, whether because of legal constraints or pure
professionalism, I'm not sure. What does happen is magic.
Andria is called away for amoment by Mark Mills, and I
wander into the next editing suite to watch Bob Geballe and
Kathy McKenna deal with asegment on the T—Boston's
subway system. Two things are quickly pointed out to me:
the audio dominates the edit, and there are only two audio
tracks. And what Geballe and McKenna then have is Peter
Mehegan's voice-over on one track and music on the other.
The music is especially important at this stage of editing
because it is used to help decide where to put what picture
and for how long.
But when they have the video shots arranged to their
satisfaction, they still need one more audio, which is the allimportant natural sounds—endemic to taped television but
perhaps not recognized by the viewer as such, so easily do
these sounds merge into the background. To accommodate
natural sounds on their two tracks, which at that point are
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full of Peter Mehegan's voice and music, they take the music,
which for the moment has served its purpose, off the second
track and put the natural sounds onto it. They then "mix
down" these two audios—Peter's voice and natural sounds—
onto one track and then put the music back on the other.
Andria comes back looking rather frazzled; Mills has just
told her she will have to anchor that night because Mary
Richardson, who is shooting in Philadelphia, cannot get back
in time. Fortunately Mills had warned her that this might
happen so she says at least she didn't come to work wearing
awhite blouse, thought to be glaring on the screen, or some
other unsuitable top. However, her hair, which she is wearing pulled rather severely straight back, will have to be a
little softer, and it will take her at least ten minutes to get
her makeup -camera-ready."
All she knows so far about the evening's Chronicle is that
it "profiles" the three families who are the focal points of
Anthony Lucas's National Book Award-winning book Common Ground. She will not have achance to do more than
look over the material very quickly since she is due on the
set at 7:30 and knows they will not have finished typing up
the teleprompter script much before 7:oo. Unless it is absolutely unavoidable, however, she at least won't have to go
on the air cold, as she has had to do on one or two hairraising occasions.
In the course of the next few weeks, while Iwas following
her varied activities, Andria anchored often, either while
Mary Richardson was shooting in Ireland or Peter Mehegan
was on vacation. As anchor she did such shows as Kids on
the Fast Track, which explored the question of whether we
rob our children of their childhood by pushing them toward
*Natalie Jacobson's and Mary Richardson's clothes are lent to them—five costumes weekly—by shops, which are credited, rather unsuitably it seems to me,
each evening. But Andria does not have her clothes sponsored, although she does
receive aclothing allowance.
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overachievement; Nightline, abehind-the-scenes look at the
popular Ted Koppel show; the Republican State Convention
in Worcester interviewing the gubernatorial candidates (both
sure to lose in this predominantly Democratic state); alook
at the understaffed, underfinanced, but still doughty Fernald
School for the mentally retarded; and ashow on marriage,
which started rather lightly as an audience catcher but then
went into a more serious segment about the problems of
stepchildren. She did voice-overs for aprogram devoted to
June graduates; aSegment Three commentary on the mystique of the Boston Garden, the city's venerable sports arena
and the home of the championship Celtics; asegment on
Soviet Jews for aWorld of Difference show. (World of Difference is Channel 5's long-running public service program
against discrimination. Run in conjunction with the AntiDefamation League and financed in part by the Shawmut
Bank, it has presented literally hundreds of short spots dramatizing the evils and folly of prejudice.)
Also on the subject of discrimination, she both narrated
and appeared in aprogram about America's newest immigrants and newest dreamers of the American dream, the
Cambodians. Reporting from the coastal city of Revere, Andria's voice-over decried "no liberty or justice" for the community of one thousand much-maligned Cambodians who
settled there. This particular show utilized all four of Chronicle's featured "talent." Mary Richardson and Peter Mehegan
anchored. Mike Barnicle, a Boston Globe columnist who
appears on Chronicle several times aweek, is agifted but
controversial figure, "easy to dislike, but hard not to admire,"
says one critic. He added abitter Segment Three on another
case of blatant discrimination against an aspiring Cambodian.
Again as reporter and talent, Andria went to picture-postcard-pretty Rockport on Cape Ann, north of Boston, to work
on aprogram for Chronicle's series Main Streets and Back
Roads. But in this instance field producer Chris Sterling was
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hit with asevere stomach virus during the first day of shooting, and Andria had to take over his duties as well as her
own, more or less making it up as she went along, she observes, but still coping. Coping is, in fact, an operational
word for Andria; she has to do alot of it in her job.
As reporter and talent but once again slipping over into
field producer, she worked on astory on minorities in corporate Boston, posing the question of whether they have
fared as well as they could have in management positions.
The answer appears to be no, but the piece focuses largely
on acontroversy between agroup of Boston's most prominent businessmen, always referred to as the Vault, who claim
that with approximately four hundred minorities in management positions, the answer should be yes, and the Civil
Rights Coalition, which insists that the management positions held by minorities are not at ahigh enough level.
Andria became rather more involved in this case than she
usually does in someone else's shoot, and, working on her
own with the encouragement of field producer Rita Thompson, she found one stunning success story: ayoung man who
she thinks may well be the highest-placed black in the country, working for the Shawmut Bank and overseeing abudget
of $8 billion.
Probably the program she produced that gave her the most
trouble and the most ultimate satisfaction was Women in
Prison, alook inside Massachusetts Correction Institution
(MCI) Framingham, the state's only penitentiary for women.
When Andria was first given the assignment, it was with
the understanding that she would have the show ready to
air in ten broadcast days, which because of her multiple roles
is her usual schedule. This time, however, the ten days
stretched to more than amonth because, as Andria found
out, you don't just call the public relations officer and say,
-Hello, I'm from Channel 5and we want to come in and
shoot some scenes from your prison next Thursday at nine-
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thirty, - delicately implying in your tone how lucky they are
to be going on television.
With the MCI Framingham story she had to submit a
written proposal stating specifically what she needed and
what angles she thought would be best for the show.
Knowing that Andria had never been in this or any other
prison, Iwondered how she could visualize what she wanted.
"You know the elements you need, - she told me. "I knew
Iwanted to find amother who had maybe given birth to a
child in prison, because that's very common, and who was
getting out soon. Ialso knew Iwanted to find awoman who
was pregnant and who had adrug or an alcohol problem that
would require her child to go through some detoxification
program. Most important, Iwas working with the AIM people, which means Aid to Incarcerated Mothers, anonprofit
organization that, among other services, brings the children
to Framingham by bus each Wednesday to visit with their
mothers."
"But how did you even know about such an organization?"
Iasked her.
"You work the phones. You make one phone call, and that
leads to another and another. It's all a very logical
progression. Finally, after several conversations with the public relations woman and after asecond written proposal was submitted and agreed to, the shoot was set up. Field producer
Pat Bates was to do the first overview, or survey segment
with Andria's voice-over, and Andria would produce and
voice the second segment on mothers in prison.
Especially moving and powerful are her scenes with Linda
Minot, amother of four who gave birth to her youngest, a
boy, while serving atwo- to four-year sentence for larceny.
As her painful story unfolds—the father of the oldest child
was strangled in a racial incident in college when Linda
Minot was only sixteen years old and eight months pregnant,
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after which she says she "just went the wrong way"—the
video is on agroup of about fifteen young children climbing
out of avan and filing into the prison, romping, skipping,
and seemingly at home. Andria's voice-over as they are being
searched, before going on to visit with their mothers: "Prisoners themselves, serving sentences for crimes they didn't
commit."
The body of the work—that is, the seven-minute body—
touches on the depressing problems of drugs—go percent of
the inmates have had substance abuse; the terrible wrench
suffered by mothers who have their babies while incarcerated and then more often than not give them up either for
adoption or to afoster home; the likely disruptive effect on
the children's behavior if the mother returns repeatedly to
prison, and the lack of support services on the outside, which
makes recividism all too probable.
The piece ends with Minot gently pushing her oldest child
in arocking chair. The little girl is kneeling toward the high
back of the chair facing her mother, who leans over, kisses
her daughter, then rests her chin on the top of the rocker,
looking incredibly sad and wistful.
"The mother's face tells it all," says Andria. "And to capture that moment, which isn't manipulating the audience
but rather letting them experience some of the emotion that
is felt by these women, Iput alittle flute music under and
held on that poignant shot of the mother."
In many ways Chronicle is an exemplar of Channel 5itself
in that it strives for both quality television and commercial
success without sacrificing one for the other.
Producer Mark Mills says, "A program at that access time
is avaluable piece of property. It's like in Monopoly. If you
were in real estate, the seven-thirty hour would be Park
Place. It has to make alot of money, and Chronicle does.
Even though we don't win the time period, we make money
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because we have the very classy, well-educated kind of audience that alot of advertisers want."
"How do you know that about your audience?" Iask.
"Well, for one thing," says Mills, "you'll see alot of bigticket items being advertised. A lot of cars, stockbrokers,
airline travel, real estate. Imean those are geared for a
higher-income audience, and advertisers will pay alot to get
on our show to reach those viewers."
There seems asort of tail-wagging-the-dog aspect about
this reasoning. It causes me to wonder if Mills and Managing
Editor Susan Sloane might not be making their assumptions
about the high quality of their audience based on the presumed high quality of the products the advertisers are advertising on the program. In other words, if stockbrokers
and travel agents are advertising on Chronicle, therefore
Chronicle must have ahigher-income audience with money
to invest and/or education to enjoy atrip to Europe.
To try to get to the bottom of this, Itake another tack,
suggesting that when Istudied the sweep books for demographics, Idid not see any columns devoted to either income
or education. So again Iask how they know they have the
kind of audience they say they have. Their answer is evasive—not, Ibelieve because they are trying to keep some
state secret from me but because they aren't really sure of
the facts themselves. "You'd better ask the sales department," they tell me.
Perhaps noting my doubtful look, Mark Mills says, "I think
the sum of it is intuitive. If you've got Entertainment Tonight
on Channel 7 and Evening Magazine on Channel 4 and
you've got Chronicle on our station, then you can be sure a
higher level of education will gravitate to us. But the sales
department can give you more exact information."
Itry the sales department in the person of Andy Hoffman,
in charge of national sales, and find him also using the word
intuitive and referring me to the research department for

Bob Geballe and Mary Richardson

more precise details.** Itherefore suggest that perhaps the
best thing Ican say on this subject is that assessing the quality
of an audience is rather an inexact science, although one that
more or less works. He agrees.
But no matter how "upscale" the audience appears to be,
there is adelicate balance in programming. The thing that
Mark Mills, Susan Sloane, Mary Richardson, Peter Mehegan, Bob Geballe, Senior Producer Jerry Kirschenbaum,
Paul La Camera, and Judy Stoia must constantly address is
how to keep up revenue while presenting aprogram that
promulgates timely, substantive ideas.
"One thing we know," says Mills, "is that we can't come
in five nights aweek with what Judy describes as an 'eat
**See the last chapter, "Sign-off."

Ji
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your vegetables' kind of show: Watch it; it's good for you.
So we won't go three nights in arow with South Africa, the
new tax proposals, or the latest Supreme Court decision.
We've got to give our audience some fun along the way."
As amatter of fact, fun is an element Ifind in somewhat
short supply in the Chronicle offices and among the staff of
more than thirty persons. To be sure, the pressure of producing ahalf-hour magazine-type show five nights aweek is
intense, but so is the pressure, albeit different, of putting
on anewscast. Yet the atmosphere in the Newsroom is almost
boisterous compared to the gravity at Chronicle. Staffers in
the Newsroom do look up from their typewriters, smile,
make comments and wisecracks, mutter oaths or shout complaints. At Chronicle most people seem, and probably are,
so preoccupied that one hesitates to speak for fear of breaking
acritical train of thought.
It is true, according to Mark Mills, that front-line field
producers have such avivid sense of purpose and perfectionism—a tunnel vision about their own particular project
of the moment—that they are not keenly concerned with
the overall business aspects of the program. And in away,
says Mills, who was himself afield producer (as was Susan
Sloane) before taking over on the management side, that is
as it should be.
But if the staff often seems fragmented and each into their
own thing, when Chronicle undertakes asame-day effort,
many of them must perforce take up an oar in one scull to
get an event which unfolds during the daytime onto the
screen by that evening.
A case in point is the annual Boston Marathon, aday of
air effort, but one planned in advance, as opposed to an
unexpectedly breaking story.
At Mills's suggestion Igo to the station in the late afternoon
of Marathon Day to observe (silently) the proceedings up to
and including air time.
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It is 5:30 and Andria is editing her piece on her colleague
Laurie George, aChronicle field producer who has run in
the marathon. Andria was at the scene with one of three
camera crews used by Chronicle that day (one borrowed from
the Newsroom) to shoot the start of the race at Hopkinton,
from Laurie George's point of view. She will pick Laurie up
later at Heartbreak Hill and again at the finish line, and
while there she will ask a few questions on air of other
runners.
As Igo into the editing room, Andria's voice is on the
audio track saying, "Laurie finds herself just as serious about
running as she is about her job at Chronicle," and Andria
live, cooperative as always, stops to tell me that what she
and editor Kathy McKenna are doing is "intercutting with
aB roll." Now, B rolls have been explained to me many
times, but always in slightly different ways, so what Ihave
finally concluded is that aB roll is any video shot that is not
in the situation of the moment. Thus the shot being "intercut" is of Laurie George, earphones on head, earnestly sitting
at her desk at Chronicle and screening atape, which since
the situation of the moment is Laurie George at Hopkinton,
Massachusetts, getting ready to run the marathon, makes
this aperfect example of aB roll.
With time creeping up (this is certainly no day to adhere
to the classic one hour to edit one minute of playing time),
the momentum picks up swiftly in the editing suite.
Audio: "Laurie has been training easily, but this year she
has abit of extra cargo."
Video: Laurie George wearing aT-shirt that says Baby on
Board on the front, and Mom-To-Be on the back. So now
we know. Laurie is five months pregnant.
Video and Audio: Andria interviewing Laurie at the scene,
asking about possible effects on the baby of her running a
marathon. Laurie: "Well, obviously, as one doctor told me,
it could be an unknown factor, since the pool of pregnant
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women running in amarathon is fairly small." However, the
camera now picks up aman in agreen T-shirt with Dr. Bob
written on it. Dr Bob is established as an obstetrician who
is going to run with Laurie and who tells us that there is no
risk to his patient or her child as long as she has continued
to train every day, drinks plenty of water, and doesn't press
for time.
Video: Laurie kisses her husband goodbye. Long shot of
the ten-thousand-plus runners lined up. Camera picks up
Laurie obviously at the back of the pack. Close-up of her
feet looking very tiny; gun for the start, and an endearing
shot of Laurie jumping up and down in anticipation of her
race.
This sequence completed, there is agreat deal of squealing
noise in the editing room as the tape runs backward and
forward. Andria explains that they are trying to match acloseup of Laurie's legs running to ashot of all of Laurie running.
As this effort becomes unnerving, Ileave to see what's going
on elsewhere in the offices of Chronicle. The time is now
6:45.
Peter Mehegan is in earphones rerunning the first half of
the NewsCenter 5at Six, which of course features the marathon, and taking notes. He is joined by a smallish man
wearing ablack-and-white striped sports shirt whom Ihave
never seen before and to whom Peter seems to be giving
some instructions. Susan Sloane, looking glassy-eyed, talks
in aworried tone with intern Georgia Pappas about the fact
that they do not yet have their crossplug ready. Ihave no
idea what acrossplug is and don't dare ask, but subsequently
find that it is Chronicle's term for the tease for the next
night's program. Peter hurries past and grins cheerfully.
"Organized confusion," he says over his shoulder, then adds,
"Only more screwed up than usual." Mark Mills dashes purposefully out of his office wearing araincoat and beret, and
in answer to my questioning look explains that he can just
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make it home to see the program from there. Director David
Lawless pokes his head in and says, "Seven-fourteen, - to no
one in particular. Andria is still in the editing suite, and I
worry about her running so close to zero hour. Igo along to
the control room, where Lawless is calling into his mike,
-Stildio control to remote three. -Mike Barnicle comes on
the screen from the Eliot Lounge, long afavorite with marathoners for postrace celebration. -Studio control to remote
two. - Remote 2. is the finish line at the John Hancock, sponsors of the race, where Mary Richardson is live. She looks
unruffled as always and is given aroll cue. -Lock your shot,"
says Lawless. "One minute, five seconds to go. - Susan Sloane
takes her place at the control desk, and Andria joins me,
smiling and nodding serenely to indicate all is well. The
countdown: -Five, four, three, two, one-From the studio Peter's image comes on the one of six
television screens which has the red light indicating the onair picture. "Good evening. The ninetieth BAA Marathon
takes arun for the money and comes up awinner. - He teases
what is ahead on the program, followed by the Chronicle
logo and the billboard with framed pictures of Mary, Peter,
Andria, and Mike Barnicle flying onto the screen. Peter
throws to Mary with "At this moment the winners are still
basking in the day's glory at the John Hancock Hall, where
Mary Richardson is live at the award ceremony. Mary is live, but shouldn't be because, as she says to open
her bit, "The award ceremony is breaking up, and there are
just afew stray picture takers around. -Better, it would seem,
to have put her on tape afew moments earlier to cover the
actual award ceremony instead of having to improvise with
aslightly tired, albeit live, interview with perennial Boston
favorite Bill Rodgers, who finished fourth, and an announcement that the wheelchair winner would receive $7,500 instead of the expected $2,500.
Peter, who produced this first segment, goes on to review
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the taped highlights of the race with the little man in the
black-and-white striped shirt, who turns out to be afitness
and running "expert." The word is in quotes because although he may be just that, his commentary lacks insight
and incisiveness. Fortunately these elements are well supplied by Peter as he skillfully leads his guest through the
start of the race, the men's and women's leaders quickly out
front, the travails of Heartbreak Hill, the wheelchair entrants, the last agonized miles, the finish line, and the victors
being crowned with the laurel wreath.
After two minutes, thirty seconds of commercials— TWA,
the John Hancock Company, the Boston Five (bank), and
AT&T (big ticket, all right)—they go live to the Eliot Lounge,
where Mike Barnicle in his habitual open-necked blue workshirt garb, talks to amarathon buff from South Boston on
the virtues or drawbacks of runners finally receiving substantial prize money. The interview is rambling and inconclusive, and in the control room they start agitating to Mike
into his earpiece to speed it up: "Move it, Mike, we're already one minute heavy," i.e., long.
Now comes Andria's piece on Laurie George, in which
Laurie's feet do indeed match the rest of her as she approaches the finish line with Andria's voice shouting
encouragement.
And Peter winds up the segment joking, "All right, Laurie,
you had today off, so we'd like you to be in alittle early
tomorrow."
To make up time, they start the third segment going right
to Mary Richardson without Peter's "throwing" to her, but
Mary picks up easily (to an appreciative comment from Susan
Sloane: "What apro") for her interview with aman who five
years earlier had had cardiac arrest, followed by a triple
bypass, and who has run and finished in the day's race. He
wears aMassachusetts General Hospital T-shirt and is accompanied by his cardiovascular unit nurse, who calls her
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patient "very unique. - So "very - in fact, that she says it
twice.
Mary then introduces the final sights and sounds of the
Marathon played with no voice-over, only music and the
natural sounds of cheering crowds; vendors selling balloons,
marathon T-shirts, programs; the spectator who has been at
the same watching post for thirty-five years; the kids sitting
in trees; runners "feeling great," including an eighty-sixyear-old man; the starting gun; the cries of joyous anticipation and exhausted misery; and ultimately, at the finish
line, of relief and triumph.
Peter does the crossplug, which somehow did get finished
in time, and then against the video of—what else?—runners
running the credits roll: "Producers: Peter Mehegan, Andria
Hall, Stella Gould (sights and sounds); Mike Barnicle is a
Boston Globe columnist; Mary's hair by .. .And Chronicle circa number 874 is history. Not one for
the books, perhaps. Certainly not in aclass with Jerry Kirschenbaum's great Temple of the Golden Buddha, shot by
him in Thailand, narrated by Mike Barnicle, focusing on the
struggle and the promise of Southeast Asia after Vietnam,
or with Mary Richardson's Main Streets and Back Roads
from Ireland, apoignant tale of two worlds; bitter violence
in the walled northern city of Derry, serenity and enchantment in atiny hamlet fifteen miles away.
The Boston Marathon is agood workaday program, especially since it is the same workaday, characterized by the
high standard of writing, filming, editing, and producing
regularly turned out by the Chronicle's thirty-person staff
five nights each week.

8

Prime Time: Three Specials,
8:oo to 11:oo P.M.

THE PROGRAM USUALLY

seen at this hour will not be shown tonight in order that we
may bring you this Channel 5Special."
The three people, one woman and two men, described in
these pages have all been directly concerned with making
that announcement necessary. Each of the three has been
responsible for first-rate specials that have preempted network prime time.

Lisa Schmid is at work editing aspecial, adocudrama she
has produced and just finished filming. Secrets is atrue story
of ateenaged boy with adrug problem who becomes aware
of the devastating effect of his addiction on his family and
seeks help to avert tragedy. The dramatized story will run
ahalf-hour, to be followed by Dr. Tim Johnson's interview
with the real-life boy and his family.
Schmid estimates that editing Secrets will probably take
167
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about four weeks working with editor Jeff Brawer, the best
in the business, she believes, who edited the first of her two
Emmy-winning programs, Somerville High.
In addition to the Emmy, Somerville High also won the
much more prestigious Peabody award (which the station
itself won in 1976) as well as the Associated Press and United
Press International awards. "I wouldn't say this normally,"
Schmid admits, "but Ido think it was agreat show. Ifeel
very strongly about it."
Somerville High was Lisa Schmid's first documentary for
WCVB following her two years as aChronicle field producer.
It was conceived in the wake of the Carnegie Commission's
report on the abysmal condition of secondary schools in the
United States.
After lengthy consultation with Judy Stoia and Charlie
Kravetz, who gave her the assignment, Schmid decided to
do one typical large urban school. She cast about, considering
several other possibilities, then finally chose aninety-yearold institution in the generally working-class city of Somerville, population 8o,000, abutting the larger and more diversified city of Cambridge. "As soon as Iwalked into that
school," she says, "I knew it was the one. The principal, Bill
Fasciano, was so honest, open, and straightforward. Icould
sense from him aspirit about this school even though it was
hamstrung with so many problems."
"The business of education is in deep trouble," says Natalie
Jacobson, who narrated Lisa Schmid and Judy Stoia's script.
"For the first time in twenty years, children today are not
educated as well as their parents were." The video shifts
from ared brick building to acorridor crowded with boys
and girls, "victims of the system," elbowing each other as
bells ring signaling class changes.
"Academic-wise," says one boy, "school is adrag."
"There are five acres of floor space in this building," Bill
Fasciano explains. "And there are nearly twenty-five
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hundred students, making changes seven times aday, which
adds up to amovement of fourteen thousand kids in corridors. Obviously it would take little to send this fragile order
into chaos. To produce this documentary Lisa Schmid spent atotal
of four weeks at Somerville High, at first getting herself
oriented and getting the kids, who had been a bit rambunctious at the outset, accustomed to the TV camera.
What she wanted and what she found were individual
students who would reflect the conflicts and frustrations that
beset their school community. A kid in trouble: the drug
counselor pointed her toward Manny Correia, for whom "life
sucks. - An enthusiastic eager kid with asolid family background: Lori Mirabella was almost acaricature of the typical
gung-ho high school cheerleader. A kid who was really motivated but academically weak: Alan Roycroft, co-captain of
the football team, who even in his senior year had trouble
reading. A potential dropout: Scott Balleni, who "couldn't
hack it. - An achiever: Karen Carney was applying to Harvard, Yale, and Dartmouth.
So skillfully did Schmid weave these young protagonists' stories into the fabric of Somerville High, so neatly
did she introduce other students, teachers, and counselors,
each with telling points at issue, that viewers were caught
up with their lives, understood what their problems are,
and came to care about them and about the special dangers they face.
The Carnegie Commission report gives us dry statistics.
It tells us that one-fifth of most school populations are on
drugs, that thirty percent of the average graduating class are
functional illiterates, that high schools must accept every
student who chooses to walk through their doors even if they
can't hope to keep up with the norm—the mentally retarded,
too many of the non-English-speaking, and those who have
already flunked out several times.
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But the report doesn't take us into Manny's disjoined home
environment as this documentary does, to show us at first
hand Manny's despair that his mother just "isn't there for
me," that when he can't cope, as he so often cannot, he pops
another pill or drinks afifth of vodka and then can't stop
when he wants to stop. It doesn't show us the opposite
situation of Lori's strong family life with her thoroughly concerned parents and three supportive older brothers. It cannot re-create the scene with Scott and counselor Robert
Sorebella or Sorebella's bittersweet words as he fails to keep
the boy in school: "He didn't have achance. There just wasn't
enough guidance. And it's not only the ones you're working
with that tear you apart, but those who keep walking by your
office and don't come in."
And the teachers. Statistics tell us they are paid salaries
more suited to unskilled workers, that the tenure system
protects incompetents, that, says Natalie in one of her standups, -the best and the brightest are quitting education to go
into more lucrative fields, leaving the nation's classrooms in
the hands of those who finished near the bottom of their
graduating classes."
But statistics do not show flesh-and-blood teachers, some
young and innovative, some wily, salty old hands, hanging
in there even though their student load is sometimes overwhelming, their course assignments unsuited to their skills,
their trust in the school system shaken. But still they stay,
not because they can't go elsewhere but because they are
committed.
"The system is only surviving," says one, "because we,
the teachers, are subsidizing it. We are picking up the slack."
Nor can any report possibly re-create principal Bill Fasciano's circling the grounds and the building three or four
times aday because he thinks his presence is both an encouragement and adeterrent, now stopping to give aword
of advice, arebuke, areminder, awarning, now breaking
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the tension by cracking amild joke with one of his often
unruly charges. "I'm asurrogate father, aminister, apsychiatrist, and yes, Iguess, above all, I'm also acop." He
smiles cheerfully.
The last segment of Somerville High is very upbeat as, in
Natalie's narration, "students escape to aworld where their
energies find expression." Starting with band practice—and
avery good high school band it is, too—it goes on to gymnastics, with students executing what looks like aquite tricky
pyramid, to adisco dance and to football practice. Here cocaptain Alan Roycroft is aleader, in contrast to the earlier
bite we had of him painfully reading aloud. "If it wasn't for
football," he says, "I wouldn't have went back to high
school."
"Did you deliberately make this last part more optimistic?"
Iask Lisa Schmid.
"Yes. We felt we had been depressing enough. And even
though the educational process was ashambles, there definitely was astrong school spirit that we wanted to show."
Icommend awonderful little scene she got, first with a
bunch of boys sitting around atable talking about girls, then
another shot of girls talking about boys. "A universal rite of
passage," says the narrator.
But what follows—less universal, one hopes—is atouching, disturbing little scene with Joe, who tells us he was
fourteen years old when his son was born. "A kid with akid,
they call me." And suddenly in the midst of all the comparatively wholesome good cheer we are brought face to face
with teenaged pregnancies, another wrenching problem
these adolescents must contend with today.
"Pretty grim," Itell Lisa Schmid. She agrees. "What do
you think made the show so successful?"
"No moralizing," she says after amoment. "And Ithink
because you care about the people. The only villain is the
system. Iwanted those watching the documentary to end
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up thinking, 'These are good kids. They could be my kids.
And they deserve achance.' "
Somerville High catapulted Lisa Schmid into the win column at Channel 5. She was soon recruited to produce Growing Pains, the first of what it was hoped would be along
series of hour-long dramas especially written for WCVB under the unbrella title of Metromedia Playhouse.
Bob Bennett was still in-house at the time, running Metromedia Television from Boston, and this innovative program had his strong stamp of approval, though he had one
reservation. He wanted it to be even more innovative; he
wanted it to be done live. He argued at ameeting Iattended
that the new series would receive twice as much critical
attention if it introduced afresh idea of live TV drama. He
wanted this even though he knew it was rather like reinventing the wheel. In the mid—Ig5os to early 19605, when
television dramas were at their height, the days of Playhouse
go, Kraft, Goodyear, Alcoa, and others, the days when (if I
may inject apersonal note) Iwas writing for these programs,
all shows were done live. Not until the television industry
moved to Hollywood did filmed or video-taped dramatic
shows become the norm, and in the changeover some of the
first-night excitement of alive, one-time-only, high-risk performance was lost—something that Bob Bennett wanted to
recapture.
But he was not to prevail. "There was agreat reluctance
on the part of many of us, myself included," says Lisa
Schmid. "After all, why do people watch live TV? Because
it's exciting. An event is exciting—a football game—but
something like aplay? Instead of having the hype that it's
live, think what you can get in the editing room where you
can refine, make it better, more artistic, and in fact more
interesting."
Growing Pains, arather depressing story about afather's
devotion to his mentally retarded adult daughter and the
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attendant complications for his new second wife, received
generally favorable critical attention and good ratings, auguring well for the continuation of the playhouse idea and
Schmid's career as aproducer of specials.
By the time Metromedia Playhouse 2 came along, it was
Metromedia in name only as the station waited for Hearst
to acquire it from Rupert Murdoch. The second play, called
Blind Alleys and also produced by Schmid, focused on the
difficulties and misunderstandings inherent in a racially
mixed (Japanese-American) marriage. Whether because of
Metromedia's by then only cursory interest or because Cloris
Leachman, who played the American wife to Pat Morita's
Asian husband, did not quite see eye to eye with the producer's interpretation, the play, which Schmid thinks had
more depth and subtlety than Growing Pains, still was not
agreat success. As of this writing, with Metromedia out of
WCVB, the playhouse idea is on hold pending adecision by
Hearst on whether or not to pursue it.
Schmid, however, had barely time to recover from this
taxing assignment before she was plunged into A Special
Peace, aVietnam retrospective which she "post-produced. That is, she could not, because of Blind Alleys, go to Vietnam
with Mike Barnicle actually to shoot it, but she did the script
and the editing. She and Barnicle, who got along famously,
both won Emmys for it.
Secrets is her fifth special; with her fine track record Lisa
Schmid appears firmly entrenched as adocumentary/drama
producer, agoal which she must always have had in the back
of her mind, although it took her some time to realize it.
She had an elite if often chaotic precollege education, going
first to the exclusive Windsor School, then being kicked out
of another school because her boyfriend brought liquor to a
prom and with her connivance spiked the fruit punch. "I
had agenerally bad behavior, - she comments, not without
acertain satisfaction.
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At Boston University she majored in art history, became
interested in Chinese foreign policy, and thought that was
the field she wanted to enter. It wasn't. After getting her
master's degree, she opted against further education, trod
water for atime working in agift shop, decided that maybe
her career lay in journalism, and managed to finesse her way
to ajob as asummer replacement at WPRI in Providence.
This seemed to be it, so she stayed on for four years as an
on-air reporter until she realized she was dead-ended, yet
not sufficiently motivated to start the climb upward to everlarger markets—Detroit to Washington to New York to network. And besides, she was too self-conscious to devote her
life to being on-air talent.
About this time the idea of documentaries began to seem
attractive, and, ever-resourceful, she got herself hired by a
friend doing adocumentary on James Michener and spent
ayear working as assistant producer of the piece in the South
Pacific.
That over, she was again at loose ends, so hopped off to
China for aspell. Back in the States, she did astint at Boston's
fine Public Broadcasting Station, Channel 2, from whence
many of WCVB's top producers have come. There she met
Judy Stoia, who during Schmid's subsequent brief stint in
New York had moved to Channel 5and who ultimately invited Schmid to come on board as afreelance producer for
the new program called Chronicle.
The highly sensitive, intelligent quality of Lisa Schmid's
work speaks volumes for her as well as for the medium in
which she has finally chosen to demonstrate her considerable
talents.
"He knows something about everything," says his boss,
Paul La Camera, and then amends that to, "Or rather he
knows alot about alot of things." Adds his other boss, Judy
Stoia, "I'd hate to play Trivial Pursuit with him."

Lisa Schmid

Jerry Kirschenbaum

Ji
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He divides his time between Chronicle, where his title is
Senior Producer, and specials, of which he does at least one,
usually two, ayear. His name is Jerry Kirschenbaum.
His background is unorthodox—"eclectic" is his word for
it. His entry-level job in television was as an intern for
Chronicle at the age of forty. "I was not your basic television
ingenue," he comments. To arrive at this unlofty pinnacle
he had followed aroute so circuitous as to make Lisa Schmid's
peregrinations seem positively as-the-crow-flies.
After graduating in journalism from Michigan State University (so far according to Hoyle), he took acouple of shortterm jobs, including avery brief stint at the New York Times
and ajob on aweekly newspaper in the Lower East Side of
Manhattan, where he grew up (still pretty much on track)
before deciding to chuck it all and join the navy (derailed).
This was to be his first long-term post, and it might have
been even longer had not the conflict between being an
admiral's aide in the sixties in anavy where "they were killing
people" and his growing involvement with the anti-Vietnam
movement produced an identity crisis. "It wasn't computing
very well in my head," he says. So he quit after completing
his five-year hitch and went to work for Union Carbide
(which today, owing to the tragic Bhopal incident, might
compute very badly in his head) as a specialist in ocean
technology and underwater engineering, skills which he had
acquired along with numerous others during his naval stint.
But at Union Carbide he discovered his growing fascination with business, so again he made acourse correction and
left Union Carbide to become head of asmall "family-owned"
oil company. The family, it turns out, was his own; they had
bought the company some years earlier but had never really
run it. He stayed with this project for arecord twelve years,
building the company up to 250 employees and making "a
lot of money. A lot!"
Then, as night follows day, came "your typical New York
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Jewish midlife crisis," as Kirschenbaum began to find making
money "not relevant."
At this point Idared to ask if he had afamily of his own
who might reasonably have found the making of money a
bit more to the point. "Oh, yes," he said airily, "I had awife
and two sons."
With his oil company gains he bought asixty-foot boat, a
motor sailer commodious enough for him to live on with his
wife and boys while it was berthed in Nantucket during the
spring and summer, then sailed it to the Bahamas and lived
on it for the winter. Having, as he says, written in one form
or another all his life, even in the navy, he now began to
write full-time, largely for such posh magazines as Yachting,
Sail, and Wooden Boat.
The Bahamian retreat was atiny island of 150 souls, and
the entire way of life, sounding more idyllic than it was in
fact, finally strained the marriage to the breaking point. With
his wife and sons gone back to Nantucket, Kirschenbaum
geared up for afresh spate of basic decisions.
To begin with, he found his writing meaningless and without social value, as it appealed only to aselect and comparatively rich segment of the population. But more important,
he found writing for print of any sort frustrating. "I had things
in my eye that Iwas forcing to come out in words." Where
else could these things come out? The needle of the compass
began to point toward television. Furthermore, he realized
he had been happiest in his career when he was doing something difficult that he could not do alone, but for which he
needed agroup of talented of co-workers. The needle edged
closer. And finally he knew he wanted to "reconnect with
life."
Undaunted by the fact that all he knew about television
was how to turn the set on and off, he put his boat up for
sale in Fort Lauderdale (today he's still paying bills on it),
threw asuitcase into his car, and headed for Boston. Why
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Boston? Simple: it had to be either the East Coast or the
West Coast. He was "not aCalifornia head," and no way
was he going to live in New York again. His boys were on
Nantucket. So, of course, Boston.
Five years of living on aboat, half the time off aremote
underpopulated island, had taught Kirschenbaum that he
could "manage with very little money," alesson he believes
most people never learn (perhaps because most people know
they can't manage with very little money). This "weapon"
stood him in good stead in Boston, where he soon realized
that the four VHF stations, Channels 2., 4, 5, and 7, were
not going to avail themselves of his services—at least so they
thought and said.
But they had reckoned without Jerry Kirschenbaum's
know-how, his well-instructed sense of the world, his resolution, and, more important, his outstanding natural
talents.
Determined to make the stations aware of these, he enrolled in the Boston University School of Communications,
in itself something of afeat given his age and his unlikely,
on paper at least, qualifications. Then, working through a
friend of afriend, he managed to wangle alunch appointment
with Bob Bennett even though he had already been turned
down for ajob at Channel 5, albeit reluctantly, by Phil
Balboni.
Bennett, always one to take flyers on interesting though
inexperienced people, was both intrigued and puzzled.
"There's something about you that tells me Ishould give
you ashot," he told the applicant, -but I'm not sure at what."
Kirschenbaum had asuggestion. Through another friend of
afriend he had heard that Chronicle was in the works, so
he proposed himself as an intern for that still-nascent program. Bennett called Balboni, who hadn't thought to offer
anything that humble and was happy to oblige.
It was certainly afoot in the door, but atenuous one.
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Kirschenbaum, for all his spartan standard of living, was fast
running out of money; he could, he calculated, afford to work
for forty days and nights as agrunt who did everything except
go for coffee in his new nonpaying position. But forty days,
plus astraight A in the course at Boston University, was
more than it took for him to sign on for areal job on Chronicle, first as an associate producer (the step below field producer), and to wind up where he really wanted to be when
the program finally made its mark as senior producer with
time off for specials.
How had he done it? How had he made it so fast? What
actually did he have to offer?
-Ifocused, - he starts quite simply, then warming to his
theme goes on: -Which is something most young people can't
do because they haven't lived on the planet long enough. I
would much rather hire me at forty than me at twenty-eight.
Not that I'm so sage and all-knowing, but I've lived long
enough so my tastes are honed. I've had apretty interesting
life, I've read twelve more years of books, seen that many
more plays and movies, heard that many more years of concerts and operas, watched that much more TV. And when
finally you bring all that extra body of knowledge onto a
television piece, it shows."
Does it? Ilook at one of his hour-long documentaries, and
yes, it does indeed show. The House on Salem Street is a
saga, seen largely through the eyes of one Italian family, of
the immigrants who came to Boston at the turn of the century
to settle in the North End—a -melting pot - for new hopeful
Americans—on Salem Street. It is astory that has been told
again and again, especially during the Statue of Liberty centenary, but certainly never more eloquently than in this vivid
and poignant production by Jerry Kirschenbaum.
From the opening shots in Italy in the little hamlet of
Melito in the south-central province of Avellino from whence
came Crescenzio Mostone in 1893, to aset piece ending in
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the North End in 1986, asort of curtain call with all the
characters standing frozen in place, the script is strong, often
hard-hitting, and full of telling nuance. It is also greatly
enhanced by the wonderfully haunting musical score, especially the often repeated theme played by recorders, and
by Natalie Jacobson's superb performance as the narrator.*
Kirschenbaum has ascorn for documentaries based not on
adramatic line but on facts, coldly transmitted just as facts.
Thus in his script the North End in the 19oos was "a neighborhood smaller than Central Park with more people living
in it than any place except Calcutta." The year 1893 was not
just 1893 but the year Henry Ford built his first car. Crescenzio Mostone got his first job as arailroad roustabout in
the year Teddy Roosevelt stormed San Juan Hill.
The "social cycle of immigration" is explained by the fact
that "the immigrant who struggled to come to America resented those who came next, especially as each succeeding
immigrant was willing to take alower wage or ajob that no
one else wanted." In the North End this ingrained resentment—the Irish who came first, for the Jews who followed,
the Jews for the Italians who came after—led to "days filled
with conflict as language, religion, culture, and custom were
pressed into one street already overflowing with the each
family's personal struggle. The American melting pot didn't
simmer. It boiled."
Photographs from the days before motion pictures are artfully chosen; ashot of an abandoned grocery store, adusty
bottle of Moxie, an eight-cent Panatello cigar, an ancient
cash register, acan of La Tourraine tea, and incongruously
apainted religious figure—all these stills effectively played
*The reader is surely aware by now that the words Natalie speaks in her narration
are written not by her but by the producer of the piece. The reader may not,
however, realize that in all of the stand-ups in which the narrator appears on camera
on the scene, the words, often quite lengthy bites, must be memorized since no
teleprompter is usable on the streets of acity or in the countryside beyond.
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against silence—no audio until Natalie comes on camera. "A
time capsule," she says, "filled with the artifacts of immigrants, the debris of their history."
And the long life of Crescenzio Mostone, who died at age
ninety-two, and his son Liberdati (called Albert), who plays
amost important part in the documentary, does indeed span
the history of this country in this century; landmark events
are fully chronicled. Immigrants, the first rank and file of
the beginnings of the labor movement, carrying signs ("Give
us a living wage"); World War I, when the many Italian
immigrants who were not yet American citizens recrossed
the ocean to fight for Italy along with their adopted country;
the Russian Revolution, Sacco and Vanzetti, and the fear of
anarchism; the 1922 National Origins Act, which cut in half
the quotas of immigrants entering the New World; the first
jerky moving pictures of "flappers" dancing the Charleston,
while Italian children worked in the sculleries of the houses
of the rich; the Depression, the rise of Adolf Hitler, the New
Deal, Pearl Harbor, World War II.
Each of these periods is recollected by Al Mostone, his
family, and his friends, as well as by his Jewish and Irish
neighbors who were not his friends. Only on one issue did
they all agree; they united to keep the blacks out of the
North End, and about this prejudice, promulgated and kept
alive by those who were themselves victims of discrimination, producer Kirschenbaum pulls no punches. He makes
it unmistakable that the ugly racist reality has hardly disappeared today. Nor does he fail to make alink to the twelve
hundred recently arrived Cambodians now living, with little
if any welcome, in Revere. "What happened seventy years
ago on Salem Street is happening today on Highland Street."
The piece ends where it started in the Italian town of
Melito—one would not have it elsewhere—except that as
the town was severely damaged by a1981 earthquake, roofs
are gone and no one lives there anymore: "a hidden ruin in
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ahidden valley." But still there is aconnection to Crescenzio
Mostone. And the church still stands, its altar exposed to
the sky as Natalie walks there and the camera holds there
for son Albert Mostone's final sentimental words: "I can still
see him on ahill in that town as aboy herding the sheep,
but all alone. No man could ask for abetter father than he
was. "
Judy Stoia says about the program, "It was really wonderful. Jerry and Iwork very well together. He is brilliant
in many kinds of programs. He came up with the story line,
and we worked together on how it would all fit together,
what should be cut and what added. But he really brought
it off."
As Kirschenbaum points out, "Writing in television is not
just pure writing, it's construction. Writing is only one component. In television aproducer is writer, director, editor
all combined. It's akind of weird discipline. That's why you
almost never see the words `written by' in the credits."
But in The House on Salem Street you do. You see "Produced and written by Jerry Kirschenbaum." And that is absolutely as it should be.
Clark Booth comes from another part of the forest, or more
specifically adifferent tree in the same forest. Clark is a
NewsCenter 5man—his boss is Phil Balboni, not Paul La
Camera—and he is also talent (hence the first-name basis).
When he participates in an hour-long special, which he both
writes and appears in, his credit line, unlike those of Lisa
Schmid and Jerry Kirschenbaum, reads -Reported by Clark
Booth. His specials are produced by Dick Amaral, who's in charge
of special events in news and with whom he has asymbiotic
relationship; he considers him "the smartest man in the
whole business, awizard at putting it all together." About
his own title Clark says, "They call me Special Correspon-
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dent, which doesn't mean athing. That plus ahalf buck will
buy you acup of coffee. In this capacity, by whatever name, he appears on an
average of three times aweek on NewsCenter 5at Six doing
background-type pieces, especially anything that involves
some link with the past. Thus asampling of his four-and-ahalf-minute spots (a very long time in atelevision newscast)
have covered such subjects as Nazi war crimes, the hundredth anniversary of the Boston Edison Company, the
Duchess of Windsor at the time of her death looking back
to her days as the woman for whom aking renounced his
throne, and Caroline Kennedy at the time of her marriage
looking back to her days as a"princess" in the White House.
He frequently does thoughtful spots on sports, naturally
enough since his early job in television was as weekend
sportscaster for WBZ, Channel 4, aspeciality he carried,
along with his interest in Catholic-related subjects, to Channel 5when he came there in 1978.
"I like the reflective stuff," he says, "although you often
have to sacrifice your own observations to that of the camera,
and the camera can't shoot aconcept or atheory. Still Idon't
want to do hard news. Ihad enough of chasing around covering fires when Iwas akid on anewspaper and in my early
days in television."
Although he only worked on one newspaper, the Quincy
Patriot Ledger, and that for arelatively short time, Clark
Booth thinks of himself as aprint man, ararity now that
television as acommunication form has come of age—if not
always of wisdom—and has spawned its own talent. The
majority of his fellow workers are somewhat younger than
Clark, who is forty-eight, and never worked on anewspaper
but began their careers either in radio or television.
But print man or no, he is ambivalent, defensive about
what he calls newspaper people's "mean-spirited" attitude
toward television. (Read any television critic for aglimpse
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of print's often scornful, patronizing tone toward the younger
communication form.) Clark believes that print journalists
have never understood how really difficult it is to do agood
job in television and that by their hatchet treatment they
have tried to discourage good work. Perhaps, he thinks, it's
because of envy of what they perceive to be the higher pay
of television people.
On the other hand, he believes that the pressure of the
dollar does not as pervasively affect newspapers as it does
television. The first person to fight for the "soul and independence of TV news - was his hero Edward R. Murrow of
CBS. The battle was continued into the sixties by Fred
Friendly, also of CBS, but was finally lost when the corporate/business people who run television won the struggle.
"For atime," Clark says wistfully, "it looked like those money
people were going to be satisfied with their sitcoms, their
cartoons, their movies, and the rest of the prime-time fare,
and would leave the news alone to be an island of its own.
There was even ahope that the rating struggle would not
be played out in the news, but as everybody knows, that
battle was finally lost."
Certainly, he insists, he doesn't give adamn about ratings,
but it disturbs him that good people have to live in fear
of them. "Phil Balboni's aguy Ihave alot of respect for,
and it hurts me that he's under the constant hammer of
ratings. You can't be doing something like news and always
looking over your shoulder at what's going to play in the
ratings. "Are you suggesting, - Iask, "that Phil Balboni or Emily
Rooney or Charlie Kravetz are forced to think in terms of
'Shall we play that story prominently because it will help
the ratings?'?"
"No, I'm not. This station has been far and away the best—
perhaps the best and most sophisticated in the country. But
I'm saying aquality newscast is not always the one the public
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is going to want to see. And as professionals we ought to be
able to say, `These are the stories they should see, this is
the way we're going to cover them, and to hell with Nielsen
or Arbitron or sweep months.' We should be entirely free
of all such considerations in the way we present the news.
And Ican't say we are or that that kind of freedom from
pressure exists in our newsroom."
If there are some such constraints in the Newsroom, they
have not prevailed in the specials Clark Booth has done for
NewsCenter 5. A case in point is his A Time Remembered,
written and produced for the observance of the fortieth anniversary of the end of World War II (the occasion, it will
be recalled, when President Reagan in an ill-considered gesture placed awreath at the Bitburg Cemetery, where some
infamous Nazis were buried).
A Time Remembered is alucid, finely articulated, absorbing lesson in history, heightened by powerful photography.
It is television demonstrating its potential as ateaching instrument. For those who have forgotten or only dimly remember, the Second World War is brought back into sharp
focus; those too young to remember cannot help being caught
up in this provocative recounting.
"We have risen from the ranks of barbarians," begins Clark
Booth, reciting his own words as he stands, looking suitably
British in cap and mackintosh, on the plains of Salisbury at
Stonehenge. "So when barbarians rise in our times, it is only
areminder that evolution like every other mortal process is
imperfect.... Exactly fifty years ago, Adolf Hitler became
Chancellor of Germany."
There follows an intricate documentary revolving around
anumber of fascinating themes neatly woven together. Of
primary importance is the "triumph in the intelligence
sphere," which details the crucial role played by aBritish
Intelligence unit that succeeded in cracking the German war
code. The Nazis' Enigma machine was fiercely ingenious, a
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magic typewriter that scrambled the alphabet in many millions of ways; its capacities were infinite.
But early in the war agroup of British mathematicians in
aJohn Le Carre-like operation called Ultra Secret, Ultra for
short, using key bits of captured information pieced together
with the "infinities of mathematics, - achieved the feat that
permitted them to intercept almost every German command
of the war, very often before the Nazi commanders in the
field themselves knew about them. "With the supreme arrogance that vulgarized every Nazi instinct, - says Clark "the
German warlords never conceived that their enemies could
possibly crack their code. Not until 1974, some thirty-five years after the fact,
was even the existence of Ultra revealed, and today
Bletchley Park, the rambling Georgian estate fifty miles
north of London where the unit was housed, is still "embraced in a kind of mist, - as much information remains
under lock and key. During the war, of course, Ultra Secret was just that—so closely guarded that only a very
few knew about it (even the king was not among those
few), and Winston Churchill was alleged to have said, "I
will personally shoot with my own hands any person who
compromises the secret of Ultra."
But as Clark points out, knowing what the Germans were
going to do was one thing; stopping them from doing it was
quite another. Paramount, of course, was the imperative
need never to let the enemy know how much was known
about their operations. Although there were ways in which
Britain could discreetly blunt attacks they knew were coming, there were also times when security demanded they
either bait the trap or, far worse, keep the Germans off guard
by doing absolutely nothing. Was the terrible bombing of
Coventry in November iq4o one of these times? Was the
city of Coventry knowingly sacrificed on security grounds?
"It is likely," says Clark over avideo of Number io Downing
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Street -there will never be an answer to this agonizing
question."
Although the video enhances and illuminates the narration, as it must, much of it is of necessity stock footage
of such cornerstones as busy Trafalgar Square with Edward R. Murrow's -extraordinary reporting" on the audio;
of Big Ben (inevitably); of Churchill addressing the Canadian Parliament in Ottawa, sarcastically quoting the German boast that in three weeks England would "have her
neck wrung like a chicken," and adding with his incomparable nuance, "Some chicken! Some neck!"; of Versailles, -achilling symbol of abuse and wealth. There the
peace treaty of the First World War was forged, there
the Germans renounced their folly and set about repeating it. World War II was thus destined."
More arresting are such live pictures as of Clark clambering around the -tattered relic" of France's much-vaunted
Maginot Line, -an abject place, as much of a farce as a
landmark today as it was as asystem of defense."
Scenes, all too familiarly distressing, of the British Ex-
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peditionary Force being evacuated from Dunkirk are given
new meaning by the documentary's conjecture that perhaps
this was not quite the miracle it had been widely proclaimed.
There is evidence that Hitler may have frozen five Panzer
divisions for "three priceless days, - because, with France
already destroyed and Russia "festering in his mind, - he
actually wanted peace with Britain and figured he had a
better chance of achieving it if he did not act to destroy her
forces, thus stiffening her legendary will.
Yet another thread in A Time Remembered chronicles one
of the war's most agonizing moments. D-Day, the Allied
invasion of Normandy, had been costly but effective. The
Germans were on the run and would have been trapped in
France but for one failure—the failure of the Allied forces,
in particular of Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery, to
close the gap to the north in the town of Falaise. Through
this hole "too many escaped to fight too many other days."
An important impetus was lost. Indeed the immediate consequence would be the Nazis' bloody last-gasp counteroffensive at Bastogne, resulting in the "Allies' last trauma in
Europe," the Battle of the Bulge.
But what if the Allies had closed the gap, what if they had
finished the German army completely? "Isn't it fair to say
that that one stroke would have totally changed the history
of our times?" Clark Booth postulates. For instance, the week
the gap at Falaise was breached was also the week of the
attempted assassination of Hitler. Had that event coincided
with the collapse of the German army in France, the revolt
against Hitler would certainly have spread. Instead it was
"crushed with demonic savagery. Even more terrible, if possible, is the thought of untold
thousands of Jews who would have been spared from wholesale slaughter by an earlier end to the war. So, too, the
advance of Russia in the east could have been curbed; postwar Europe might well have been redefined. And finally,
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Booth speculates, there would have been no conference at
Yalta, where the three great leaders, Churchill, Roosevelt,
and Stalin, met, "each with his own capacity to be ruthless,"
and where decisions potentially disastrous to the future were
taken.
In keeping with its news style, A Time Remembered is
filled—perhaps too much filled—with Clark Booth interviewing people concerned with and knowledgeable about
World War II. By far the most successful of these is William
L. Shirer, author of The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich,
among other important histories, who appears frequently in
this documentary. Now eighty-two years old, looking pink
and white with his beard and long wispy hair, he speaks with
straightforward, unpretentious clarity about a momentous
epoch in our history.
"To know Clark one must know A Time Remembered,"
says his producer and friend Dick Amaral.
"I don't know of any other station in the country," says
Clark, "that would have let two cranky old guys like Dick
and me, plus our cameraman, Jake O'Callahan, travel all
around France, Germany, Belgium, and England, recalling
all these moments of World War II. It was great."
"So too is the result," Itell him.
"We tried to do something in the Bill Moyers style, but
of course we don't have his staff. And we certainly can't do
adocumentary like that every other week. We are, after all,
a local television news station. We are not Public
Broadcasting. Ithink of these three documentaries, chosen, it must be
said, because all three are examples of WCVB at its best,
which certainly puts it on apar with Public Broadcasting. I
say as much to Clark.
"Yes, - he concedes and adds with his sardonic tough-guy
grin, "you might say we're the best of abad lot.-
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Weekend

THE CONTRAST BETWEEN

weekday and weekend offerings on television is, to put it
charitably, preposterous. After the eleven o'clock news
comes to an end on Friday night, it is almost as if the viewer
were stepping from acomparatively lively, populated continent into adesert with only afew widely scattered oases.
At WCVB, for instance, as opposed to seven weekday
hours of local programming, five live and two taped, Saturday has but two hours, the six and eleven o'clock news
(sometimes even one of these half-hours is preempted), plus
asentimental favorite, ataped hour show that has been running continuously for twenty-eight years on Channel 5's air
and is devoted to asport endemic only to parts of New England and the Maritime Provinces, called candlepin bowling.
This weekend drought exists throughout the industry both
local and network, with the exception of sports spectaculars
that usually take up the part of Saturday daytime that is not
stacked end to end with cartoons for the little ones.
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Why should this be so? Granted that Americans, who
today have more leisure than ever before, are likely to be
off in great numbers feverishly jogging or playing tennis or
volleyball, skiing in winter, swimming or boating in summer,
there is still afar larger potential daytime weekend audience
than on any given workday. So why would this not be an
opportune time for agood local station like WCVB to take
the lead in offering more rather than far less creative programming, even to floating afresh experimental idea or two?
In fairness Imust quickly point out that Sunday, as distinct
from Saturday, is quite another matter. But before moving
on to consider that more fertile day, Ifeel obliged to say a
few words on behalf of Candlepin Bowling and its estimable
host, Don Gillis. It may be recalled that Don was mentioned
earlier as atop talent from the old Herald Traveller-WHDH
days whom Leo Beranek and Bob Bennett managed to entice
into the BBI fold. Widely looked upon as the dean of Boston
sportscasters and as such much admired, he is semiretired
now, acharming, wryly humorous man who confines his
reportorial activities to afew specials and the not-very-taxing
bowling show. And while I'm at it, candlepin differs from
regular bowling in that asmall grapefruit-sized ball is used
and the pins, while not shaped like any candle Ihave ever
seen, are still different from those used in ordinary big-ball,
thumb-and-finger-in-the-hole bowling.
Not long ago on aMonday morning Ifound myself sitting
in the CVB sound truck parked outside the Fairway Bowling
emporium in suburban Natick, watching Producer Phil
Rubin direct the taping of the Candlepin Bowling show,
which would air twelve days hence on aSaturday at 12:3o
P.M. Three cameras provide the video for these contests
between two bowlers, usually alocal champion from some
town in the viewing area, and achallenger. Camera iis
positioned midway down the alley to catch the bowler (neatly
clad in a red polo shirt bearing the emblem Channel 5,
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Candlepin Bowling) about to roll the ball; Camera 2 is
mounted on aplatform to show the bowler from behind as
he or she releases the ball; and Camera 3is on aclose-up
of the pins.
The audience is very loyal indeed and large, you may be
sure, to keep the show running even on aSaturday afternoon
for so long. Between strings Don Gillis mentions the birthday
of one of the true believers, who has "rarely missed aprogram in the show's twenty-six years." His error must have
been pointed out to him because this genial man, who has
been with Candlepin since its inception, quickly corrects it.
"Did Isay twenty-six? I'm wrong, of course. It's twentyeight years. It just seems like twenty-six."
After three strings Don gives out the prize money and the
obligatory statuettes, and then he and the crew take afifteenminute break before starting all over again to tape the next
show—they do three at acrack—and Ihave afew moments
to talk with him.
There being no more Iwant to know about candlepin
bowling, Isteer the conversation around to baseball, afruitful subject since it prompts Gillis to reminisce about the
times in the early 195os when he had been the reporter
assigned to stay at home when the Red Sox were on the road
or, if they got rained out, to provide the stations in their
network with asubstitute game. (This, to be sure, was in
radio, not television.) "So," he recalls, "it would be just
myself and atelegrapher from Western Union sitting in the
studio re-creating agame being played, let's say, in New
York. In these primitive first days you could actually hear
the Morse code coming in, da-da-da-da-dee-dee. The telegrapher would interpret the signal, type it, then put in front
of me something like—we'll say that the Yankees were playing Detroit—Taline up.' Iwould know that Vic Raschi was
pitching for New York and Yogi Berra was catching. The next
thing that would come across would be 'SiC'—Strike One
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Called, and then next would be Si, B2: and then there
would be simply `Out. Kaline flied right.' So what you'd try
to do with those bare facts was to play with them alittle
bit. You'd say, Saschi leans in for the sign. [Voice rising alittle.] Here's the two-one pitch on the way.... Swung on!
[Excitement level getting higher.] There's adrive deep to
right [Fever pitch]. Hank Bauer going back—back—back.
Aa-nn-dd—he—TAKEs IT!"
And so to Sunday, pausing briefly at the cusp, as it were,
to look in on The Great Entertainment, alate-night offering
of films from the Hollywood glamour era of the forties and
fifties. The program, which dates back to the Bennett days,
makes apalpable effort to come up with something abit
different from the usual late, late show formula. It is dressed
up with its own set—a theater marquee—and with its host,
Frank Avruch, who appears in evening clothes to set the
movie up and fill in between the endless commercials with
nice behind-the-scenes tidbits and updates on the stars of
thirty-odd years ago. The Great Entertainment starts at ii:30
on Saturday and runs usually until 2:00 A.M. and then again,
with adifferent film, on Sunday night.
If Frank Avruch puts the Channel 5faithfuls to sleep on
aSaturday night, he also joins them on Sunday morning for,
as he puts it, their second cup of coffee with aprogram called
Sunday Best, which is in fact just that, amontage of the
highlights of the preceding week's Good Day!, Chronicle,
specials, or special news features.
Dressed casually in an open-necked sports shirt this time,
Frank opens the Sunday show at 9:oo with the first live news
and weather of the day. In order to put the program together
and to write all the intros and -outros, - he and his assistant
talk to the various producers and reporters involved in the
pertinent segments to get their insight on the particular parts
chosen for Sunday Best—usually there are about six or seven
pieces dealt with during the hour.

Don Guis
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Marjorie Arons-Barron

A more significant offering is apanel show taped on Friday
for showing on Sunday at i:oo A.M. Five on Five features
four well-qualified commentators—Doris Kearns Goodwin,
political scientist and historian, and Hubie Jones, social scientist, loosely defined as the two liberals, with John Collins,
former mayor of Boston, and columnist Avi Nelson the conservatives—grappling with some of the past week's most
pressing and newsworthy questions, usually two of national
interest and one local. Peter Mehegan is the show's adroit
moderator.
Five on Five is called apublic affairs program, amuchused, often deceptive and even self-serving term. By most
definitions public affairs is any program that has as its primary
objective edifying rather than simply entertaining the public.
Realistically one might also note that if the given program
manages to provide abit of entertainment, and thereby to
make abit more money, fair enough, so long as the under-
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lying purpose is not obfuscated. Joseph Heston, executive
producer/programming, who oversees much of the weekend,
as well as Good Day!, thinks of apublic affairs program as
one that discusses issues of public importance and therefore
has alicense not to come in first in the ratings. To which I
would add, it had better come in at least second and not
lose too much money.
Five on Five qualifies on all counts; it edifies, it does not
win its time slot, it loses money but not too much, and it
entertains, as the four panelists put on alively show. There
are those who think that in their enthusiasm they constantly
interrupt each other, but even if they do, it is important to
remember that this, like similar programs, is aired as taped—
no editing, no redoing for glitches or smoothing over the
rough spots likely to occur when bright people of differing
views meet head to head. In fact, they are all good friends,
and most of them have been with the show for at least five
of its eight years on the air.
They play to an audience of between 85,000 and loo,000,
large but certainly not enormous by television standards.
But, says Doris Kearns Goodwin, it is an intensely loyal
audience. "You walk down the streets and people really know
who you are. Not in the sense of being a celebrity, but
because they want to talk about the issues you have just
expressed. After some of my other television experiences,
people commented about how Ilooked. After Five on Five
they comment about what Ithink." No question about it,
the show is an opinion maker, whether they are discussing
airline safety, seat belts, birth control education in public
schools, teachers' strikes, or the Iran arms deal. The show
is produced by Marjorie Arons-Barron, who holds the important job of director of editorials, acombination of effort
which she says is quite logical since the subjects she chooses
for Five on Five often feed off ones she has done editorials
on during the week.
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will be remembered that BBI in its original proposal to
acquire Channel 5 committed itself to editorializing on a
regular basis at atime when most stations didn't have editorials at all, and that Harvard professor Oscar Handlin was
WCVB's first distinguished chairman of the editorial board.
Now, as then, that board consists of nine members who meet
each Tuesday and reach, according to Arons-Barron, -that
ineffable something called consensus - in choosing topics.
Channel 5editorials are omnipresent; five different ones
every week, read by either Jim Coppersmith or Marjorie
Arons-Barron, are aired four times each day—that is, after
the Eyeopener, after the Midday, during NewsCenter 5at
Six, and for insomniacs who are gluttons for punishment at
3:40 A. m. At the weekend they are repeated. The editorials
run aminute to aminute and ahalf and seem longer, perhaps
because they are worthy but lackluster, rather like ahigh
school principal talking in assembly to the student body.
On the other hand, editorials, although they could use a
little more imaginative presentation, have been astaunch
presence. When Metromedia acquired it, WCVB was the
only station in the consortium to have editorials, acircumstance that might have been acause for apprehension on
Arons-Barron's part. But Bob Bennett saw it as an opportunity and made sure that she was sent around to the other
stations to initiate editorial programs from scratch, aprocess
she greatly enjoyed. She felt she was acting as a sort of
missionary for the whole process.
Another aspect of public affairs is community service, constantly alluded to along with -quality programming- in
boiler-plate statements about astation's lofty aims. That is
not to say community service is not important, because it
is. It provides access to minorities and becomes their means
of being heard and having their problems aired. All stations
have someone on staff who is concerned with community
It
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relations, but at Channel 5that person is at the vice-presidential level, meaning that she reports directly to Jim Coppersmith, although she looks on Paul La Camera, as do so
many others at CVB, as her mentor. Donna Latson-Gitten,
who has worked for all three of Boston's major stations, considers her job at Channel 5to be many-pronged. Most visibly, she is in charge of the public service campaign, the
already mentioned, highly successful World of Difference
campaign against prejudice and discrimination, which ran to
great and good effect for two years. For this WCVB won the
Gabriel Award "for outstanding achievement by atelevision
station, defined as consistent quality in all programming and
atotal commitment to community service." Begun in the
fall of 1986 was the new Don't Be Pushed campaign aimed
at youthful drug abusers.
Donna Gitten's other duties include handling all pro bono
notes of community interest broadcast by the station. She is
also a member of the editorial board and, perhaps most
important, she oversees all community specials, such as the
recent one on South Africa and also Straight Talk: Gays in
Boston, and is responsible for two weekly half-hour public
affairs shows, Aqui and City Line, targeted for particular
audiences.
There was atime when the FCC regulations demanded
that at least one time period in weekly programming be
directed toward such minority-oriented programs. But now
that deregulation has erased even that minimal obligation,
many stations have entirely sloughed off their targeted programs. Some managers argue, perhaps with reason, that because their stations are now doing abetter job of integrating
minority affairs into the whole range of their programming,
special minority programs are no longer necessary. While
conceding the justification of this argument, Paul La Camera
continues to oversee Aqui and City Line, both airing on
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Sunday, acommitment that, along with their frequent community specials, makes Channel 5's public service programming far above the average for the country at large.
Aqui, produced entirely by Hispanics in Spanish with
English subtitles, concerns itself with problems facing the
"Latinos," as they call themselves. Recently, for instance,
the program was devoted to the nagging question of high
school dropouts—more common among Hispanics than any
other minority. Forty-three percent of aclass entering in
1981 failed to graduate in 1985, astartling and discouraging
statistic. To offset this, anewly instituted bilingual program
promises to help ameliorate the situation, as attested to by
interviews with several of the young students themselves.
Aqui's co-hosts are Joe Masso and Mayra Rodriguez-Howard;
the show regularly plays to an audience of some 25,000
people.
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City Line is concerned with questions that have to do
with living in the city. As Karl Nurse, executive producer/community programming, points out, "The minute
you start discussing urban problems, your by-product is
going to be mainly black programming in one way or another." Still, the access is there for other inner-city dwellers,
especially since City Line does not only concentrate on frustrating problems but sometimes addresses acompelling and
cheerful subject such as the recent "Jazz World in Boston"
as seen through the eyes of prominent black musicians, a
black disk jockey, an agent, an entrepreneur, aphotographer, and avariety of jazz buffs both black and white.
City Line's host is Ron Allen, aregular news reporter, and
its producer, who also conducts most of the interviews, is
Karen Holmes. The show is varied and lively and has an
audience of between 6o,000 and 75,000 viewers.
Onward, then, to Sunday evening and the durable Miller's
Court, the longest non-news program, after Good Day!, still
seen on WCVB's air. Arthur Miller, aprofessor at the Harvard Law School, relishes his role as the program's progenitor and title character because, as he points out without a
trace of false modesty, "I am animated and dramatic in the
classroom. Itry to be interactive so that nobody falls asleep.
There's always been acult about my teaching." Thus, since
he often has visitors who come to hear him perform, he was
not surprised to see two strangers sitting at the back of his
class on aday nine years ago.
It happened on that particular morning that he was teaching something "incredibly complicated" in his first-year procedure class, and it may have crossed his mind to wonder
what the two men at the back were making of it all. Right
after class they came up and introduced themselves: Bob
Bennett and Bill Pourvu. Was he free for lunch? He was.
At lunch Bob Bennett said to him in words he has never
forgotten, "You know, Ihaven't the foggiest idea what you
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were talking about. But there was something going on in
that classroom. And Iwonder if there isn't away of translating
that into television."
The result, first called Right or Wrong but promptly
changed, is atribute to Bob Bennett's creative, fertile imagination, his readiness to take chances, and BBI's willingness
to encourage so many of his novel, untried ideas. And perhaps the fact that Miller's Court in its first two years was far
more free-flowing—mostly Miller rapping with astudio audience—than it is in today's more structured and slightly
glitzy versions, speaks to the difference between BBI and
the subsequent Metromedia/Hearst regimes.
Executive Producer Joe Heston calls the current Miller's
Court "a contrived reality," alabel that aptly expresses the
format. The lawyers are real lawyers, and the jury is real,
although the people are not chosen at random the way a
regular jury would be since several are selected each week
to ensure differing opinions on whatever is at issue, with
others coming from the studio audience. The witnesses, however, are actors, and they open the program with alittle
minute-and-a-half dramatization of the action that results in
the forthcoming "trial." For example, amother and her teenage son are having breakfast when afurious man forces his
way in accompanied by ayoung girl and accuses the son of
having gotten his daughter pregnant, which, it develops, he
had. Question: Should the boy's family be held responsible?
After this so-called vignette there is no script, so to a
certain extent the cast still wings it, but the show is not aired
as taped the way it was in the good old days. Now it goes
through post-production, meaning that it is edited, and
somehow this process makes it all seem rather pat. The real
lawyers examine the witnesses, and Arthur Miller interprets
and moves the scene along toward his final climactic segment
with the jury, an "interaction" which he says closely resem-
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bles his style of teaching. The jury then goes off to consider
their verdict during acommercial break.
And yes, the boy's family is held responsible.
The news at six and eleven on Saturday and Sunday evenings follows the routine with which we are now familiar,
but with adifference. Somehow Ihad expected that news
on the weekend would closely resemble the news at 5:30
A. M. in that both programs are out of the mainstream newscasts, and both are prepared and produced without benefit
of top-dog staff, which makes for aheady sense of freedom
and independence. At 5:30 this feeling is exhilarating; at that
ghostly early-morning hour the esprit de corps is as high as
the discipline is strong. Not so the weekend; too often Saturday and Sunday news programs gave the impression that
they were only on the air because they were scheduled to
be there, not because they had anything important to
broadcast.
Recently, as Isat in on preparations for aSunday-night
six o'clock news program, Iwas struck with the fact that
although everyone was certainly doing his or her job with
efficiency and dispatch, the atmosphere was casual almost
to the point of indifference. Almost. Certainly the pre-airtime tension which is manifest just before every other news
program was conspicuously absent on this particular Sunday
evening. So much so that Jack Harper, then anchor of the
show and an extremely well-liked journalist, commented half
apologetically to me as they all—crew, reporters, anchors,
and producers—stood around gaping at a football game,
about this being an unusual evening. Rarely were they so
relaxed and easygoing just before abroadcast. But in fact
something else was going on that evening of which Iwas not
then aware; it could be described as whistling in the dark.
Not surprisingly the trouble, as Iwas soon to discover,
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had to do with ratings. Channel 5's weekend news had fallen
into what Coppersmith describes as "serious second" to
Channel 4, meaning not so far above third-place Channel 7.
Meanwhile other wheels were turning. Even on weekdays
the six o'clock news was not exactly thriving. While frequently tied with Channel 4for first place, it almost never
actually won the time slot and often was in second—albeit
not "serious" second place. One possible reason for the stubborn gap was that Channel 4had for some time had asuccessful early-evening news show running at 5:30 which if
nothing else provided that station with astrong lead-in to
its six o'clock. Through the years Channel 5had mostly managed to surmount this lead-in, although it often considered
but then usually dropped the idea of running asimilar program at five.
Matters came to ahead, however, when amajor and muchdesired new talent suddenly became available. Jay Schadler,
an ABC national correspondent who covered much of the
country but was based in Boston, decided he had had enough
of traveling over half the year and being away so much from
his family, so he chose to throw his lot in with alocal station.
Having looked into many of ABC's affiliates in the course of
his widespread assignments, he considered that "Chicago
perhaps was alittle stronger politically but that Boston across
the board had the best broadcast journalism in the country."
Naturally Phil Balboni and Jim Coppersmith jumped on
his bandwagon and persuaded him that WCVB was where
he belonged. He agreed, although with certain conditions.
There was some question as to exactly where to put him
since he had made it clear that he was not interested in
quitting the network just to be areporter even in this best
local station. He would only come as an anchor. This led
WCVB's management once again to dust off and consider
the idea of afive o'clock news program for Schadler to anchor,
but other possibilities for that time slot were looming (for
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example, reruns of the Bill Cosby Show will become available
in late 1987). Even more important, the parlous condition
of the weekend news strongly suggested putting Schadler in
there to shore things up.
It so happened that the very Sunday Iwas observing the
six o'clock news was the day Jack Harper had been called to
Phil Balboni's house to be informed that although he would
of course be kept on as the valued reporter they all knew
him to be, he was going to be replaced as anchor. A few
weeks earlier Harper's co-anchor, Krista Bradford, never one
of the brightest lights in CVB's firmament, had been told
she would be let go; her replacement, Dawn Fratangelo,
was due to arrive from San Diego in December.
So astrong second team was in the wings waiting to go
on, and inevitably this led to aspate of rumors in the local
press that the second team was in fact being lined up to
replace the first team of Natalie Jacobson and Chet Curtis,
who were in the fifth year of their five-year contract.
Such speculation was vigorously denied by Balboni—
("Our intention is that Chet and Natalie continue to anchor
the news together for as long as we can see into the future")
and by Coppersmith ("I hope with all my heart we can sit
down and negotiate another five years"). Each man, however, qualified his denials ever so slightly. "Having astrong
weekend team," said Balboni, "is good insurance if ever
something unforeseen should happen to our main anchor
team." And Coppersmith: "It doesn't hurt to have astrong
bench. You never know when you might have to look down
there and send someone into the game."
To these and other, mildly forked conjectures, Chet Curtis, who more than Natalie Jacobson seemed to be the principal target (possibly because, since Dawn Fratangelo had
not yet arrived, Jay Schadler was perceived as the stronger
of the two new weekend anchors), responded with his characteristic grace and equanimity. "I have no illusions about
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this job," he said. "It's not civil service; it's not alifetime
job, and so I'm not concerned about being blown out of here.
Ithink Ido agood job, but Icould be areporter again too.
... If Iwere told next week that Iwas no longer going to
do the six and eleven, it would be ablow to my ego, but I
understand the nature of the business and Iwould not slash
my wrists. At times like this atelevision station can be disheartening.
Here we have asuperior anchor team whose value to the
station is immeasurable, somewhat compromised because of
ratings. And, make no mistake about it, ratings are, at best,
aquestionable form of measuring success or failure. At worst
they may be asword of Damocles hanging over the heads
of highly professional people who must without question
accept what they dictate as "the nature of the business. Yet as far as the weekend news is concerned, Channel 5
viewers will probably benefit from this rash of attention to
what may well have been aflawed product, conspicuously
lacking asense of mission.
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longer be looked on as apublic trust, or is it now only avast
moneymaking business?
That question, asked at the start of this book, must
now be addressed. But first it must be qualified. -Public
trust- is ahigh-sounding phrase that is in fact somewhat
ambiguous, so it might be more to the point to ask the
question another way. Is television, meaning the combination of network and local affiliates, doing as good ajob
as it should be in entertaining, informing, and enlightening its viewers?
The answer is, regretfully, no. Blame for this rests in large
part with the three networks that dominate the daily schedule of even their most independent-minded affiliates, and
far too often fill their airways with, to put it charitably, banalities. Nor does the FCC, created with public funds to
protect the people's interest, come close to holding the industry even to minimum broadcast standards by demanding
205
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that both stations and networks devote aprescribed number
of hours per week to quality programming.
The answer to the second part of that question is yes.
Making large amounts of money is indeed what animates the
television industry. The money, in fact, is enormous. Newspaper and magazine profits pale beside it.
As long as large profits remain the primary objective, commercial television will never quite be able to fulfill its potential. If thoughtful, provocative programming and
enlightened presentations of the news can prosper only if
they make money, the need to compromise can put astation's
integrity at risk.
This is not as it should be. Public libraries are also apublic
trust. They would be violating that trust if they offered their
readers nothing but awide selection of lurid romances and
formula mysteries, and rarely abiography, modern history,
children's tale, or serious novel. But those mysteries and
romances are in fact the equivalent of what much of television
offers its viewers. The degree to which any local station
deviates from that fare is the degree to which it may be
considered to be truly serving the public interest—even if
it succeeds in making money in doing so.
Imust make clear at once that when Iuse the word television, Ido not mean public television, which is of course
avery different proposition. PBS stations have only to worry
about not losing money—a very substantial worry, to be sure,
but one which allows them to operate with quite adifferent
set of values. Theirs is not the stuff of sitcoms and game
shows, but rather of substance or (to quote Judy Stoia again)
of the eat-your-vegetables kind of programming.
To the so-called intellectuals or putative eggheads, among
whom snobbery about television in general is the rule, Boston's PBS, Channel 2, is still sacrosanct. "Local news on
Channel 5? When does that come on?" ..."Oh, but I
couldn't watch at that hour. And miss MacNeil-Lehrer?" Or
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"I don't even bother to take aTV to the Vineyard because
Ican't get Channel 2. there."
It is true, however, that the closer Channel 5comes to
doing the sort of shows that Channel 2does, the more quality
programs it in fact produces. Furthermore, as we have seen,
many of Channel 5's most gifted staff and talent come from
Channel 2; Judy Stoia, for one—a considerable plus for any
station—not only came herself but brought alot of the people
who now work on Chronicle with her.
Still, without denying the fine, edifying influence of all
our Channel 2S, Inow consider arhetorical choice. If some
almighty power were to decree we could have only one kind
of television—public (government- and viewer-supported) or
commercial (mercantile-supported)--I would have to opt for
commercial. Iknow, Iknow, all those soaps, all the violence,
and that junk.
Even so, the value of commercial television is in its very
nonelitism. With true Jeffersonian/Jacksonian democracy it
reaches everyone, a powerful magnet that attracts a vast
segment, in fact the majority, of our population. Given its
remarkable influence, the one thing television must never
do is to play to the lowest common denominator. Yet unfortunately the industry is prone to do just that. Those stations that steadfastly resist this temptation are what this book
is about.
WCVB, Channel 5, is an exemplar. While not alone in its
determination to enlighten rather than pander to the public,
its staff has aunity of purpose that other local stations would
do well to follow. Basically this collegiality is rooted in the
BBI days; it suffered during the Metromedia reign and
would, Ibelieve, have been strongly rekindled if Phil Balboni, Paul La Camera, Jim Coppersmith, et al., had prevailed in their desire to return the station to local and to
employee ownership. But now what of Hearst?
The auguries are favorable. On the day their purchase of
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CVB became afact, Hearst Broadcasting took afull-page ad
in the Boston Globe and in every other newspaper in the
Channel 5viewing area. It read:
IT'S OFFICIAL. WCVB-TV CHANNEL

5IN

BOSTON IS

NOW A PART OF HEARST BROADCASTING
WELCOME

Richard Albert, Anne Alden, Rodney Allen ...

And there followed the full name—no Chets or Jims or Judys—of every single employee, all 356 of them, in alphabetical order.
A gesture, to be sure, but certainly astart on the right
foot. It was followed by other heartening gestures to staff
and community, culminating in aspectacular party, a"celebration of WCVB joining Hearst." Held in Symphony Hall
for some seven hundred guests, including, in addition to
local luminaries, such notables as Senators Edward Kennedy
and John Kerry, and ABC stars Barbara Walters and Ted
Koppel. Governor Michael Dukakis was present; his fatherin-law, Harry Ellis Dickson, conducted the Boston Pops Orchestra, and Itzhak Perlman gave an exceptionally stirring
performance. John Kluge, billionaire head of Metromedia
who sold WCVB down the river, was there to see how differently he might have behaved, as was Bob Bennett, full
of warm smiles and, as always, much beloved.
The party, marked on all sides by thoughtful planning and
good taste, had what one impressed guest called "real panache." Boston magazine thought so too and gave it their
"Party of the Year" award.
Pleasant and reassuring signs notwithstanding, Hearst is
still amammoth corporation, with 1.35 different enterprises
and more than 12,000 employees. As such it cannot help
being abit removed as far as WCVB is concerned.
Much has been said and written by Hearst Corporation
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President and Chief Executive Officer Frank A. Bennack,
Jr., about his company's commitment to excellence, his pride
in WCVB's honored and well-deserved national reputation,
his determination to continue to offer the finest in local programming and community service.
Attempting to get some concrete answers, Iposed afew
questions directly to John Conomikes, Bennack's vice president and general manager of broadcasting, and the man to
whom Jim Coppersmith reports.
Itold him quite frankly that because CVB had been pretty
well buffeted about by the circumstance of three owners in
fourteen years, Ifelt that some assessment of the depth of
Hearst's commitment to the ideals of this station was in
order.
Citing what is indeed the benchmark of atopnotch station,
Conomikes, along-time Hearst officer, pointed out that his
company had known at the time of its purchase that WCVB
did more local programming than any other station in the
country—this was one of the features that made it so great.
"Naturally we were going to do nothing whatsoever to harm
this very successful operation."
Iwas reminded of my talk with Phil Balboni way back on
the night the story first broke, when he pointed out to me
that, having paid astupendous sum for what was certainly
one of the biggest money-making stations in the country,
Hearst would hardly want to do anything to change what
they had bought.
"At the time we acquired CVB," Conomikes was saying,
"a broadcaster from another group called up to congratulate
us on having bought such awonderful station. 'You know,'
he told me, `you could improve their profitability by several
million dollars simply by cutting back substantially on the
staff. You don't need all those people to run the station.' Our
answer was, 'Maybe, but that's not why we bought the station. We bought the station for what it is and how it has
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performed. Our intention is certainly not to change the composition of CVB and the wonderful contribution they make
to the broadcasting industry.' And time will prove that we
mean what we say." Time indeed has.
Iput another litmus test to him, asking his view of Chronicle, often referred to on these pages as symbolic of what
WCVB stands for. Without hesitation Conomikes replied,
-Chronicle is the most splendidly locally produced Mondayto-Friday show in the business, and it sets us apart from
what anyone else is doing."
Trying to place myself in the corporate level, bottom-line
mode, Iasked about the status of Chronicle in the marketplace. How did he think it did financially with game shows,
Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy, the highest rated syndicated programs in the country stacked against it?
-We could perhaps get abigger audience with Wheel of
Fortune, - he said, -but that's not what it's always about. So
I'll tell you that if someone came to me and said, 'Hey, you
can have Wheel of Fortune. It's yours; we'll give it to you
at avery inexpensive price, but it's got to go into Chronicle's
time period and Chronicle has to go off the air,' we would
stay with Chronicle. Because though of course we're there
to deliver as large an audience as we can, we want to do it
with the very best program we can put on the air."
Given this positive, if generalized, view, Ithink it is fair
for me to conclude that although Imay not see inherent in
Hearst the ability, imagination or even desire to have created
the WCVB that evolved in 1972 under the fortuitous combination of BBI and Bob Bennett, what Ido indeed see in
Hearst is a solid appreciation of what their predecessors
wrought and adetermination to continue down that same
path and even to widen its parameters along the way.
Meanwhile, on the home front the response to their current owners is so enthusiastic as to be positively euphoric,
especially on the part of Jim Coppersmith, who has the most
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direct dealings with them. He and Conomikes have much
in common; both long-time savvy television men whose
tough-minded realism is sprinkled with idealism, they get
along like blood brothers. But for Frank Bennack, Coppersmith reserves very special praise. -A great leader, he is
the spirit of the Hearst company," says WCVB's general
manager, recalling with particular pleasure Bennack's endearing habit of simply picking up the phone for no stated
reason and calling with words of encouragement (
-You and
your staff are acredit to us").
-Whenever he does that, it's like Christmas," glows Coppersmith. Then, characteristically down to earth, he further
notes that under Hearst the employee benefits are more farreaching, progressive, and sophisticated than offered by
either of the previous owners.
Paul La Camera, number two in the ruling triumvirate,
while an optimist by nature, is genuinely enthusiastic about
the future of programming under Hearst. -They have been
magnificent," he says. And the third man in the triumvirate,
Phil Balboni, the one most involved with trying to buy CVB
before Hearst did, says without equivocation, -Idon't think
my dreams have in any way been snuffed out by our inability
to acquire the station. Ithink in Hearst we have a very
compassionate and understanding ownership."
So perhaps Iam alone in looking back now and again with
atouch of wistfulness to that unrealized dream of local ownership and employee profit sharing. Certainly without at all
disparaging Hearst, it can still be argued that the probability
of arriving at abottom-line solution is greater in any large
corporation than it would be with alocal owner right on the
premises taking the pulse and making the day-to-day decisions. But realistically, the wherewithal to implement such
decisions is certainly more readily available to Hearst than
it would be to alocal owner. And finally, since it is clearly
in the nature of American enterprise that huge corporations
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ultimately take over small, locally owned companies, to complain about such an outcome is like complaining about the
nature of evolution.
Ratings, afact of TV life, seem to produce akind of unreality—an Alice in Wonderland mist that often envelopes
this industry, called quite literally broadcasting.*
Where else but in television would the numbers, the sheer
bulk of the viewers reached by one program or another on
agiven night, be so overwhelming? For apublisher to be
told that one of his books is afailure because it has reached
only 4.5 million people would be farcical. Few best sellers
ever reach that many people; certainly none has ever done
so on asingle night.
To put the number of viewers in some perspective, Ihave
arrived, by my own method but using impeccable sources,
at the figure 1.15,875,000 as the number of people who
watched the Super Bowl in 1982 when that contest won the
highest rating ever recorded for asporting event. The figure
115,875,000 is close to half the population of the United
States.
On the other hand, we were repeatedly told at the time
of Prince Andrew's wedding to Sarah Ferguson that the ceremony was watched by 300 million people throughout the
world. That figure is almost three times the total population
of the United Kingdom, and the hour (5:3o A.m.) certainly
precluded avery large audience in either North or South
America. Furthermore, we were often reminded that that
figure 300 million was paltry compared with the 75o million
that watched Prince Charles and Lady Di through their paces
five years earlier. Incredible! Ijust plain do not believe that
*Someone in my hearing recently used the word narrowcasting—an official
though little-used term referring to very small target audiences, i.e., young males
between the ages of thirteen and fifteen interested in lacrosse.
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three-quarters of abillion people watching any wedding, no
matter how gloriously ceremonial, can honestly be
substantiated.
Moreover, Ithink that the entire system of "audience
estimates" as practiced in this country by two companies,
Arbitron and Nielsen, is at best inexact and at worst misleading. In this view Iam supported by no less an authority
than William Ruben, vice-president for research at NBC,
who was quoted in the Wall Street Journal as saying that TV
is the only industry he knew of that lets a"research methodology dictate its behavior."
Exactly what is the research methodology? There are basically two ways to measure viewer preference: diary keepers
and meters. A meter, about the size of apack of cigarettes,
is attached to the back of each TV set in agiven household;
it clamps onto awire leading to aportable computer tucked
away in acloset where it cannot be tampered with. As soon
as aTV set is turned on, it starts an electronic tape that
records what channel has been turned on or changed and
stores that information onto the portable computer. These
data are then retrieved at the end of a twenty-four-hour
period; the stations can call early each morning to get preliminary ratings of the previous day's programs, an immediacy they find indispensable. In the afternoon they receive
the final printout. Such information is undoubtedly accurate
but expensive to acquire and is not really weighted, or, in
the words of the Wall Street Journal, it only "passively measures channel changes without regard to who is watching."
Diary keepers, of course, are people, always aplus factor.
They are supposed to write in little books—seven-day diaries—what station they are watching whenever their set is
turned on or whenever they change channels. The system
is obviously fallible; the keepers forget or are lazy (not surprisingly, since to prevent any suspicion that the rating ser-
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vices are trying to "buy - them, they receive the munificent
sum of fifty cents per week for their trouble), their handwriting is usually illegible, and they often record what they
think they should have been watching rather than what, if
anything, they actually were watching.
The diary keepers' chief value is that they provide the
demographics engendered by zip codes and U.S. Census
Bureau statistics. The audience survey companies weight
their samplings of diarists to appropriately include high- or
middle- or low-income families and varying ethnic backgrounds. No household has both adiary keeper and ameter;
the information each generates must therefore be juggled
by the station, using whichever comes out best, to arrive at
the ever-vital "numbers. In sum, then, if Iam not oversimplifying, meters produce
accurate information but not aclue to who is providing it,
and diary keepers are known to be who they are, but what
they say is not necessarily to be trusted.t
Still, it's the only game in town, and short of asking viewers
to send in "penny" postcards stating their preferences, it's
the only way the television industry has of knowing how it
is doing, although not, heaven knows, in terms of quality.
Think of it. In all other forms of communication the public
pays directly for what it gets; it pays for the right to read a
newspaper, amagazine, apaperback, to go to the movies,
to the theater, to aconcert, or even (to stay with the public
library analogy) to keep a book out overtime. Television
viewers, cable aside, once they have paid the price of their
set—and they will go to almost any lengths to find the cash
for that—have all their home entertainment and, it is to be
tit has long puzzled me why in this computer age someone could not invent a
way to combine the virtues of people (diary keepers) and meter ratings. Now,
finally, in 1987 someone has. People Meters have been adopted by the networks
to replace the Nielsen diary keepers, but have not at this writing filtered down to
the local stations.
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hoped, enlightenment for free. The one privilege they do
not buy with the set, however, is the right to protest what
they are receiving over the airways by withholding their
patronage.
Newspaper readers dissatisfied with the paper's coverage
of or slant on astory can stop buying the paper, and if enough
people do so, it will adversely affect the paper's revenue.
Television viewers have no such recourse. They can only
make aconscious decision not to turn on their sets or deliberately to turn them off, and that, if Arbitron and Nielsen
are on the job, may also take its toll on revenues, but by a
far less immediate and convincing route.
One stricture that would protect the viewing public from
adiet of too much mush would be if all stations, no matter
who owns them or with whom they are affiliated, were compelled periodically to submit adetailed and meaningful application for renewal of their licenses instead of the entirely
pro forma application the FCC requires. Such astrict demand does exist in England, where television is widely considered more sophisticated, and without it, according to
Henry Becton, president and general manager of WGBH,
Channel 2, such stellar series as Brideshead Revisited and
The Jewel in the Crown might never have been made. These
programs, seen in this country only on PBS stations, were
produced not by the nonprofit BBC but by the commercial
Granada Television, seeking "something that is a modest
financial success but prestigious enough to keep their licenses, which have to be renewed every six years." Would that
our FCC, which certainly speaks softly, carried such abig
stick.
Such a system would be of positive benefit to Paul La
Camera, who as vice-president/programming and public affairs is responsible for every hour in the broadcast day that
is neither news nor network and is thus continually charged
with weighing the quality of a given program against its
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probable ratings. It might be considered axiomatic that the
higher the first goes, the lower the second is likely to be—
axiomatic but fortunately not inevitable, and indeed by any
reasonable standard Channel 5programming under La Camera's guidance would easily qualify for renewal of astation's
license if such mandatory arrangements existed in this
country.
Still, La Camera, a tolerant man of good taste and an
adventurous spirit, sometimes feels rather frustrated because, as he says, "The people around here tend to take what
we offer for granted. What they should do is watch other
television stations. They won't find aCloris Leachman, who
has won an Oscar and several Emmys, sitting in the next
room reading ateleplay for alittle local television station.
Or ten video crews and adozen still cameras fanned out all
over the state working on aspecial we're going to call One
Day in the Life of Massachusetts, or an investigative documentary we're doing on foster care in this state, to go with
No Safe Asylum, the one we did last year on mental health.
Ihonestly believe these are fine examples of apretty good
creative approach to programming."
But even though La Camera's predilections are understandably more directed toward Chronicle and specials, he
is still in charge of the 4:oo to 6:oo P. M. weekday hours called
Early Fringe that the station controls entirely with syndicated shows. "It's an important area for us as far as revenue
goes," says La Camera. "You try to position your station in
acertain direction against what the competition is doing.
The independents, the UHFs, go after the kids, Channel 7
has four game shows stacked one after the other, but we're
not in the game show business, so we try to sty with the
dramatic form and situation comedies."
Maybe WCVB's offerings are better than game shows, but it
seems to me that their 4:oo to 6:oo programming has been nothing to brag about. To be sure there have been all sorts of
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changes, swills, and dips in programming schedules, so staying
abreast is sometimes like trying to keep track of quicicsliver. But
fundamentally such tired offerings as reruns of Dynasty, The
Waltons, Too Close for Comfort, and the ubiquitous Archie
Bunker in All in the Family have been the norm.
Considering that viewers are treated following the end of
the Midday News to asteady diet of soap operas, it seems
to me that a station as mindful of the public interest as
Channel 5might lighten the load between 4:oo and 6:oo—
or more properly put some heft into it—with programs that
call for aslightly greater degree of awareness than the fare
they have been offering.
There are those who will say Ihave been caviling about atime
period when few serious people look at television anyway.
Maybe so, but because these two hours are controlled by astation with aclearly manifested concern for excellence in local
programming, Imaintain they should be better.
And now, in the late summer of 1987, they finally give
promise of being so. Thanks in large part to the good offices
of Hearst, WCVB has snagged the popular, provocative
Oprah Winfrey show away from the competition and will
put it in the five o'clock slot, thus giving the station an
infinitely better lead into the six o'clock news than they had
with the long-over-the-hill All in the Family. Meanwhile,
with the often arresting Phil Donahue moved to the four-tofive o'clock hour, the entire Early Fringe period is very much
richer in content.
And, indeed, although the Hearst Corporation recognizes
the importance of the previous owners' initiatives in news
and special programs and will, according to John Conomikes,
continue this effort, their thrust will be toward bringing in
the best of first run network and syndicated shows. To this
end CVB already has Hill Street Blues running at midnight
and, in a major coup, has also signed up The Bill Cosby
Show.
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Here let me add areminder about the difference between
two kinds of local stations—independents and network affiliates. Independent stations have just that, an independence
from the three networks, often because there is no network
slot available in their particular market. This means they
must fill all their hours with programs they generate themselves. Ideally this should mean less bondage from network
domination and thus more freedom to do interesting, creative programming. In fact it usually means that those hours
normally filled by affiliate stations with network programs
are filled by the equivalent, which is to say syndicated shows
that are about on apar with the 4:oo-to-6:oo programs Ihave
been complaining about on Channel 5. In some cities the
dial location of independents is on the VHF band, which
makes them more competitive with the network affiliates.
In Boston, however, as in many other markets, the independent stations are on the UHF band, the high part of the
dial where the signals are less powerful. What all this suggests is that an independent station is not necessarily as
desirable as its name suggests.
"There's been arevolution in technology, - Phil Balboni
once pointed out to me, referring to his news department.
"It has become so complicated that for awhile it placed a
huge demand on our engineering capability and on our reporters' way of doing their jobs. Because it was there, because we had the technology, we were expected to be live
from anywhere in the country at any time. But fortunately
we are past the worst of the wrestling now and should be
able to take the technology more for granted and again put
more emphasis on content."
Clark Booth, always arenegade, has this to say on that
score: "We worry alot about technical gimmickry. We try
to stay competitive with alive presence from everywhere,
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but that's often alot of folderol. Only astory that is truly
breaking at the time of the broadcast is one which can be
enhanced by alive presence, and that doesn't happen sometimes more than once aweek, or even once amonth. But
it's regularly used because it's got that salty sort of immediacy—our man on the scene. Okay, great. But what does
that add intellectually to the content of the story? Nothing.
Much of the live presence is window dressing, pure and
simple."
On the other hand, being live for asports event is imperative, and it is in this context that TV shows off to its best
advantage. We are seeing what is happening while it is happening at, say, abasketball or abaseball game or atennis
match, and we know those anonymous TV people have no
control over the outcome. So agrand slam by the home team
in the bottom of the ninth is very nearly as exciting on the
small screen in our living room as at the ball park, especially
as TV always does agood job of bringing us sights and sounds
from the stands and dugout close-ups of high fives.
Fortunately the same generally favorable feeling carries
over into the sports segment of newscasts, but the rule of
thumb is that only 25 percent of an average local audience
have astrong commitment to sports, 25 percent care nothing
or feel negative if not downright antagonistic, and 50 percent
just float, depending on whether anything on aparticular
day catches their fancy.
A projection into the regular news would probably reveal
about the same interest level for each type of story. Twentyfive percent can't wait to hear the latest about alocal police
scandal, 25 percent are sick of it, and 50 percent are waiting
with varying degrees of restlessness to be engaged.
It is for this half of his audience that Balboni and his
lieutenants struggle constantly to improve, sharpen, hone,
and, by experimentation, to change, reorder, add, subtract,
and introduce new elements into their daily newscast mix.
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They struggle because they know that the fortunes of their
station depend heavily on their newscasts, which were once
aloss leader but are now the largest revenue producer in
the local broadcast day. They struggle because it is egogratifying, because they take the public interest seriously,
because they know satisfaction with the product breeds complacency, and because they really do care.
Ido not mean to suggest that Channel 5 is filled with
nothing but self-righteous, breast-beating idealists. Certainly the station has its share of cynics, complainers, and
frustrated artists, but by and large they are in the minority,
and on the whole an upbeat atmosphere prevails.
Phil Balboni, it is true, is atilter at windmills, but he is
at the same time apragmatic, realistic man; he has aconcept
of the near future shared by others in his profession which
is compelling.
"I think there is now agreat opportunity to do exciting
work in away we never even dreamed of five years ago,"
he says, and goes on startlingly to explain that what he is
talking about is an opportunity for local news to become the
"full-service electronic news source, actually supplanting national network news—supplanting and indeed replacing it
with our own newscast."
It takes amoment to absorb this idea, but reflect on it
and it begins to make sense, although first one must wonder
how any one local station, no matter how potent, could conceivably cover adistant-breaking story—say, the Pan Am
plane hijacking in Karachi—without having areporter regularly assigned to cover Pakistan as the networks do.
Balboni explains: "What we are going to be seeing within
the next few years is the development of asyndicated video
news service—an AP, or UPI, that will be the complete
analogue of the wire service machines that are in every newsroom, both electronic and print, in America.
"We will have areporter presence everywhere, just as we
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have now from the news services, only the correspondents
will be carrying versatile, lightweight cameras so that when
astory breaks we will have video sent by satellite and then
Natalie Jacobson can say to our viewers, `Today in Beirut
such and such happened and here are the pictures of it.' Satellite technology, of course, is what makes this entire
radical shift in television news coverage even possible to
contemplate. And already in the satellite network Conus
there exists anews-gathering service which permits WCVB
and others in the six hundred or more stations in the Conus
system to receive their stories directly, without any help at
all from their networks.
Such independence is heady for local TV stations, making
them ever stronger and better-positioned to take over the
entire 6:oo-to-7:30 evening news package. Says Fred
Friendly, the highly respected television guru and keeper
of the Edward R. Murrow flame, in Broadcasting magazine,
-Ithink that gradually we will see the decline of the three
networks. Ithink that major TV outlets is where most of the
excitement and flexibility will be. Already the local stations
are the ones with the huge blocks of time to offer serious
TV journalists. ...You will see some local station defections
from the networks' evening newscasts within the next year
simply because the networks don't offer the stations anything
in those broadcasts that they can't already do themselves."
In the past year CBS, ABC, and to alesser extent NBC
have suffered serious financial reverses brought on by threats
of takeovers, by excessive hiring, and by flattened advertising revenues. Furthermore, the growing strife between the
news and entertainment divisions has meant that network
evening news must often buckle under to entertainment
demands by including in their scant twenty-two-minute
shows at least one soft feature. (Recently, for example, Isaw
one which elaborated on a-unique pig race - in aMichigan
county fair.)
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Meanwhile, local evening newscasts with their hour of
time have been more and more profitable, but still one part
of the viewing public (especially the PBS aficionados) perceives local news to be focused only on rapes, murders, fires,
and other dramas taking place within the home viewing area,
with perhaps an obligatory nod toward some really big story
taking place in the larger world outside. Emphatically these
preconceptions are wrong. The thoughtful viewer will note
that again and again, stories, especially lead stories on local
and network news, are redundant. Corazon Aquino speaks
to the Congress in Washington; all three Boston stations are
there to cover it and lead with this story. Networks, predictably, lead with the same story and usually at no greater
depth. In fact, as the authoritative communications magazine
Channels points out, 70 percent of network news viewers
are already familiar with the major stories before Dan Rather
or Peter Jennings or Tom Brokaw reads them an hour later.
As aresult, the Columbia Journalism Review notes: "There
is no question that the center of gravity in television news
innovation has shifted from the networks to the affiliates.
But. .. one can't help wondering if local stations are ready
for these new responsibilities."
Fred Friendly echoes this caveat, suggesting that this
"radical change will require local stations to become more
devoted to longer, more in-depth stories and more serious
about their journalism in contrast to the networks headline
service."
Such achallenge is grist for Phil Balboni's mill. "I cannot
imagine letting these opportunities pass us by," he says. "If
Ididn't think it was going to happen, Idon't think Icould
continue to work here. But it is going to happen. And when
it does—I no longer say if but when—I would dearly love
us to be the pioneer in this effort."
Asked what he realistically thinks of WCVB's chances to
be in the vanguard of such adevelopment, Balboni points
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first to the obvious: "You can make more money doing this,"
he says. "If you add the additional time, that is, the network's
half-hour, you get to sell all the commercials. Naturally you
would have to increase your news budget to allow for this
extended time, but it's worth it in terms of the greater revenue you derive. And yet," he adds, "I often postulate this
new idea with acertain ambivalence because, although I
want to do it, Iregret the loss of avery valuable news service
and of fine broadcasters like Peter Jennings."
He does, however, believe that many people from the
network will quickly be absorbed into local television stations, to the benefit of both. And in fact, just recently two
network figures have come to Boston to work: the already
mentioned Jay Schadler to Channel 5and Dave Murray, the
Good Morning, America weatherman now at Channel 4.
So perhaps it is really beginning to happen. "The profit
is there, the capability is there, so all we need now is the
will to do it," says Balboni. "I'm sure that discussions about
this are being had in stations all over the country and that
somewhere, sometime, before too long one of them will
announce, in anicely phrased press release, that they are
canceling the network news. And yes, certainly that could
be us. If you push hard enough, unless you're dealing with
people who are just very resistant, you'll ultimately prevail.
It should be noted that while Hearst is fully committed
to their Conus-satellite capability at WCVB—and more recently in their other stations—they are far from convinced
as yet that network news is doomed. "I think there'll always
be network news," says John Conomikes, while admitting
that this conviction is somewhat influenced by the fact that
all six Hearst stations are network affiliates (five ABC and
one CBS), thus strongly suggesting the desire to preserve
amicable relations.
•

•

•
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Even as Iwrote concluding thoughts, Rupert Murdoch
reentered the Boston media scene—buying the small independent Channel 25—thus reminding me that for one
mercifully brief period he actually owned WCVB, and causing me to wonder what would have happened if he had held
on to it instead of spinning it off to Hearst.
Certainly the station, as we know it and have been talking
about in these pages, would have ceased to exist. Who on
the staff would have stayed on to become just another cog
in Murdoch's brazen, soulless machine? Most probably not
Phil Balboni or Paul La Camera or Jim Coppersmith or Martha Bradlee, Judy Stoia, Clark Booth, or married couples
Natalie Jacobson and Chet Curtis, Debbie Sinay and Charlie
Kravetz, Emily Rooney and Kirby Perkins, Linda Polach
and Jim Boyd. Astounding, as Ilist only afew of their names,
how many remarkable people there are in this one station.
Jim Coppersmith, while possibly not the most impartial
observer, grows lyrical in describing his station's special
qualities. "I can unequivocally state that this place is unique.
There is rich soil here, tended by eccentric gardeners who
care more about how beautiful their flowers are than how
much they can get for them in the marketplace. This is a
community of creative people who need to be stroked and
allowed to spend acouple of extra bucks, waste alittle here
and there, to encourage them in their dreams."
And for the most part they have been encouraged. Why
else would Channel 5be the outstanding station it is? Why
else such aheartening example of what can and should be
done to make television come closer to fulfilling the role that
was once envisaged for it as astrong positive force in our
daily lives?
"The future of local television has never been brighter,"
says Phil Balboni. "Our horizons have never been higher."
If this coming of age is indeed to be areality, Balboni had
better be right. Probably the chance for at least some stations
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to put their own imprimatur on all the news that's fit to
broadcast will come before the end of this decade. But to
meet this challenge, those stations must immediately start
gearing up, setting their sights on afar higher and more
comprehensive goal than they have ever envisaged in their
news programming.
To be sure, the networks will vigorously resist such a
change; they will cling stubbornly to their often stated position that local news programs should be just that, disseminators of local news or at best of national news with alocal
angle. This is myopic. Television stations should serve their
communities just as the metropolitan newspapers do. Obviously we do not relegate the Boston Globe or the San
Francisco Examiner or the St. Louis Post-Dispatch merely
to covering local stories while depending only on the New
York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Christian Science
Monitor, and afew other so-called national newspapers to
provide us with all the rest of the worldwide news.
"The genie is out of the bottle," say the true believers.
And before long it will be up to the viewers to decide if they
want to put it back in. Stations like WCVB Channel 5and
others of its kind all over the country must now grasp this
opportunity to displace network news and exploit it fully to
their viewers' advantage. If they succeed, as Ibelieve they
certainly can, they will be setting an exciting new standard
for the entire television industry. And about time!
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that bewildered me, figures that confused me. Achievements that were
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FOREWORD
BYDAVID SARNOFF, President, Radio Corporation of America

W

HEN IWAS A LAD radio was little more than an interesting

experiment, an adventure into the unknown areas of the ether. That

messages could be transmitted through space without wires was almost
unbelievable. Wireless communication seemed as wonderful and exciting
to me as the "horseless carriage" had seemed to our parents.
Science brings fresh surprises to every new generation. The time
will come when you who read this book will be saying "When Iwas a
lad there was no ..." No whatP Some amazing new discovery, or new
application of principles that we are only now commencing to understand.
Radio itself has barely made abeginning. Now it brings us many
services of sound—international and domestic message communication
and broadcasting; soon it will bring us sight. And after that there still
will be fascinating possibilities of new powers and services in the universe
of radio. We are always pioneers. Human learning is never finished. The
accomplishments of today are merely stepping stones to the richer life of
tomorrow.
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CHAPTER I

RADIO

Three minutes to go" before program ends

0

NE BITTERLY COLD DAY not so very long ago, it was Decem-

ber 12, 1901, three men sat huddled in abuilding on Signal Hill overlooking the harbor of St. Johns, Newfoundland. They were surrounded by a
weird-looking collection of cumbersome electric apparatus.
One of them, avigorous young man still in his twenties, sat tense
and motionless, his eyes closed in deep concentration, holding a telephone receiver to his ear. Every nerve in his sensitive body was aquiver
with hope, fear, anxiety. In the poor light that streamed in through the
window from the wintry sky, he looked as if he were deep in meditation.
His fingers moved sensitively over the complex instruments, with atwist
of aknob here, aturn there.
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The silence was deep and tense except for an occasional blast of

wind that roared down from the neighboring arctic, and the dreary ticking of aclock that told the waiting group the time was 11:30.
An hour passed. Not aword was spoken. The young man with the
telephone receiver was pale and almost trembling. His dark Italian eyes
glowed with aspiritual fire. At times he almost stopped breathing and,
tilting his head, leaned forward, listening for the message for which he
had waited and of which he had dreamed for years.
Noon passed. Minute followed minute as slowly as the years go by.
At 12:30 the young man surged forward as if a powerful electric
current had shocked his trembling body. His eyes snapped shut. Life
seemed to have left his body, so still was he.
"Click, Click, Click! !
!"
Three short shrill signals were repeated ever so faintly but distinctly
in his earphones.
A smile spread over his face. The triumphant light of victory was in
his eye.
Lowering the telephone receiver Guglielmo Marconi turned to one
of his assistants.
"Take this, Kemp."
Sure enough, the signals were real. Kemp heard them, too.
"Click, Click, Click."
They were repeated again and again.
Those faint clicks were the now historic "S" in Morse code that
came winging across nearly 2000 miles of wintry ocean and ushered in
Radio over long distances.
Almost two thousand miles away, agroup of Marconi's assistants
were at work at Poldhu, avillage on the coast of Cornwall, England. It
was their task to hurl out across the Atlantic the invisible waves that
would carry that brief signal to the 400-foot aerial hooked up with Mar-

Marconi inspecting early wireless equipment in 1897

coni's receiving set, and swaying from alarge kite in the subarctic gales.
The sending of that tiny message, the single letter "S," was in those
days a gigantic undertaking, peppered with excitement and danger.
Through induction coils, Marconi's assistants at Poldhu produced
enough power to light 300 incandescent lamps. Instead of the conventional telegraph key, the operator used a wooden lever three feet in
length because of the great danger from the high-voltage apparatus.
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The place was aterrifying bedlam. Viperlike flashes of man-made lightning writhed from the knobs of great Leyden jars, filling the room with a
snarling, hissing roar. Crash! Crash! Crash! It thundered as the operator
nervously worked his sending key, almost blinded by the intermittent
glare.
Each crash of the electric torrent, as it sped on its long journey
across the ocean, diminished to afaint click in the headphones worn by
Marconi as he sat listening 2000 miles away.
The next day the world gasped at the miracle of it. Science, the press,
and even governments applauded and wondered to what it would lead.
Now all of this happened just twenty-seven years after James Clark
Maxwell, of the University of Edinburgh in 1867 outlined theoretically
the existence of the ether wave.
In 1880 Edison discovered that under certain conditions an electronic current flowed between the filament of an electric bulb and atinfoil coating on the outside. This was known as the "Edison Effect," and
played an important part in future developments.
In 1886 Heinrich Hertz, aGerman physicist, stated that the ether
would transmit electro-magnetic waves. To prove it he created an electric spark at one end of aroom. At the other he set up awire ring in
which had been left asmall opening or gap. Every time he made aspark
with the aid of an induction coil, atiny spark would jump the gap in the
ring many feet away. The ether waves were the only conductor or connection between the two.
This Hertzian wave, as it has since been called, really gave future
experimenters the first impetus toward sending signals between two
points without any physical connection other than space.
Then came Branly Preece, Lodge, and Rhigi. Each endeavored to
employ the ether as amedium through which to signal, but not one of
them was successful.

First antenna structure used al Poldhu, Cornwall, England, for sending of signals
across the Atlantic December 1901

It was during this period that Marconi, then astudent scarcely out
of his teens, was working as an assistant to Professor Rhigi who seemed
to be making but slight progress in conquering the little-known ether.
Unknown to the professor, Marconi set up on his father's estate at
Bologna sending and receiving instruments he had built in his spare time.
To his astonishment he succeeded in sending dots and dashes through the
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ether over adistance of several hundred feet. The signals were weak, but
the ether was conquered. That was in 1894.
From that point the development sounds like afairy tale. In 1896
in England Marconi sent signals over adistance of more than two miles.
The following year aradio message was sent to «a ship ten miles out to
sea. In the same year the distance was increased to twenty-four miles.
In April 1899 wireless, as it was then called, established itself in the
consciousness of the world when it was used for the first time in calling
aid to avessel in distress at sea. The steamer R. F. Matthews collided with
the Goodman Sands Lightship. A vessel twelve miles away heard the call
and hurried to the assistance of the sinking lightship, taking off her crew
before she went down. Few vessels had radio in those days since it was
still in the experimental stage.
About this time two British naval vessels succeeded in communicating with each other while eighty-five miles apart.
In 1898 the first news dispatches had been sent from the deck of the
steamer Flying Huntress to the Dublin Express, describing the Kingstown regatta some twenty-five miles offshore. More than five hundred
dispatches were sent in Morse code during the regatta.
Between 1901 and until 1904 wireless developed rapidly, but this
development was expressed only in distance and clarity. It was in that
year that Dr. James Ambrose Fleming invented the "Fleming Valve"
and applied it to the detection of radio waves. This valve was really the
forerunner of the radio tube which was developed by Dr. Lee De Forest
in 1904.
It was the development of the tube that gave radio its greatest
impetus, for through it the staccato signal of the wireless was supplanted
by sustained sound in all its tonal range as we know it today.
In 1908-9 music and voices were transmitted through the ether to a
point more than three hundred miles away from the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
•
Long-wave antennae. Each of the huge towers is
410 feet high and 150 feel across at the top
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The power generating room
What is this ether that took over forty years of unending toil to
•conquer? Strictly speaking, no one knows exactly what it is. It is an
invisible, odorless, tasteless body that occupies all space. It is present
everywhere, even in avacuum. Its waves pass through solids as though
they did not exist. The highest mountain or the deepest ocean cannot
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stop them. They travel, with the rapidity of light, seven and ahalf times
around the earth between the ticks of aclock.
These waves have vagaries that puzzle the scientist on whom they
often play strange pranks. They enjoy speeding over water and fight shy
of steel buildings and heavily charged wires. Some of them love the night
and fly through darkness as if the cool air refreshed them. They sulk in
the sunlight and at noon will do but athird of their potential work. When
they leap out from the aerials they spring off into space and, upon meeting several mysterious strata which hover a hundred miles above the
earth, they seem to change their minds and bounce back again, only to
continue on their way, no one knows where. The lowest and most extensive.of these strata is called the Heaviside layer, named after the English
scientist, Heaviside, who discovered it.
For all we know the first radio signal may still be traveling through
space, and may continue to do so for millions of years, just as the light
from adistant star travels millions of light-years before it becomes visible on the earth. Radio and light travel at the same speed, about 186,300
miles asecond, and have many points in common.
This almost incomprehensible speed brings about some strange
phenomena. Suppose you were in an auditorium in New York, listening
to amusical program being broadcast on anationwide hookup. If your
seat were in the rear of the auditorium, alistener at his loud-speaker in
San Francisco would actually hear the broadcast before you did, although he was more than three thousand miles away and you were about
a hundred feet. The reason, of course, is that you were dependent on
sound waves to carry the music to you, and sound waves travel less than
afifth of amile asecond while radio waves carried the program to the
man on the Pacific Coast at the rate of one hundred and eighty-six
thousand miles in the same period, or in 1/62 of the time it took the
sound to come from the actual instruments to your ear.

The master control desk

All this becomes more baffling when we learn that sound, as such,
does not travel through the ether at all. What really happens when a
sound is transmitted from one point to another is this: Through electric
impact or shock the ether is energized into waves which act somewhat
like ripples that spread in concentric circles over astill pond after you
drop astone in the center of it. These waves are known in radio parlance
as "carrier waves," and are the vehicles upon which sound energy,
created at the transmitting end, is carried.
Let us consider for a moment what happens when the stone is
dropped into the pond. There is asplash and acommotion in the water
as expressed by spray and flying drops. These represent the energy transferred from the stone to the water. The waves start on their way. They
run smoothly and silently and unbroken until they reach the shore where
they break and reproduce in miniature the initial disturbance made by
the stone-agitated water with spray and drops. The dropped stone represents the transmission of sound. The water waves represent the
carrier-waves action of the ether, and the splash on the beach may be
likened to the reception of the sound.
In the transmission of sound the use of heavy electrical energy is
necessary. The power used on some broadcasts would be sufficient to
light afair-sized town; while at the receiving end there is such areduction of power that some signals coming from long distances represent but
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one-twenty-five millionth of avolt (a tiny flashlight battery represents
about three volts). Of course such weak sound would not be audible to
the human ear, so the radio engineer amplifies it. This amplification
might be likened to the enlargement of avery small photograph, like a
single picture in amotion-picture film to the dimensions of the huge pictures we see on the screen.
One of the marvels of modern radio is the ability of the receiving set
to pick out or select aparticular program from the hundreds that are
continually flying through space.
This would not be possible were it not for the splendid work done
by the government in regulating radio traffic. This work might in a
degree be likened to traffic regulation on streets and highways where the
traffic policeman keeps vehicles in certain lanes and diverts traffic away
from, or around, highly congested areas.
In radio, the highway lanes are called wave bands. The radio traffic
policeman is known as the Federal Communications Commission.
Close-up view of the master control desk
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ON THE AIR
Before abroadcasting station can go on the air it is assigned to a

highway or wave band outside of which it may not go, for to do so would
mean acollision with another program, just as two automobiles would
collide if they attempted to occupy the same spot on the same traffic
lane. This collision is what is known in radio as interference.
These radio highways are numbered just as the highways across the
country are numbered. The radio signposts, however, are on the dials of
the receiving set, and thanks to the marvels of modern manufacture may
be depended on to guide the listener through the infinite highways of
space.
Of course these similes may not be exact parallels. The scientistengineer could doubtless tell us in his language the story of what happens
between reception and transmission in away that would be scientifically
accurate but so complex that we should understand but little of it. It
may be well, therefore, to keep the pond and the photograph in mind as
we proceed.
Modern radio can be divided into two major divisions—broadcasting and communications.
Traffic department of alarge broadcasting studio
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CHAPTER II
BROADCASTING

This signal means "Make alocal" by announcing "This is station WJZ" or whatever the call letters happen lo be

R

ADIO BROADCASTING confines itself almost entirely to the

fields of entertainment, education, and information, while the communications division devotes itself to point-to-point radio telegraph, radio
telephone, ship-to-shore, ship-to-ship, and shore-to-ship radio telegraphy, facsimile communication in several forms, one of which is sending weather maps to ships at sea, sending photographs, drawings, and
documents to distant points, radio direction finders and medical service
by radio, about each of which we shall have more to say later.
The word "broadcast" as applied to radio is one of the most beautifully chosen in our language. If you consult the dictionary you will see
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that it is aword of agricultural origin and means: "acasting or throwing
of seed in all directions, as from the hand in sowing."
The harvest that this sowing, or broadcasting, shall bring in the
years to come must in its abundance be of great benefit to humanity. It
is the most far-reaching medium yet devised by man for the dissemination of thought and ideas to the peoples of the earth.
Broadcasting as we know it today had its birth on November 2,
1920, when the returns of the presidential election of tha'; year were
broadcast from station KDKA in East Pittsburgh. So successful was this
initial effort that other stations came on the air in rapid succession until
1922 when there were four hundred of them operating. By July 1, 1936
the number of broadcasting stations had grown to 656.
What athrill it was in those early days to sit at the wireless set and,
by the turn of aknob, fly as on amagic carpet from city to city or state
to state. Quality of program did not matter so much then as did the
number of cities tuned in.
That was before the days of sponsors, when even the stations themselves were more concerned with the scientific success of radio than they
were in its mounting costs.
As the novelty wore off the public began to demand better entertainment. This cost money. So taking their lead from the publishers of
newspapers and periodicals the broadcasting companies sold advertising
time on the air just as the publisher sells advertising space in his publications. Here was the revenue that enabled the broadcasters to employ
the very best talent without cost to the listener. In England, where there
is practically no advertising on the air, the owner of aradio set pays to
the government atax or license fee, part of which is turned over to the
broadcasters to help defray their talent expense. The first sponsored
program was broadcast over WEAF in New York in 1922.
The next great stride in radio was in the inauguration of the network
The announcer waits for his cue to start aprogram

View of world's largest broadcasting studio

system. This was in 1926. This network system enabled the central
i,roadcasting stations to send aprogram out over the existing telegraph
nd telephone wires to widely separated and distant cities. This, of
urse, increased the size of the audience enormously. There are at
resent in the United States more than KM miles of aerial wires deoted to the carrying of these network broadcasts to an estimated
aximum audience of about 90,000,000 persons, or about three quarters
four population.
Now let us see how one of the great broadcasting companies manges the task of pouring out into space the varied programs which are
ansmitted through most of the twenty-four hours.

ridee
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The modern broadcasting studio is really a collection of studios,
small and large, all of which are connected with acontrol monitor board,
but each of which is serviced by its own transmitter and staff, just as if it
were an independent broadcasting studio. These studios may be occupied
by rehearsals or by actual broadcasts, for it must be remembered that in
preparing an hour's program at least seven hours are devoted to rehearsal. Indeed companies have been known to spend forty hours in
perfecting themselves in adifficult program.
Here, more than in any other industry, time is carefully measured,
for in radio time is money. It is the commodity that the broadcasting
company sells to the sponsor. In some of the more important broadcasts,
where large groups of high-salaried musicians, directors, announcers,
engineers, and others are engaged, seconds are
counted like pearls. That is why you see clocks
with simple but determined faces everywhere you
turn in the broadcasting studio. On each of these
clocks a red hand slices off the seconds with a
definiteness that keeps all eyes on it when the
moment of beginning or ending a program approaches. These clocks, more than ahundred in
number in one station, are synchronized with a
master clock that is kept where neither dust, nor
moisture, nor temperature may affect it.
Speaking of moisture and temperature, one
of the marvels of the modern broadcasting studio
is the amazing system of air conditioning. The air
is washed, filtered, exposed to beneficent rays,
heated or cooled so that temperature, humidity,
and purity are constant.
In the construction of these studios great

The microphone
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sums are expended in the matter of sound insulation so that exterior
noises may not be picked up by the microphone. They must also be echo
proof and have other acoustical characteristics that will insure afaithful
rendering of the sounds created within them. Where formerly heavy
drapes were used for this purpose, today sliding panels around the studio
are arranged so as to give the muffled sound that would occur within a
closet, or the vibrant quality of music in acathedral.
One of the most interesting things about alarge broadcasting station is the variety of people, for here come flocking from the four corners
of the earth types of every description. Celebrities, politicians, professors, preachers, pugilists, musicians from the piccolo player who carries
his instrument in his inside pocket to the bass-horn player with his heavy
load, singers of every variety, lecturers, men and women with messages,
actors and actresses of stage and screen, and amateurs who hope for a
chance to prove to the world that they have been overlooked. These and
hundreds of others you meet from the moment you approach the broadcasting studio until you leave its vicinity. Musicians and entertainers
who are employed are forever reporting for work or leaving, having
finished it. Then there are radio engineers, electricians, announcers,
property men, page boys, sponsors and their guests, script writers, script
editors, composers, arrangers, and just plain curiosity seekers.

CHAPTER III
REHEARSAL

"Cut "—a signal given when the program
exceeds the limit of time allotted

L

ET US DROP into abroadcasting studio for arehearsal. Studios are

numbered and are always designated by the number which they bear.
The rehearsal which we are about to hear is taking place in studio 9. It
is aroom about fifty feet square. The walls are paneled in an absorbent
material and all the lights are flush with the ceiling. At each end is a
balcony separated from the studio by double glass panels. One of these
balconies is for the use of the sponsor and his guests. The other is for
visitors. Under one of the balconies is another glass panel behind which
is the sound engineer and his highly complicated mixing board.
Immediately in front of the engineer's compartment stands amicro-

Actors reading "scripts" during adramatic broadcast

phone of the "ribbon" type. Over to one side is the sound-effects man
with his curious collection of sound-effects instruments.
The rehearsal is of adrama of the period of Louis XVI. At one side
of the glass panel of the engineer's compartment ashelflike desk is attached to the wall. It is called the announcer's board. It has amicrophone standing by for the announcer's use. Above it is the inevitable
clock, the red second hand marking off the passing of time. Over at one
side of the studio are the author, the director, and the announcer. They
are trying to arrange the script so that the program will end exactly on
the half-hour.
Six men and awoman are lounging around the studio. They are the
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actors. Some of them are reading lines from their script, others are merely
chatting. The announcer rehearses the reading of his announcement or
"commercial," as it is called, glancing furtively at the clock as he does so.
The engineer sits at his mixing panel, casually adjusting knobs and
dials, jacks and earphones.
The sound-effects man stanas well away from the microphone, surrounded by his strange collection of sound-making apparatus. There is a
gigantic phonograph, or turntable, as it is called. It accommodates three
or more disc records. There is adoor set in aframe under which castors
are set so that it can be silently moved around. A heavy iron gate with
bolts, latch, and lock is in an iron frame and is also on castors. It is the
prison gate. A long strip of sheet iron is suspended on supports. It is the
"crash" thunder. There is also a thunder drum—a huge frame over
which a horsehide is stretched. On a table beside the sound man is a
strangely assorted collection of sound bric-a-brac. He, too, has ascript
which he studies as carefully as the actors.
The director calls, "All right, all right 1
I"
The rehearsal is on.
The woman and two men stand before the microphone; the other
members of the cast are some six or eight feet away from it.
The director, with script in hand, stands poised for the start. The
red hand of the clock is at the half-hour. He waves.
The announcer stands at his board. He adjusts his microphone. He
reads the "commercial"—that is, the advertising announcement that
precedes the program.
The director waves to the sound-effects man who has his phonographic turntable already revolving, the record in place. He drops the
needle into place on the right spot on the record—a few strains of orchestral music and the play is on.
As each character reads his lines he plays to the "mike" just as if

Sound-effects men at work
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he were on atheater stage playing to alarge audience. He throws himself
into his part with gesture and facial expression, holding the script where
he may read it most easily.
The director meanwhile "cues" or signals the "entrance" of each
actor, and with hand and arm waving or swaying directs the tempo of
the piece after the manner of the conductor of an orchestra.
The woman is at the mike. She is full of anguish and terror. She is
being spirited away in achaise drawn by apair of hard-driven horses.
It is night. A storm is raging. Rain, driven before a high wind, beats
down on the carriage and the landscape outside. Thunder crashes and
rumbles away into the distance.
"Hold it!"
The director steps forward, hand raised. He wants more fright,
more tears in the woman's voice, while her captor must be more harsh
and guttural.
"A little more hoofs. The horses aren't coming in strongly enough,"
he suggests to the sound-effects man. "Give the chaise alittle more and
cut down on the thunder atrifle. The wind is all right."
The sound-effects man makes notes of this on his script.
The sounds of horses' hoofs are rendered by rubber cups or half
coconut shells rapped in galloping tempo on asheet of marble or slate,
or on the chest of the operator if the hoofbeats are in the distance. The

Hoofbeats are expressed in this way,
the jingling keys suggest the harness
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chaise is abox about afoot long and six inches square. It is mounted on
chair castors and has apiece of chain attached which rattles like harness
as the box is jiggled around on atable top. The realism, as the sounds
from these homely objects come from the loud-speaker, is astonishing.
The rehearsal continues. As each actor reads his part he steps up to
the mike. If he wants to give the effect of slight distance he moves to one
side or he may read his lines as he steps away from the microphone to
give the effect of leaving the scene of action. It is amazing what alarge
crowd a half-dozen people can simulate as they mumble incoherent
nonsense around the mike and move about, varying their distance from it.
The red hand of the clock moves on. The eyes of director, announcer, production man, and actors follow it. The pace may be too fast.
It is slowed down. Or it may seem to the director that it is impossible to
finish within the minutes remaining. Then the script is cut, trimmed,
and so shortened that the final word or beat of music falls on aparticular
second so that the announcer may have time to finish the program in the
approved manner.
This goes on for hours while men and women toil to create from a
few sheets of typewritten dialogue apicture vibrant with life and realism
that the ear will telegraph to the brain of the listener without the aid of
the eye.
In another studio a dramatic broadcast is about to begin. Let us
look in on it.
As the red hand approaches the zero hour the doors are locked. No
one may leave or enter the studio. There is agroup of nervous men, some
of them in their shirt sleeves, all of them intent on their parts which they
hold ready for reading. The director is a tall, studious-looking person
whose glasses have slid down on his nose. His hands, delicate and expressive, are nervously grasping the script which he is scanning. The
sound-effects man coolly arranges his strange collection of sound-
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producing equipment and places his script, which is profusely interlarded
with notations, on amusic stand before him. The announcer stands by
his board and makes aslight adjustment in the microphone. He signals
with strange gestures through the glass panel to the sound engineer in
the control room. Everything is ready. The red hand has arrived at the
half-hour. The broadcast is on.
The play is abattle episode during the Civil War. A short, stocky
man, somewhat disheveled, grasps his script as he stands before amicrophone slightly taller than he is. He is a Confederate officer—the hero.
His voice is strong and resonant, and his manner of speaking is that of
the soldier. As he reads his lines, he lives the part. His gestures, his tenseness, and his pallor are as of aman keeping cool under fire. Beside him is
atall, lanky individual intent on the lines of the script. He is the first
sergeant.
"Bring the men up, Sergeant!"
Whereupon the sergeant, with hands slightly raised to shield his
voice, thus giving the effect
of distance, gives the command:
"Platoon, forward,
march!"
Instantly

the

sound-

effects man turns to one end
of a frame, somewhat resembling an old-fashioned
harrow, all the wooden teeth
of which are loose, and raises

Marching feel
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it from and lowers it to the table, with the cadence of marching feet.
On the surface of the table, straw has been spread. The wooden teeth
impacting on the straw give aperfect rendition of marching feet coming
across a field. A signal from the director looses rifle fire. Hundreds of
muskets belch forth volley after volley. They fire at will, astaccato
rattle having amost terrifying effect. This is done by merely placing
the needle of the phonograph on a record which has previously had
actual rifle fire recorded on it. This is followed by the booming of
artillery. Field piece after field piece lets go with reverberating crashes.
This is picked up from another part of the same record. All of this amid
the shouting, muttering, groaning, and an occasional cry of pain from the
group of actors, who continually move about the stage, weaving in and
out, sometiMes nearer and sometimes farther away from the listening
microphone. Now the artillery advances. Clank of chains, pounding
hoofbeats, urgent cries of the drivers are reproduced with utmost faithfulness by the actors, while the sound-effects man, busy with his turntable, rattles alength of chain, suggesting the clanking harness of the
artillery horses, the thundering of whose hoofs comes from aphonograph
record.
Occasionally the announcer will make astrange grimace and place
afinger on his nose. That is asignal to the director that the program
is proceeding favorably. It means, in fact, that he has hit it "on the
nose" both as to time and quality. Or he may hold his hands as if he
were playing an accordion or pulling taffy, slowly drawing them away
from each other again and again. This signals a request to "draw it
out." The program is progressing too rapidly in spite of rehearsals.
When the studio is on the air no word may be spoken except by
the actors or announcers because of the great sensitivity of the modern
microphone which hears everything. This accounts for the silent signals
of the announcer.

CHAPTER IV

SOUND EFFECTS

"Three minutes on the nose"—or three
minutes to go, and the liming is just right

W

HILE THE ENGINEER, the artist, and the industrialist have

each contributed much to the advancement and development of radio
broadcasting, it would lack much of its dramatic and entertainment
value without the vital work of the sound-effects man.
He is the unsung hero of many programs. Without his weird and
often crude devices, much of the thrill of radio would be lost.
Describe over the air as graphically as you please ascene which is
supposed to take place aboard ariver steamboat. You may go into the
details of size, appearance, color, and yet your verbal picture will be a
long way from creating the throbbing, pulsing, bustling craft that the
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sound-effects man can paint in the
receptive mind of the listener by
afew flops of asmall paddle wheel
in acouple of quarts of water, a
pull at apiece of chain, drawing a
few feet of rope through asqueaking pulley, a subdued toot on a
wooden whistle. Or, if the ship be
moored, abass-viol bow drawn in
acertain way over the edges of a
strawberry box will make her
mooring lines squeak and strain
as they hold her to the dock
against the current.
The sound-effects man is a
true artist. He paints his picture
or creates his atmosphere with
materials that are as far removed
he gravel-walk effect is secured
walking on real gravel

from the effects he produces as
e the hog bristles of the
painter's brush from the
glories of the sunset he paints.
Could any combination of
sound be more complex and
b ffling than the clatter of a
rickety automobile called for
The door to aradio jail is
areal one

Whistles of varying pitch are
used in the wind machine

How aheavy door is made to
squeak on the radio

in so many radio scripts?
The

sound-effects

man

has created an abstract that
gives the essence and spirit of
the "flivver" more accurately
than the actual car would give.
In aheavy felt-lined box
he has suspended a battered
tin wash boiler on four spiral
springs. Within the wash boiler
he has mounted an electric motor that is thrown off balance by acounterweight on one end of the shaft. On the other end apiece of metal is loosely
mounted in such away that the irregular revolutions of the motor cause
it to flop this way and that. At each flop it strikes against two pieces of
metal placed for the purpose. On the bottom of the boiler loose scraps
of tin and broken glass take up the clatter and add to the racket. When
this strange contraption goes into action, the pounding and knocks and
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rattling that come from it are
startlingly real.
Then there is the rain machine that will give every effect,
from the occasional drops at
the beginning of ashower to a
torrential downpour. It is convincing beyond words, and yet
it consists of nothing but abox
in which a framed sheet of
parchment is set at the angle
of ahouse roof. From ahopper
above, ordinary birdseed is released which patters and pours
down on the paper. There is
a device, of course, which permits complete control of the
"rainfall." When this device
works in conjunction with a
wind machine, the weather is
Sounds of awindow may be had from this
practical window which may be raised or
lowered

indeed bad.
A hurricane is blowing. The
wind machine used for this is a

surprise. A crooked piece of wire about sixteen inches long is attached by
one end to the shaft of ahigh-speed motor, the speed of which is controllable. When this wire is driven through the air at avelocity as high
as 25,000 feet, or about four miles a minute, it screeches and howls,
moans and wails in the most approved manner of the wind storm. It
may also be tamed to agentle zephyr by the slowing of the motor.
The rhythmic rolling of surf upon the beach, or the confused thunder
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of aturbulent sea is reproduced on an instrument that is nothing more
than ascreen door pivoted on astand in avariable horizontal position.
A handful of tiny steel balls about the size of buckshot are rolled back
and forth on the surface of the copper screen by agentle and well-timed
tilting. The rolling impact of the balls with the meshes sets up ahissing
noise while the screen as awhole gives forth vibrant undertones. The
metal of the screen is connected electrically to what is known as a
"fader" or volume control like that on your radio set, so the sound man,
tilting with one hand and controlling the fader with the other, can materialize asound picture of moonlit waves rolling lazily in on apalmbordered beach or he can, by aturn of the knob and with more violent
tilting, whip the peaceful ocean into an infuriated turmoil of tumbling
water in amid-ocean gale.
Of course some sound effects are best produced by the thing or
things that in life create the sound wanted. Walking on agravel path,
for instance. This much-used sound is obtained by what is known as the
gravel box, ashallow box of some six feet in length containing actual

The running faucet is
operated by compressed
air which forces water
out of the tank
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gravel into which the sound-effects man
steps, and by raising and lowering his feet
gets the crunching sound desired.
Another effect in which the real
thing does a better job than the synthetic is the jail gate. For this apractical
iron-barred gate is used, the bolts, locks,
hinges, and frame substantial enough to
confine even a well-accomplished jail
breaker. Each has sufficient weight and
solidity to give the correct sound effects.
The house door which is opened and
closed so frequently over the air is a
practical door with practical hardware.
The key may be turned, the doorknob
operated, and the hinges made to squeak
if necessary. There are many types of
The hail machine

doors and many kinds of squeaks, from
the light door of the boudoir to the heavytimbered, iron-studded door to some

vaulted medieval chamber, where its movement gives forth rasping
squawks as it moves upon its rusty hinges.
For the characteristic squeak of the heavy wooden gate, the bow
and strawberry box are again brought into use. This time, however, a
different method of use will give the desired sound effect. The strawberry
box is also used in reproducing rending crashes where splintering wood
and destructive collapses and collisions are necessary.
One of the simplest and one of the most astounding effects is that of
flames as expressed with apiece of cellophane six inches square that is
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crinkled and crackled gently between the hands of the sound-effects
man.
There are some effects, however, that no amount of ingenuity can
produce so that they are entirely convincing. The roar of the crowd, the
rumbling thunder of atrain as it crashes over the switch and frog and
speeds away into the distance, its wind-swept whistle blowing and changing volume and key; the tolling of agreat bell like London's Big Ben,
harbor noises, puffing tugs, screaming whistles, and the booming blast of
the liner's siren all mingled with the rush of agitated water and the surge
of large vessels moving on it—these and many other effects are picked up
and recorded on phonograph discs, and are kept filed and indexed so that
when the script calls for the roar of an avalanche or the droning motor
whir of adiving plane, the sound man can, without amoment's delay,
pick out the desired sound effect and, when ready, place the phonograph
needle on the spot that has the calledfor effect.
Many of these records have six
or more sound effects recorded on
them, each one of which is spotted so
that the needle can be placed accurately upon it. These discs are
operated on turntables which accommodate three or more discs which can
be "played" simultaneously or singly.
Here is a partial list of effects
that are usually taken from records,
or recordings, as they are called in
radio :
The rain machine
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motive sounds, entering and leaving stations, crossing bridges, going
through tunnels. The sounds of ferryboat travel, including whistle,
engine-room bells, clanking machinery, and ferry-slip sounds. Army airplanes and large transport planes. The roar of the crowd at baseball
games, football games, and other large gatherings where there is much
excitement. The cry of the sea gulls. The wailing of an infant. The nocturnal meowings of alley cats. The bark of dogs. The hoofbeats of the
herd. The lowing of asingle cow or of aherd of cows. The bleating of
sheep. The grunting of hogs. Even the squeaking of rats has been recorded.
The sound-effects department in a large broadcasting station is
reminiscent of the property department in a motion-picture studio.
Shelves are lined with the most heterogeneous collection of strange odds
and ends imaginable. Telephones of every type with suitable bells and
buzzers. Bottles of many styles and types and sizes each partly filled with
water. Liquid when poured from amilk bottle does not sound at all like
liquid poured from, say, aginger-ale bottle. Automobile horns and fire-

How the ancient automobile
is expressed in radio

The paddle wheel of ariver steamboat
works in agallon of water

-
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engine sirens, every variety of bells from cow bells to ships' bells, hammers and saws and the necessary nails and wood ready to be nailed or
sawed. Sewing machines, both foot and electric, row on row of china and
glassware. Sheets of glass of varying sizes for breakage. Here are fog
horns, tin horns, and astrange collection of whistles which imitate practically everything from asinging bird to alocomotive whistle—all ready
for the sound man.
Where, one may ask, do these sound-effects men come from? What
is their background? Or training? How do they get into such acurious
profession, for it has really come to be aprofession.
These are questions that cannot be answered in generalities. They
come from all walks of life. Many of them were radio amateurs. Some of
them were musicians, others were jacks of all trades, but all of them have
the imitative instinct. There is nothing they can do to prepare themselves for their interesting work. The best sound-effects men, like many
of our best artists, "just growed."
They have a gift of hearing things and remembering what they
sound like. Merely beating athunder drum will not produce even afair

Crackling cellophane reproducing
fire sounds

The thunder drum sometimes
used for artillery sound
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simulation of thunder any more than blowing into atrumpet will make music. There
must be knowledge and fine perception
back of the beating of the drum so that
after the original crash it will reverberate
and roll, and echo and re-echo, until by
a delicate diminuendo it vanishes and is
gone.
An "ear" is as necessary for soundeffects men as it is for the musician, perhaps more so, for the man on the sending
side of the mike cannot hear what his audience hears thousands of miles away. He
must know, beyond the shadow of adoubt,
that the sounds he is creating, while they
do not in themselves closely resemble the
effects called for by the script, will, when

Sound effect often heard on
ships
transported by wire and air to unseen listeners, be true and in harmony with the subject being
broadcast. A false note in sound
effects is as discordant and disturbing as afalse note on atrumpet or
french horn in an orchestra.

Traffic jam is expressed
by group of auto horns

CHAPTER V
MUSICAL REHEARSALS

"Half "—m,eaning half aminute lo go

T

HE REHEARSALS of some of the major musical programs are, if

anything, more interesting than the actual broadcast.
These rehearsals are held in the larger studios.
The whole atmosphere is one of work. There is none of the glamor of
bright lights, formal dress, or enthusiastic audience.
There may be seventy-five to ahundred instrumentalists and half
that many vocalists, while production men, announcers, composers,
arrangers, sponsors' representatives, directors, and conductors form an
assemblage that is unique in the diversity of its accomplishments.
The orchestra is divided into groups: wood winds, brasses, strings,
timpani. Each group is so placed that the effect of its combined instru-
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Musicians al rehearsal

ments is blended with the whole as aresult of its distance from the microphone. Some instruments register more loudly and harshly than others.
These are placed furthest from the microphone while other instruments
of softer quality are placed closer to it.
Several microphones are used in these major broadcasts, one of
which is devoted to dialogue and solos. The vocal ensemble has another.
The orchestra may have two of its own, while the announcer's microphone is always close to his "board."
In broadcasts of this type, it is customary for each group—instrumental, vocal, and dramatic—to rehearse separately until each has
attained the desired proficiency, then they all assemble in one large or
"dress" rehearsal such as we are describing.
All the microphones are connected with the engineer's mixing board
where he blends or softens or emphasizes the output of any one micro-
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phone. He can, for instance, bring out the soloist's voice loud and clear
while he softens the great power of the instruments to amere whisper.
He can make asmall voice big or abig voice small. He can add clarity
and purity to atone. Were it not for the engineer and his mixing panel
the result over the air might be disastrously disappointing.
"Quiet, pleasell"
The production director is calling the rehearsal. Conversation stops.
The tuning of instruments ceases. The members of the orchestra adjust
their music on the stands. There is apause, the red hand is approaching the starting time.
The announcer is standing by his board, the script of his commercial
in his hand. It is the final rehearsal. Everything must go on time. There
must be no slips now, for the red hand moves on. It is just as if they were
on the air.
The orchestra conductor stands with baton poised, waiting like a
sprinter on his mark. The musicians, each with his instrument in readi-

One of the well-known
orchestras rehearses ten
hours for athirty minute program

In broadcasting the opera these reflector microphones are used
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ness, watch for the beat. The red hand approaches the fifteenth second
upon which the announcer finishes. Director and conductor go into action on the same instant.
The actual broadcast differs but little from the final rehearsal.
There is, of course, more tenseness and acertain element of showmanship, for then an audience is present. Instead of the free-and-easy air of
the rehearsal there is aformality which extends even to the attendants.
There is also adecided nervousness at the approach of the zero moment,
when each man and woman senses the vast audience of millions all over
the country waiting for the broadcast.
The most ambitious, and perhaps the most difficult, feat of the
broadcasters is the broadcasting of opera from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City. Some idea of the magnitude of
this task can be had from the fact that twelve microphones are in operation, each of which must be placed with the utmost precision.
There are mikes suspended over the pit, about thirty-five feet above
the heads of the players, to pick up the orchestra; others are cradled in
the footlights to pick up the soloists; still others are suspended in the
flies to pick up the ensembles; while in the upper stage boxes microphones placed in huge parabolic reflectors are installed to get the general
effect of the opera. All of these are connected with the now famous box
in the Golden Horseshoe. This box has been converted into aminiature
sound studio and is known as the control booth. It is divided into two
parts which are partitioned off from each other and from the auditorium
by double plate-glass panels. They are as nearly soundproof as science
can make them. In one compartment, the announcer and commentator
sits at his announcer's board, while in the other compartment are the
sound engineer and the production engineer. The microphones used are
the ordinary or ribbon type of studio microphone. Not all of the twelve
are in operation at the same time, except on rare occasions.
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The sound engineer and the production man study the score of the

opera in advance. Then they attend rehearsals, making many notations
of technical details. This is followed by a"dress rehearsal" during which
they get the routine accurately set.
During the performance the production man, who is watching the
score as carefully as the musical conductor, prompts the engineer who
is at his mixing panel. He warns him of the entrances and tells him which
orchestra sections—wood winds, brasses, or strings—will be prominent
in the approaching passages and reminds him of stage "business" which
is about to occur.
The engineer, meanwhile, is watching the stage through the glass
panel and listening to the broadcast through his earphones. His hands
are constantly manipulating the "gain" controls or knobs that control
the volume of sound that he is allowing to pour into the various microphones. This co-ordination of hand and ear and sound enables him to
blend the component parts of the opera into the illusion of a performance. By fading certain microphones, increasing the volume of others,
by turning them on and off, the engineer can play on the material of the
opera, the sound of voice and orchestra, as if it were itself an instrument.
He can alter at will the apparent distance of asinger from the audience;
he can smother the voice with music or make it stand out as vibrant and
stirring, and bring singer and orchestra into our living room true to life.
From this mixing board the opera travels over specially engineered
wire circuits to the main control room of the broadcasting station. Here
it is coddled and groomed and nourished, and is sent on its way to the
transmitting station, where it is prepared for transmission over thousands of miles of wires to the local broadcasting stations where it goes on
the air for the final time. It still has astrange journey ahead of it, however, before it reaches the loud-speakers. It goes bounding away in the
form of radio waves ahundred and twenty miles or more up into the sky

•

Announcer and engineer at work during Metropolitan opera broadcast
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where it strikes arippling, fluctuating stratum of ionized atoms which is
the Heaviside layer of which we spoke previously. Part of it bounces off
this layer back to the earth, as light does from amirror, and, thus entering the loud-speaker, ends its long journey to the listening audience.
Although the journey is along one it takes but afraction of the
twinkling of an eye.

Sound engineer al his control desk

CHAPTER VI
TYPES OF BROADCASTS

"Fade on the nose"—a signal lo engineer
that the program must be faded on lime

T

HE AMATEUR HOUR is another type of broadcast which seems to

have met with popular favor.
As its name implies, the talent used before the microphones, with
the exception of the accompanist, is strictly amateur and entirely unversed in the art of broadcasting. The applicants come from all walks of
life and from all parts of the country. Each one seems to be buoyed with
ahope that the country will take him or her to its bosom as the Great
American Radio Star. This is most apparent when they assemble to
undergo atest before the microphone so that the best may be picked for
the broadcast.
As the name of each applicant is called, atrembling and thoroughly
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frightened individual steps to the microphone while the others look on in
open disapproval. After giving name and address, and name or character
of his selection, he is led to the mike, looking for all the world as if it were
the electric chair and his time had come. The introduction on the piano
often goes unheeded. The victim stares tongue-tied at the terrible instrument in front. The piano tries again while the director offers an
encouraging word. A cough, agasping start, frequently off key, breaks
the silence. That at least is something. Another try, and with luck he
gets through his turn. Many of them are glad when it is over.
Those who are selected are called for rehearsal later, and are polished up in their act so that they are reasonably safe to put on the air.
Much of the dialogue is prepared in advance, as it takes aseasoned radio
artist to "ad lib" on the type of comedy dialogue these amateurs broadcast.
The extent to which this amateur broadcasting has grown is amazing. One amateur hour receives as many as 10,000 applicants aweek.
Several hundred are selected from these, each one of whom gets an
audition or tryout. Should their act prove acceptable they are made one
of agroup of twenty, fifteen of whom are used. The other five are held in
reserve and may get achance the following week. The response may be
gathered from the fact that as many as 30,000 votes have come by
phone, telegraph, or mail for one contestant. It takes from fifty to one
hundred telephone operators to handle the traffic incident to one of these
broadcasts. There are about two hundred of these amateurs who are professionally engaged to go on vaudeville tours as aresult of their trial on
the air.
All in all the amateur hour has proven asplendid undertaking, as
many young people of unusual talent have been discovered who otherwise might never have had achance to bring before the great radio audience the gifts nature has bestowed on them.

Broadcasting
from submerged submarine

Broadcasting from
asubmarine

Broadcasting from crater of avolcano
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The broadcasting of events is aphase of this miraculous industry of
which the public has but little knowledge. Let us consider the broadcasting of the annual football game at the Rose Bowl in California each year.
Events of this type, which have major news value, require much
preparation in the way of establishing wire circuits from the scene of the
event to the main control room of the broadcasting station more than
3000 miles away, and from there to the stations from which the stimulating story is hurled into the air.
As the observer for, let us say, WEAF reports each play, his voice is
telephoned to the National Broadcasting Company's control room in
New York City, which it reaches in aweakened condition. Here it is
revived, enlarged, and smoothed out into apleasant and resonant tone.
It is then "piped" out through the nerves of the network to the associated broadcasting stations where it is again refreshed and rejuvenated before it is transmitted through the air, so that it reaches the
listener with the proper strength and clarity. Now let us assume there is a
listener at aloud-speaker amile from the bowl and he is tuned in on the
nearest network station. The sports announcer's voice that he hears
traveled by telephone wire to New York, was processed, traveled all the
way back to the coast, was again put through aclarifying process and
then put on the air, all in less than atwenty-fifth of asecond.
This event broadcasting comes to our loud-speakers from all kinds
of sources. The arrival of aforeign dirigible is described by verbal reporters from many angles and viewpoints. The crowds, the waiting
ground crews, the great mooring mast, are described from the ground,
from the air, or from the roof of the giant dock, or hangar as it is sometimes incorrectly called.
Through the marvels of special microphones we can hear the drone
of the monster's motors, the sharp commands of her officer against that
most stimulating background, the roar of the crowd.
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A great convention, the after-dinner speeches of a banquet. The

funeral services attending the burial of aking beyond the seas. The words
of amonarch as he addresses his subjects, or the blow-by-blow report of a
prize fight come to us as we sit in our homes oblivious of the great effort,
great expense, and great achievements of science necessary to the accomplishment of some of these remarkable broadcasts.
There seems to be no limit to the broadcaster's field of action. The
winged words may come flying to us from the steely blue cold of the
stratosphere, or from asubmarine deep down under the surface of the
sea. Up from the dark, damp passages of acoal mine, or down.from the
sulphurous lip of avolcano the story of the man with the mike comes to
us bringing the four corners of the earth, even the frozen wastes of the
antarctic, into our living room.

Broadcasting
army air
maneuvers

CHAPTER VII

MICROPHONE

BEHIND
THE

"Enforced appreciation"—signal for applause from the audience in the radio studio

A

S RADIO broadcasting developed from its fledgling state, the

great electrical laboratories, seeing the possibilities of its future, began to
turn their attention to the development and improvement of broadcasting equipment. Microphones that were marvels in reproducing fidelity
of tone were soon obtainable. Giant vacuum tubes in which the high
temperature was lowered by water cooling were developed. Transmitting
stations were equipped with apparatus that, in control and power, exceeded the fondest dreams of the engineers of afew years earlier. Great
networks of interconnecting telephone lines, blanketing the country
like ahuge spider web, were engineered. Receiving equipment kept pace
with the transmitters, and the radio audience grew by millions. Broad-

The announcer signals for the orchestra to play softly while he makes
his credit announcement
casting became an industry with an income that was in the hundreds of
millions.
After its initial rapid growth, but while still in its adolescence, our
government took it under its wing. Congress passed the Radio Act in
1927 through which the Federal Radio Commission began to dear up the
great confusion that existed by allocating wave lengths, regulating power
transmitters, and establishing zones and classes.
In the field of broadcasting the one individual of whom we are most
conscious is the announcer. He is as much apart of the program as is the
artist or the speaker. He opens the program, closes it, and sometimes
comments on it in amanner that is both professional and pleasant to
hear.
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Thousands of young
men apply every year to the
broadcasting companies for
the position of announcer.
There is arigid inquiry into
the applicant's qualifications.
A college education or
its equivalent is essential, as
is areasonable knowledge of
two languages. Voice and diction are most important, of
course, but that vague something which for want of a
better name is called radio
personality is beyond doubt
Backstage in the studio. Relays which
operate broadcast apparatus

the most valuable of all the
assets.

The announcer must be at all times complete master of the situation
during abroadcast. Should confusion arise in the studio he must keep
the program going without abreak, he must hold the audience. He must
be on the alert to see that no forbidden material goes out. He is responsible for starting the program on the dot and finishing it on the split
second. There must be no waiting on the air. The great audience will not
sit and stare at amute receiver no matter how good the program promises to be. If, therefore, the unforeseen happens and the program is interrupted or delayed, the announcer switches over to a "stand-by"
orchestra or pianist to hold the audience.
These "stand bys" are always on duty during broadcasting hours.
Some announcers are endowed with fine reportorial ability. These
are the men we hear describing thrilling or important events. They have
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the faculty of co-ordinating sight and speech so that they can send to
listening millions awell-drawn word picture of the event they are witnessing.
Announcers are as arule paid for their services exclusively by the
broadcasting companies. There are afew companies who permit their
announcers to accept fees from sponsors, the size of the fee being dependent on the importance of the program.
Then there are announcers who work directly for sponsors. These
are the princelings of the profession, as they have been known to receive
as high as $1000 for abroadcast.
Before the announcer proceeds to the studio for abroadcast, he reports at the announcer's department areasonable time before the appointed broadcasting hour. There he consults the "log book" from which
he gathers all essential particulars of the broadcast. He then reports to
the studio and stands ready at his announcer's control panel. He adjusts
his earphones and listens for the end of the preceding program which is
broadcast elsewhere and which is announced by the ringing of the
chimes.
Then there is alapse of twenty seconds between the first note of the
chime and the beginning of his program, during which he plugs in his
channel which connects the studio with the network or other stations
from which the program is to be broadcast.
It is not generally known that much of the material that goes on the
air is recorded on discs similar to those used on aphonograph. This is
done for many reasons.
A speaker may wish to have an accurate record of his talk before the
microphone; or asinger may, for comparative or critical reasons, wish to
hear his or her voice as the radio audience hears it. Then it is sometimes
found expedient to record, or make an electrical transcription of aprogram, after which the record is mailed to several broadcasting centers to
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be put on the air at varying hours of the day or days of the week. Commentators, too, frequently have their programs recorded as aprecaution
against misquotations and consequent libel suits. Many of the leading
comedians have their programs recorded ahead of their performance
before the mike so that they can polish and improve their lines and observe the tempo which is so important to the success of such programs.

Testing in repair department
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When arecording is made, the person or group that is being recorded

work in one of the regular studios and before the standard microphone.
The sound engineer whom we mention elsewhere "pipes" or connects the
microphone into which the program is delivered with the recording department. Here along the walls are what are known as recording tables.
Discs are whirling away at arapid rate as they absorb on their sensitive
surfaces atrue reproduction of the programs that are being put on elsewhere in the building or in another part of the country or of the world.
In another place in this department are the reproducing machines
which "play back" the records and send the contents with the speed of
light wherever they are to be heard.
Notwithstanding all of the incoming and outgoing sound, the recording room is aplace of silence. Panel boards, recording and reproducing machines, and apparatus of formidable appearance are everywhere
all in full action, yet never asound comes from one of them.
"Stretch." When the program is running short this gesture means lengthen it

CHAPTER VIII
COMMUNICATION S

Insulators on the long-wave antenna at the
transmitting station

HEN in 1901 Marconi, on that cold winter morning at St. Johns,
received the famous "S" signal from across the Atlantic he listened for
the first faint trickle of acataract of radio electric energy that was later
to flow in agreat torrent around the earth, bringing men and nations
closer to each other, setting aside the barriers of distance, and overcoming the physical obstacles of mountain range and ocean.
Where that single letter "S" of the three little dots could go, all of
the twenty-four other letters of the alphabet could go, and numerals as
well. International radio communication was born.
The days of its infancy were marked by bickerings and jealousies
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At the transatlantic receiving station signals coming through the many receivers
are routed to the central operating room. through this switchboard

as nations awoke to the great part it was destined to play in the affairs of
the world.
Space had been conquered. The operator at his sending key could
reach out an invisible finger and with the speed of light write his message
clearly and boldly at the other end of the world.
In 1903 the American Marconi Company built astation on Cape
Cod with the object of establishing communication between the United
States and England.
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In the autumn of 1907
England linked Ireland and
Newfoundland with a limited public-communication
service.
Soon after 1908 Fessenden

established

mitter

station

a transat

Brant

Rock, Massachusetts, that
had its

correspondent at

Mackrehanish, Scotland.
Germany stepped into
the picture in 1912 and was
soon followed by Norway.
The year 1914 saw San
Francisco and

Hawaii

hooked up by radio. The
world was becoming smaller.
After that each year saw the
invisible web spun and extended all over the earth until today the United States
and its insular territories
are linked with forty-five
foreign countries.
Radio communications,
while they never faltered or
deviated a hair's breadth
from the plan of ultimately
girdling the earth, were harLong-wave transmitting
antennae
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assed by natural phenomena that made the whole project sometimes
seem hardly worth the effort.
Static was the greatest bugbear. It came and went as it pleased.
Sometimes it was caused or intensified by sunspots; again the aurora
borealis took ahand. Electrical and magnetic disturbances in the atmosphere were also responsible at times for drowning out all signals in a
crackling roar. Radio men scratched their heads and kept on experimenting, investigating, and investing. It seemed as though the spirits of
space were putting up astrong fight against the invaders of their infinite
territory. Science won, however, through the invention and perfecting of
new instruments, new types of aerials, and new sending and receiving
apparatus. Today radio communication is carried on with the same
matter-of-fact definiteness as making atelephone call to afriend's house
aquarter of amile away.
Perhaps the easiest way to get apicture of what actually happens
when you telegraph by radio from New York to London, let us say, is to
follow the message from the moment you turn it over to amessenger boy,
having written it carefully, of course, preferably in "print" capitals with
lots of space between words and lines.
It goes first to the receiving desk where the words are counted and
the address is checked to insure delivery. The cost is about the same as a
cable message. The time of receipt is stamped on it. If you are in ahurry
for areply, ared label with urgent in bold letters is attached to it.
It is then shot through apneumatic tube to the operating room,
which is one of the most remarkable spots in the entire world of radio.
As you approach it you hear the clicking of scores of typewriters
and ahesitant clatter from numerous unfamiliar machines. As you open
the door the first thing that claims your attention is the number of signs
all over the place, designating the sections devoted to traffic with certain
countries. The signs are strong, bold, and very plain. It suggests acon-
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vention hall with banners, emblazoned with the names of the states
identifying their groups.
Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Italy, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, Turkey, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Curaçao,
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico,
and Venezuela, each is represented by asign.

The control room is the watch lower of the receiving station
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If your message were going
to the Far East, it would be sent
in the other direction, west from
San Francisco. There is no spot
in the world connected directly
with so many foreign countries
as is this remarkable room.
Your message reaches the
transmitting operator under the
Great Britain sign who is working the London circuit. Beside
his typewriter are two strangelooking machines, both synchronized with the typewriter,
so that when the operator strikes

This device converts received dots and
dashes directly into letters and words on a
paper tape

the keys on the typewriter one
of the machines perforates apaper ribbon with the corresponding letters
in Morse. As the ribbon is perforated it is automatically fed into the
second machine where it operates like the paper roll on aplayer piano,
but instead of music it is sending out electrical impulses in the form of
dots and dashes.
These impulses must have something more than energy before they
can be transmitted. They must have tone or sound, so the direct current
impulses are converted into tone impulses which are enlarged or amplified, and used to "key" or tune the transmitter.
Now these dots and dashes have still to
make along journey to the transmitting station
which is more than sixty miles away.
Here, as in broadcasting, the signal is
strengthened, built up and sent ortt as a
Rolls of paper tape on which the dots
and dashes of incoming messages
are recorded
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radio wave that will leap across the Atlantic in one-eighth of asecond.
It is treated for clarity and proper tone quality with the aid of a
strange instrument, the oscillograph, which enables the radio engineer to see the behavior of the radio waves even though they are, as we
said, invisible. On the surface of its illuminated disc, agreen line of light
quivers and curves and plays along the horizontal diameter of the disc.
The behavior of the green line varies with the characteristics' of the radio
signal. It weaves itself into beautiful and intricate patterns that are
smooth, clear, and well defined, or it may show aline that is disturbed
and unhealthy. It is asort of visual stethoscope applied over the heart of
radio.
After its passage through this bewildering place it leaps to the
antennae high up on gigantic towers and is hurled into space.
The transmitting plant of the Radio Corporation of America at
Rocky Point, Long Island, actually covers more ground with its physical
equipment than any commercial plant in the world. Five thousand acres
are devoted to it. Its enormous T-shaped towers are visible for miles
around as they stretch off into the landscape afifth of amile apart.
Approaching it from the south it looks like aforest of Douglas firs
that have been denuded of limb and branch. Masts, athousand of them,
rising a hundred feet or more straight and strong as the masts of a
clipper ship, fill the landscape and in places merge into solid groups as
they go into the distance. As one draws nearer to this strange forest,
great spider webs are seen to spread between them. Insulators of glass
and porcelain, tens of thousands of them, glisten and sparkle against the
sky like dewdrops in gossamer on asummer's morning.
In one place the masts and antennae and insulators suggest abejeweled fan. In another an oval necklace of diamonds. Between the high
steel towers green copper wires, delicate as asilk thread at their great
height, swoop in vanishing curves. In fine weather it is an inspiring sight,
A rigger al the transmitting station starts

a long climb to the top of one of the 410fool lowers
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On some radio circuits the received
signals are automatically translated
into printed letters on apaper tape.
An operator is shown here pasting
atape containing amessage on a
Radiogram blank

but when in winter tons of ice
form on the wires it is heartache for the men who maintain them. Science came to
their rescue, however, by sending a strong electric current through the wires, thereby causing heat
which melts the ice.
There are three groups of antennae used at once for reception from
any one point. These groups are far removed from each other so that,
should the signal "fade" or become weaker on one unit, another will
receive it clear and strong.
It is in this way that the
terrible bugaboo of radio
"fading" has been overcome. Only a comparatively short time ago, less

Messages come by belt to this
position where they are recorded and then hastened on
their way
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than ten years, when an incoming signal faded it was gone and nothing
could be done about it. Today, as aresult of multiple aerials and receivers,
traffic comes in with the definiteness and regularity of afactory whistle. •
Now let us suppose the person to whom you radioed in London
replies without delay. His message goes through the same process of
transmission over there and comes winging across from the other side to
be picked up by the receiving antennae of which we have just spoken.
From the antennae it comes directly into the receiving department near
by. It is weak and tired and travel stained, and hardly in afit condition
to be relayed to New York, so it is rejuvenated and strengthened, or
amplified as they say, and is then put on the wire to New York where it
reaches the same office from which your message was sent.
Here is another spot where radio becomes almost uncanny and suggestive of the weird den of the alchemist of old. Three thousand miles
away aman strikes, say, the letter "S" on atypewriter key. Before his
finger has left the key to strike the next one ametal finger in New York
writes that very letter on aribbon of tape.
This finger operates in amost bewildering way. It writes in dots and
dashes, of course, but each dot and dash is connected by aV line, because
as it writes its message in ink it never leaves the paper ribbon. The
ribbon comes from the receiver directly before the receiving operator
who sits at his typewriter and translates the strange wiggly line into a
coherent message which he typewrites on aRadiogram blank.
One of the best examples of the practicality of radio communications Iknow of, is an occurrence that took place in New York during the
period when Admiral Byrd was in the Antarctic. One of the engineers
assigned to the broadcasting of the Byrd expedition, having completed
his work, left for his home. On that evening the weekly program from the
South Pole was to be broadcast. Some emergency arose that necessitated
the presence of the engineer at the studio. It was found that his phone
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was out of order and there was no other way of reaching him quickly
enough. They assumed at the studio that he would listen in on the tests
from the Antarctic, so the studio radioed the operator of the expedition
at the South Pole asking him to broadcast that Mr. So-and-So, the missing engineer, report at the studio in New York three miles away. The
engineer got the message via the South Pole and left at once for the
studio.
All of this type of communication is classed under the general title
of "point to point" and as such it forms an important unit in the commercial as well as the political affairs of the world; consequently every
country takes a decided interest in, if not actual control of, the radio
facilities within its borders.
These are modern short-wave receiving antennae used in communications work

CHAPTER IX
MARINE
COMMUNICATION

Engineers check up the tonal qualities of a
radio receiver and make sound visual on
this oscilloscope for close study

A

sTHREE QUARTERS of the earth's surface is under water it is

not surprising that from the early days of radio it was closely connected
with the sea, while today alarge part of the world's radio traffic is what
is termed Marine Communication.
In the days before the radio conquest of space, the sea was filled
with terrors for those who journeyed on it. "Lost at sea without trace"
was afrequently repeated closing word on ships that sailed away from
port, never to be heard from again. At Lloyd's in London alarge bell
was tolled mournfully to announce to the underwriters that such and
such aship, long overdue, was officially considered lost. The only means
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of communication the ship of those days had with shore, once she left
"soundings," was by asking apassing ship to report her to her owners.
Sometimes these ships passed in the night or some miles from each other,
making communication impossible. In case of distress or disaster they
had to depend on flares and rockets and sometimes the shooting of small
cannon as distress signals. These, of course, were puny devices because
their range was so limited.
Instead of the gay "sailing parties" that we witness today when a
passenger ship is about to cross the ocean, it used to be that sorrow and
fearful misgivings were evident among passengers and those who came
to wish them bon voyage.
Then the blessing of radio came. The ocean was robbed of its
greatest terror, isolation. Shipmasters and their passengers felt more
secure in their knowledge that somewhere beyond the horizon, which
was but amere twenty miles away, were other ships which would rush to
their aid in times of distress. Unfortunately, however, in the early days
of radio, few ships were radio equipped, which left many of them totally
deaf when the call for help went out.
When the SS Republic was rammed by the SS Florida on January
23, 1909, the primitive radio with which she was equipped brought aid
that prevented loss of life. The country was so impressed with this that
legislation was passed the following year requiring all vessels carrying
fifty or more persons to be equipped with radio telegraph and askilled
operator.
Further legislation followed in 1912 when, after the fearful Titanic
disaster, it was discovered that there was aradio-equipped ship near by
whose operator was off watch when the Titanic's SOS was sent out.
So in 1912 the former legislation was amended and each vessel
carrying fifty or more passengers was required to have two operators and
to stand constant radio watch. Each ship was also required to have

The ship's radio operator checks the operation of his transmitter
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auxiliary equipment that could be operated independently of the ship's power
supply. It might be truthfully said that
the radio telegraph has contributed more
to safety of life at sea than all other
contributions to the science and art of
navigation.
Let us step aboard one of the modern
passenger vessels and see how radio
operates for the comfort, safety, and inOperators constantly check
the sending stations' transmitters to make sure they are
on their assigned wave lengths

formation of those aboard.
The radio room will usually be
found high up in the superstructure
of the vessel, not too far from the bridge,

yet not too inaccessible to the passengers. It is in charge of a chief
radio man who has one or two assistants. Within the confined space
of the room is crowded the last word in radio equipment both in sending
and receiving. Where formerly the radio "shack," as it was called, was
a curiosity spot for passengers, and the rattling crack of its powerful
spark could be heard all over the vessel, it is today as well ordered and
matter of fact as the purser's office. Day and night you will find an
operator seated before his receiver listening for his own incoming traffic
with one ear, as it were, and for the distress call which may come at any
moment with the other.
In every hour of the twenty-four there are two silent periods when
all radio traffic in marine communication ceases. Then the headphones
are clapped on more tightly, for during the three minutes of each period
of silence the call of distress or the stand-by signal may more easily be
heard, particularly if the distressed vessel is operating with failing power.
An operator who through forgetfulness or any other cause trespassed

Radio operator at his post in the ship's radio room
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with his signals on this sacredly guarded period of silence, would be
looked upon as arenegade to the traditions of radio. At the end of the
silent period his headphones would begin to buzz with calls from ships'
operators for hundreds of miles around. He would be told in the strange
and abbreviated language of the key what they thought of him, and
their thoughts would not be flattering. This jealous guarding of the
period of silence may be accounted for by the fact that every operator
feels that it may be his turn someday to be on the sending end of an
SOS when failing power may make his signal weak. Then silence to him
is truly golden.
The "stand-by" or "attention" signal is Q which means, "be on the
lookout for my call, we are having trouble and may need help."
The distress signal is the well-known SOS, which is the international
call for assistance. The letters SOS, which in international Morse are
...———...,mean nothing in themselves. They are not an abbreviation
of any phrase or words such as "Save our ship," or "Save our souls,"
as many believe. The reason this particular combination of letters was
selected is because they give a sharp, easily recognized signal which
when repeated can be picked out from among the great volume of traffic
signals which are always flying around.
There have been rare but harrowing instances where aship in the
immediate neighborhood of avessel that was in trouble failed to hear
the distress signal. Never once has this tragic happening been due to the
failure of radio. It was owing to the fact that there was only one operator
on the ship that was called and he had "turned in" for his much-needed
sleep, thereby missing the SOS from the ship in distress.
In that men cannot work continuously and without rest during a
voyage, and carrying two operators on small vessels places aburden on
the ship owners, particularly cargo vessels, this problem of unheard distress signals was agrave one until the automatic alarm was developed.

A "cooling pond" lowers the temperature of water used to cool the tubes and
machinery in the high-power radio transmitters
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With this instrument installed the lone operator on asmall ship may go
to bed without the terrible fear of sleeping through the tragic period
when anear-by ship is pleading for immediate help.
The operation of this automatic signal device is simple enough.
In the first place, it has asignal all of its own known as the International
Distress Signal. It consists of twelve dashes, each having aduration of
four seconds, with one interval of one second between them. Where the
operator leaves his set for any purpose he throws the alarm into the circuit and it at once begins to function automatically. It will disregard all
signals but the twelve long dashes. When these come, arelay switches on
aclattering gong which can be heard aconsiderable distance from the
radio room. Then the operator can jump to his post, listen for position
and particulars, report to the captain, and dispatch the welcome news
of speedy assistance to the ship in distress.
The radio room on amodern passenger vessel is abusy place, for
besides the general radio correspondence of the passengers it attends
to the radio business of the ship such as routing, cargo information,
weather reports, and reports of the daily position and the probable time
of arrival.
The news of the day, or press service as it is called, must be picked
up, printed, and distributed to the passengers. Then, for those interested
in the financial market, the brokerage service, buying and selling orders,
and market quotations. There is also amedical service through which
free emergency medical advice is sent to ships that carry no doctor.
Even gifts are radioed from aboard ship to friends or relatives ashore.
The sender may select agift from acatalogue carried aboard and choose
aprepared greeting appropriate to the occasion. Through arrangements
made with stores in many cities, the gift and greeting are delivered at
once while the sender is thousands of miles away.
These radio men have in time of emergency and distress proven

The ship's officer takes abearing on the radio direction finder
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themselves to be worthy of the best traditions of the sea. They have
clung to their posts on many occasions when the floors and walls of the
radio room were blistering and smoking from the heat of aburning ship.
They have stayed at their keys for long and miserable hours, hanging on
by main strength, as the water rose within the vessel because of aheavy
list. They have continued to send out the call for help as they saw the
last boat pull away from the doomed vessel and then have waited for her
to sink as did Jack Phillips on the Titanic, who went down with her.
There is amonument in Battery Park, New York, to these radio
heroes who gave up their lives that others might be saved from the sea.
More than twenty names are graven on the bronze tablet.
There is another radio device used on all modern ships which, although it is rather simple in appearance and in operation, has had afarreaching effect in making sea travel safer and navigation more accurate.
It is the direction finder. Usually installed on the bridge or in the
chartroom it is used in obtaining radio bearings or, as its name implies,
the true direction of two or more points on shore from the ship. The ship
is, of course, always at the focal or meeting point of these lines of direction. It consists of a rotating "loop" which picks up the signal from
lighthouse or lightship, which transmits periodically for radio directionfinder purposes. The loop is connected to ahighly sensitive and selective
radio receiver which can be adjusted to the desired signal. It has the
peculiar radio property of giving a maximum signal when its edge is
toward the source, and diminishing the loudness of the signal as it is
turned on its axis, until it reaches awell-defined minimum or "null" as
its broadside is turned toward the source of the signal.
Now let us suppose aship is one hundred miles off the coast of New
Jersey. The weather is foggy or rainy. The captain has not seen the sun
nor stars for days. Wind, tide, and currents are always throwing aship
off her course. He desires to make the port of New York. Before the days

This rotating loop antenna is controlled
from the radio direction finder in the chartroom' below

...A :PM,*

A bank of "diversity" receivers in the receiving station

o the direction finder that man would be in atight spot. So tight, in
fa t, that it was agamble whether he would pile up on the Jersey or Long
Is and shores, or grope around in the ship traffic lanes until the sun came
ou. So frequently did this happen that large salvage companies had
s aging equipment, such as tugs, lighters, and derricks, with large
cr

son duty day and night waiting for word that aship was ashore

alo gthe coast_ Then, like afire department running to afire, the fleet
wo dset out full speed to the scene of the wreck. Since the advent of the
dir ction finder these great organizations with their ponderous equipme thave either gone out of business ter gone into other lines of work.
The operation of the direction finder is surprisingly simple. It is
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usually worked by one of the ship's officers although the radio men must
check it and keep it in repair. Two shore signal stations are selected.
The finder is tuned in on the intermittent note of one and then on the
other. After the first station is found and tuned, the officer turns ahorizontal wheel which is connected by ashaft which goes through the deck
above to the loop, asquare rectangle of metal tube within which is coiled
the antennae wire. This antennae loop picks up the signal. The officer
turns first one way and then another, feeling for the minimum of signal
power or the maximum of silence. When he has found it he consults a
compass face which is in the lower part of the instrument. A pointer
shows on this face the exact direction in which the loop is pointing. A
line is drawn accurately on the chart in that direction, one end of it
starting at the station on which the instrument is tuned. The operation
is repeated with another radio signal station and again aline is drawn.
The point at which these two lines intersect is the position of the ship

Measuring acoustic
characteristics of
radio receivers
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and is called a"fix." If three stations are used, the point at which the
three projected lines meet is call a"three-point fix."
Where aship is not equipped with aradio direction finder but is
equipped with radio telegraph, it may in some locations secure bearings
by signaling two radio direction-finder stations on shore. These stations
determine the ship's position and send it by radio to the captain.
Ever since the earliest days of shipping, weather has been asubject
of most importance and concern to mariners. Wind has always played an
important role, particularly in the days of sail. Fog, the terror of the seafarer, would be as deadly and as baffling today as it ever was, were it
not for radio. Rain, sleet, snow, hail, all have penalties which they exact
on shipping wherever it may be. Even cloudy weather has its drawbacks,
for it makes navigation difficult and sometimes impossible. It is small
wonder then that sailors the world over have always been weather conscious. They learned to read weather signs and omens as achild learns
to read abook. They had weather superstitions in which they believed
with as much fervor as the mathematician believes his figures. Many an
apprentice got alash of arope's end for whistling when afull-sail breeze
was blowing, for to whistle aboard aship brought on wind or an increase
of it. Many ahard-boiled sea captain, while laying in the doldrums' dead
calm with not a stir in his sails, would pace the poop deck whistling
lustily, firm in his belief that it would bring on abreeze. Finlanders were
awelcome addition to any ship's crew as their presence was believed to
insure favorable winds.
Consider the officer of a modern steamship today as she speeds
smoothly on her way. When he is called fifteen minutes before his watch
on deck begins, it is in this way: "Eleven forty-five, sir, temperature
sixty, weather squally."
The barometer is still considered almost as necessary to a ship's
equipment as is the chronometer. Weather entries are made in the log as
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they were in the days of sail. When
the captain wants careful vigil kept
for areported derelict or a certain
light he says, "Keep aweather eye
out for

etc.," so we see that not-

withstanding the great strides that
man has made in the building of
ships, their propulsion and their
navigating, they are still the playthings of the storm, though better
One of the newest air-cooled, highfrequency transmitting tubes

able to cope with it and, thanks to
radio, can avoid much of its fury.

When, therefore, apractical radio weather service to ships at sea
was established there was rejoicing among ships' officers who had been
harassed for years by taking the weather where they found it. This
weather service comes to the ship in the form of aweather map.
Now imagine aship athousand miles at sea. The captain is concerned about ahurricane that is raging to the south of him. He knows
nothing of its course or probable duration. All the weather lore that he
and his officers have accumulated during alifetime at sea gives him but
little to go by. Then the ship's radio operator sends him aprinted weather
map direct from the United States
Weather Bureau at Washington, D. C.
It contains accurate information on
weather conditions from ships at sea all
over the area which the map covers. This
information is arranged in map form so
that it shows the isobars, the movement
of the storm center and the prevailing
winds, as well as other information in

When more power is drawn from tubes than
they are intended to supply, their metal plates
glow with ared-hot warning
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a manner that would be impossible to send as a word message.
That map left New York but afew minutes previously and here it
is on the bridge of the vessel being studied and measured by the captain
and officers.
Almost amiracle! And one worth alittle study. These weather maps
are sent out by what is called the facsimile system. Through this marvel
of science, aphotograph, ablue print, adocument, asketch, or amanufacturer's statement can be sent, as well as aweather map.
It is surprising to note the rapid growth of this form of radio communication and its many applications to the requirements of modern life.
An example of the wonders of this facsimile service is the case
of ayoung man who absconded from aNew York bank with asatchelful
of cash. It was an easy getaway, but not acomplete one, for when he
stepped on the gangplank at Southampton detectives, who not only had
his photograph but his fingerprints, took him in. Both photograph and
fingerprints had been radioed ahead of him.
The machine which performs this wonder is no larger than atypewriter and apparently less complicated. A film reproduction of the
document, or picture, or weather map is placed on arevolving cylinder
in the sending machine. As the cylinder revolves apin point of intense
light, no larger than the period at the end of this sentence, plays on the
film. This light point moves slowly across the length of the revolving
film so that it covers or scans its entire surface. As the details of the picture vary in density, the light point is reflected to aphoto cell or electric
eye with varying degrees of illumination. These light variations are
converted by aphotoelectric cell into radio impulses of varying power
which are transmitted through space to areceiving instrument, where
the radio impulses are converted into electric impulses which eject from
amicroscopically small nozzle ajet of ink which varies in volume exactly
as the pin point of light varied in its reflected intensity.

CHAPTER X
TELEVISION

The television image tube is here shown
reproducing apicture invisible lo the eye

N

OW this transmitting of pictures through space must not be con-

fused with television, which is in no way related to facsimile except in
that radio is the messenger that bears them both. The relation of one to
the other is that of the still photograph to the motion picture.
Of all the science marvels with which the average person is familiar,
less has been written on television than on any other. It has been
shrouded in the mysterious twilight of the laboratory. It is so thoroughly
intermingled with pure science that unlike its parent, radio, it is far
beyond the amateur. Unlike radio, also, it is an expensive subject in which
to dabble, as highly complex and expensive equipment is necessary to it.

Examining the crystalline structure of luminescent materials in "the cleanest
chemical laboratory in the world"
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While television is no longer atheory and has passed beyond the
laboratory stage, it has not yet reached apoint in its development where
it is commercially practical on alarge scale. There are still many obstacles, some of them huge, which have to be overcome. It cannot, except
under favorable conditions, be broadcast much more than twenty miles.
Sending it over the present wire systems is also along way off, as the
existing wires used in these systems are unsuited to the transmission of
television as it now stands.
Up to date the size at which television can be shown with reasonably
good results is quite small—about the size of half apage of this book—so
that the broadcasting of baseball games or football games to large assemblages is still in the future.
Perhaps its greatest handicap is going to be that people will compare
its pictorial quality with that of motion pictures. As amatter of fact they
bear no relation to each other, as the motion picture is amanufactured
article that can be sold at so much afoot and be shipped and stored like
shoes or sealing wax, whereas television is but aview of life at adistance
at the moment it is viewed.
In television there is no negative, no positive, no print. There are
no chemicals or developing processes, nothing that can be felt or seen.
Nothing goes into the television "camera" but light and electricity, and
A corner in the chemical laboratory
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what comes out nobody knows. It cannot be compared with motion
pictures any more than radio can be compared with aphonograph record.
The first step forward in television was made in 1873 by Dr. May,
who discovered that the element silenium had the property of varying its
electrical resistance when subjected to light rays of varying intensity.
Although this was before the days of radio the good doctor proceeded to
build a device that would, he believed, transmit pictures electrically
through the medium of a silenium plate upon which a picture was
projected. He was disappointed. The machine never worked. Two
years later a scientist named Carey, taking Dr. May's experience
as aguide, conceived the idea of using ascreen or plate composed of a
large number of silenium cells, each of which was energized by an individual electrical circuit. This, too, was afailure although he established
the fact that apicture or subject must be divided into agreat number of
component parts, each one of which had to be transmitted separately to
areceiving device that would put them together again. Just as if you sent
ajigsaw puzzle piecemeal to afriend who assembled it as he received
each piece.
This disassembling, sending, and putting together again was then

Above, an iconoscope" tube in an early stage.
This tube is the "eye" of the television camera

An experimental image tube. It enables man to
see through the dark when scenes or images are
illuminated with "black light" which may
consist of either infra-red or ultra-violet rays
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attempted by another method known as the Nipkow disc. This scanning
disc method, as it was called, was only moderately successful, for while
it did actually transmit pictures they were so flickery and so vague in
outline and detail that they were of no real value, so the scanner was
abandoned.
It was now quite plain that if television were to be an accomplished
fact an entirely new method would have to be adopted. The nearest approach to true television is the human eye, which picks up an impression
of an object or scene on the retina from which it is transmitted along a
group of nerves to alight sensitive spot on the brain where it is converted
into sight. With this analogy
in mind science set to work.
Within
Vladimir

ten

years

Zworykin

of

Dr.
the

R.C.A. laboratories developed
an electric eye which he calls
the iconoscope, which is the first
device to give practical television results. Beside this iconoscope many of the great marvels of science fade into simple,
almost

elementary, devices.

Although it is in appearance
a rather simple-looking affair
the miracles that take place
within it are unbelievable.

Pulling the finishing touches on
a powerful ultra-high-frequency
radio transmitter at the television
laboratories

Laboratory model of the television camera. The iconoscope tube is contained in
the compartment
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It looks like alarge spherical bottle with avery long neck. A rectan-

gular plate is suspended within the body and afew electrical gadgets,
including acathode, are placed within the neck close to the stopper.
Now this iconoscope is placed within the television camera in such
a way that the image of the subject, a baseball player let us say, is
thrown on the rectangular plate. This plate, while it looks very simple,
is made up of 70,000 light sensitive cells. As the image is projected on
these cells astream of electrons is played upon it from the heated cathode
in the neck of the bottle. These electrons bombard the plate at the speed
of light, and are directed at it so that the stream travels from side to side
in aseries of close lines. As the entire plate is scanned thirty times a
second you can imagine the speed of the operation. Each time the plate

An early television lest room. A laboratory model of the television camera is in
the center foreground

Experimental cathode ray tubes waiting to receive their
electron guns. The
tube at lower right
shows the fluorescent material on the
flat end

is scanned its cells send forth an impulse along the scanning beam that
varies with the light values of the image which the lens throws on it.
These electrical impulses are then converted into radio waves and are
transmitted to the receiving instrument which may be miles away.
These radio signals come in as conventional waves but are at once set to
do ajob that is altogether different from what they do in your radio receiving set. In the television receiving instrument there is also abottlelike "tube." This one, however, is shaped like aFlorence flask and is .
called the kinescope. It is conical in shape, with ashort neck and aflat
bottom. It is on the bottom of the flask, which is placed horizontally,
that you see the image of the ballplayer when from the cathode in the

Inside this door the engineers
remove their shoes and change
clothing before going into
succeeding rooms, where every
precaution is taken against
dust
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neck comes a spray of electrons which makes the prepared "bottom"
fluorescent.
The scientists are still at work on television and are making rapid
progress in securing an enlarged image.
The size of their task may be imagined when you consider that they
are working with and studying the behavior of electrons which are so
small that if adrop of water were enlarged to the size of the earth an
electron would be in comparison the size of agrain of sand on the beach.
They are as speedy in their movements as is light. When an electron
jumps from one spot to another it goes at the speed of 186,000 miles a
second.
While television is today an accomplished fact, in that we can
actually see events that are happening miles away from us, we are still
far from the day when it can be considered comparable in coverage and
service to the present system of sound broadcasting.
Motion-picture films can be transmitted by television as well as actual scenes

CHAPTER XI
AVIATION RADIO

Master distributing frame, where millions
of "wireless wires" terminate

H

ERE IS one more branch of radio communication that may very

well be placed on the roster of science wonders, and that is aviation
radio. Here we have it working hand in hand with an industry that is as
young as itself, sharing its trials and its victories. Without radio, commercial aviation could not have developed to the point it has reached at
present. The great airlines and their fleets of monster planes would be
practically impotent without the guiding signal of the radio beacon.
Pilots, no matter how competent, couldn't operate the huge passenger
planes that wing across and up and down the country without the radio
phone and the radio telegraph. In fact, it is no exaggeration to say that
it was radio that made practical air transport possible.
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Let us step aboard

one of the transport planes
and see how the radio
beam works.
The pilot of atransport

plane

directs

course of his plane

the
as

much by sound as he does
by sight, and in thick
weather he steers entirely
by sound. That is why he
uses earphones as the captain of a steamship uses
binoculars.
Along all airlines are
placed at certain intervals
aradio transmitter, called
aradio beacon. The bea-

Simple transmitter on airliner

con sends out on the air
during the day and night the two letters A and N which in the Morse
code are dot dash for A and dash dot for N. Should the pilot deviate to
the left of his course he hears dot dash, dot dash, clot dash, and if he
strays to the right of it he hears dash dot, dash dot, dash dot, but if he
is on his course the dash or long note at the end of A combines with the
long note at the beginning of N and they both become along musical
note that indicates he is on the true course.
When he is "riding the beam" he does not have to worry about landmarks or signposts to guide him on his way. With his radio telephone
the pilot can keep in touch with the airports on his course. He may speak
with other planes and get information on weather and flying conditions.
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He can call the airport for which he is headed and be informed on surface
wind and be warned of obstructions if there are any. In fog he can be
guided to the ground where frequently there is no ground to be seen.
Should his radio telephone foul he has his radio telegraph key to
fall back on. Radio is at his command every minute to guide him on his
course.
As this was written apilot left the Pacific Coast in aplane, flew all
the way across the country, and landed at the Atlantic Coast without
having once caught aglimpse of the 3000 miles of territory over which
he flew. His take-off and landing were perfect, and his navigation was
accurate although he was enclosed in acockpit that was so covered in
that he had to depend entirely on the unerring radio for his guidance.
This blind flying is doing much to remove the danger of fog, and it is
believed that the time is not far distant when planes may come swooping
in to perfect landings borne on the wings of radio even when the visibility
is zero.
Of all the great industries which have grown up around us contributing to our pleasures, comforts, or physical needs, none has had the
storybook career of radio.
Born of science, it thrived and grew from puny infancy to adolescence, and then to sturdy maturity under the paternal hand of the
scientist. It was, is, and always shall be achild of the laboratory where
research permeates every action and every thought.
Entering one of the great radio research laboratories is an experience
never to be forgotten, for here one sees men and things that are not of
this workaday world. One sees the forces of nature put through athird
degree so that their secrets may be wrung from them.
The behaviorism of the electron is studied as if the invisible thing
were ahorse or adog or even ahuman being. The great void of space is
explored and measured and prospected as if it were asection of land on

Pilot listening in
on "beam"

which oil or gold had been discovered. The mystery of light and sound is
forever being probed. Waves and wave lengths are sorted and segregated
and tied up in bundles like asparagus.
So broad is the scope of radio research that it may take two generations of ceaseless effort to bring to ultimate fruition some of the subjects
being delved into today.
In no other place in industry will you fmd men engaged in such
abstruse problems. Surrounded by all the physical equipment and material and skilled help they need, they pursue their fond dreams or pet
phantoms without aworry as to the financial wherewithal or the security
of their job—for job it is.
They may never actually catch up with their elusive will-o'-the-
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wisp, but in the chase they are led into out-of-the-way places that sometimes prove to be storehouses of facts and findings that are valuable beyond price.
Of all the phenomena of the radio research laboratory none is more
astonishing than the youth of its personnel.
There are no grizzled beards or heads bowed by the weight of years
and knowledge. The figure you see peering into the microscope is broad
shouldered, young, and vigorous. Among the thousands of strange
chemicals, amid aforest of glass tubing and electrical wiring, there are no
venerable octogenarians holding up test tubes in trembling fingers—not a
bit of it. You see, instead, young men who must undoubtedly be good
pitchers or catchers or first-base men.
Youngest of the industries, radio has attracted youth. It demands
youth, in fact. In one of the large radio concerns the average age of the
personnel in all its branches would be in the thirties. Virility and vitality
are as necessary in its personnel as in its signals.
That is the story of radio as it stands today. What the future shall
bring to it is hard to say. One thing is certain, however. As the world advances, radio keeps step with it in contributing to our safety, information, education, and pleasure—a pleasant outlook as we sign off.

